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INTRODUCTION
y^PRIL ,;, ,9,7, ,vill go down as one of the most
^
* momentous days m American history, quite a^art

ill > A '^T™''"^^ ^y gardeners throughout theland as the day when the President asked every otherctizen to recogmze the importance of home gardeninR asa means to help feed the world. SevenI week! h f
then had marked the spiritual birth ofMl'C:

''""

relinM T"'^ ^T "^ '"'^"^^^ P'-''"'arily to giverehable guidance to the millions of new-born gardener, whohave never used a spade, a rake, or a hoe. How to performhe many s,mp!e httle act.,, the sum total of which co„^

rdr:„rp^:rr
"''"'-'-- - -"^'-^ »'^ ^^-Th

Rather unusual efforts have been made to have theP ctures tell the story wherever possible. Often thev
.
lus rate how the work should be done, how the plantsdevelop, and what the fully-grown vegetables look' IkI ha taken the best part often years' work in the author'sown home gardens to secure the majority of the ptturesused .n .llustratmg this book, which is the most com

r;;m";t:d to^r"
"--'-'- °^ -getabrrrorg-

giv!rft"7"metf'"''"'' ''""''''^•''^'^"''^'"f''-"-"

-

aT;tab:.ity tT di^rent'soill ll/'''"''"'
''"'^ t"

genera, bellavior und^' n:tarco„drnT' Th s '':!ncause the book to be equally welcomed by the experiencedgardener m search of dependable information onThe^uetneglected question of varieties. "Which kinds and why ''

V



INTRODUCTION

"»ct science andl'" """'' '''« horSrf
'
'"""J^"-

facts. The v., " °P""°"s are iud"™ ' " "°f ^n

"laeive \.lrtjT'^ "P"" differ 0^"^' '"t" 'h'"'

observation: ,:;^''''f;-ent variet e^ hI ™''J^« "^

sections of the cou„?T "^^^ -""ny year, '""
""

hey will serve as > ^" .">« '"''sence of oTh.'"
"""^

special reference tfpacrr°" =" '"P"" In IZ"'^

Ss:hj--^"'U2Sr-jrtt
.B"ron,U^o,f;;j-^r th b. is%rMVT"°."
"1 putting at mlJ- "'*« ^"gazin, wl,

Leonard

craftsman', r^ ''"P°"' thought t^' .
generosity

JfarcA I, jgis

ADOLPH KRUHM.
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HOME VEGETA OARDENINn

LOCATION OF GARDEN

SfJlT'^7 '^.P-fle; places often make good

valufhU
S^'"''"''' ^^"^ '"'^-We soil is veryvaluable one may observe gardens nestling on mounta^s.des, made by carrying fertile soil from the v^^ev and

fc^-e^hut^
'"'' '-''— -'"*" -y "--"'

toTh^
,^«S«^''l; E^-rden should be in close proximityto the home It may be one's backyard or the lot ad-jcmng but .t should be handy so spare time can b dlvoted to .ts cultivation. Any garden is better than no

fome"k,nd
'"^ """ °' '"""'' '"'" ™="'^ ^ S"''- "of

Where a choice may be had, select a level piece ofground, free from stones, and one that has been cul fvated

Sted ^'^''^""'-.r''
"'^''- E»'' gardens if prTpe^y

pages tell what will grow best on soils of different character!



HOMK VEGETABLE OARDENINC

DRAINAGE
yHIS most important phase of garden preparation i,* all too often disregarded to the detriment of satis-factory results. In order to thrive, a garden must have
proper dramage. Proper dramage keeps the soil in "fit"
condit on to bear the biggest crops which its fertility en-
ables It to yield. '

Drainage means proper carrying off of surplus moisture
In loose, sandy soils, too much drainage must often bestopped, as far as possible, by the liberal use of coarse
manure. Stiff heavy clay soils should be mixed with
cinders or underlaid with drain tile to allow surplus
moisture quickly to seep through.

and puts all soi s in better physical condition to bear the
desired crops Where poor drainage and a lack of facilities
to create It threaten to handicap the gardener, a liberal use
oJ lime will frequently correct evils due to lack of drainage



HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

r y^^^^m^^.^^
^QMA^HiT"

^•^^p^*^::^

SOIL AND PREPARATION
CINCE results from every garden depend largely on

the soil, a few minutes of thought on the subject will
well repay the home gardener in the end. In the first
place, remember that nearly every soil supports plants of
some kind. Where the soil is in the rough stage, these
plants are mostly weeds. But any soil that supports a
crop of weed.c will also nourish cultivated crops

.Start with what soil you have. If it is a heavy clay,
add plenty of ashes, cinders, and coarse manure, working
all well mto the soil with spade and rake. (See details
on page 6.) If, on the other hand, the .soil is of a light,
sandy nature, use plenty of lime and coarse manure.

lo prepare the home garden to yield big crops of
vegetables, a wheelbarrow load of manure to every two
square yards of ground is not too much. The use of
artih^al ^chemlcal) fertilizers requires special study of
the effects of chemicals on plant life.



HOME VR(;[;t\mie r..••>. 1-. 1 A B L E CARD E NI \(;

DIGGING AND PLOWING
\17'HERE theRarden is Inrger than ,0 x za fr ,V^ ^ time to have it nloueH H. V 1

' "' " "''«^'

work as thorough , and as
"M^''"l"'5."--.<'<'«the

plows Ro deeper thVas.xLh u '''^'''"*^' ''""^^ ''"^

turns 'over ten o, t
, "^'^'eh^s "sir''"t'' ''''"T^"^

fertility of any ,or IS am Lk Tf *'"' ^op-layer

greater part ^fZ slZr The^I Tubtl 'l"""' h"^^

Dig deeply t' I,".""''
'"'"""'-"" ^-S^'"" ''^ ^P-':»-

touchedplant ood It^"?,;^" ^ ^"''"^ hitherto un-

and improve sndy loams L" ""
'u"'"°"'

'^"^ '""»

It -ill guarantee Use™ i'orLt't' ""
^"\r^""

matter where you l.veTrVhTyo:,soT "'"''""' "°



HOMK VR,;KTAI,tK .;aKDKN,no

MAKING A PLAN

P.»r^,|,i„™„| °' '''I'"" ""«'•. •"». ..c,

eighteen inehe. nil Th^?' ii ^ ''""' ^row about

to two feet be:.e™"the?o:s :fZs^Zn?''''"
'"^^''



'i"ME VRcTAiitr-: <;ari,knino

TOOLS OR IMPLEMENTS

T" ''-^.''-^^"'7- «';;;,Pl:'nne<l sarden, you should have

nt/lT'" \
'" """'^" ""'' ^'^^"y "f too's

variety of crops Rrown. But a number of simple tools

IIIZZ u'"
'"''"= '""" '^' ''"='""" «"''«"• ='"'' theseare shown above.

A spade to dig the soil; a rake to level it and get outstones; a hne to get the furrows a„d paths straight; ,hoe with which to make the furrows and cultivate the
plants; a trowel for transplantmg purposes, and an Ex-
celsior hand weeder for stirring the soil between the plantsm the row-these are the principal tools needed to make agarden of modest dimensions.
With a garden, size 20 x 50 or larger, it pays to have

that greatest of all g.uden labor savers, the wheelhoe.
1 here are several type; of them, all equally practical and
mexpensive.

8



HOME VK„KTAHI.r r; A R D n N r f. <:

RAKING AND MAKING FURROWS

tace of the soil and to remove stones anJ trash that

plants. FhorouKhly raked and properly leveled 3greatly facilitates cultivation later on
Push and pull the rake through the soil, lightly at firsto get the surface level, then to the fu 1 depth of h"tee h, to get out coarse lumps and stones. When you canpull the rake through the soil without particubr effort

wheelhTplow ToTi;
"'"'

T'^" '"^' ^'^ ''='"'"- »'wneelhoe plow. For fine seeds, such as lettuce, onions

Fo stiofTrs":
"''' ""' "'"^ "«= l'- "dl :

sKc^.^de4di^L';eed;-:-^3e-:



hOME VECiETABLE ti A R U E N I N O

TIME OF SOWING SEEDS

'piIE time for sowinR seeds depends entirely on what
kinds of vefeetables you want to grow. There arc

hardy, half-hardy, and tender veRctables, their nature
being judged by how they stand cold or warm w ather.
Lnder the various chapters will be found defi-.ite sug-
gestions for each class.

Seeds of hardy vegetables, like peas, radishes, lettuce,
etc., may be sown as soon as the soil can be dug and raked
in the spring. Others, like beans and corn, should not
be sown until danger of frost is pa.«sed. Still others, like
cucumbers, melons, squashes, etc., known as tender vegeta-
bles, should not be sown until the ground is thoroughly
warm and even cool nights arc hut a memory.
Do not sow fine or light sees when Mgh wind prevails.

It scatters the seeds broadly in the row and cultivation
later on will prove difficult.
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COVERING StEDS
]y[ANY gardening failures are traceable directly* to faulty covering of the seed.. They nnv becovered too shallow, when the birds will get sx ine

'
thesun will dry off the shallow-roo.ing. deluate slej ngs!

b tl^'^'J"
'"'""^'"° d-P'y. when the sprouts wH

InVr T 1,°' ™, 'r'^"""^ '•'^""K'' 'he labor of push-
."K through the soil that they die after reaching daylightA good general rule to keep in mind is to cover seeds to

radish s'eed '"r
'^"' '^'"^"'''- ^"°' i""«ration!

radish seeds are about one-sixteenth of an inch in diam-eter-cover them from one-eighth to one-quarter ind,deep On light sandy soils, deeper covering iliay be prac-
tis>.-d than on heavy clay soils

whi'r """T"" '" \^'" '"'' "«= ''^""'' ^°'"' ^nd peas«hich may be covered two to four inches deep, dependingon character of soil. Specific suggestions how to cover hfdifferent seeds are made in the different chapters

It



II <) Vl K V E c; E T A R L I- A R U E N I N G

CULTIVATION

VyiTHOUT timely and diligent cultivation a Rarden
will either be a partial or total failure, lo yield

good crops, the plants must be given every possible chance
to develop quickly and make as strong and healthy agrowth as season and soil fertility permit.

lo attain this end cultivation is necessary not only
between and alongside of the rows, but also between the
plants m the row. Cultivation keeps down the weeds
gives the air access into the .soil, and conserves the mois-
ture, by formation of a dust mulch.

Kliminating weeds puts every bit of fertility at the
disposal of the cultivated crop. By giving the air'a chance
to circulate through the soil, the soil is kept alive and
sweet. 1 he closing of cracks in drying soil preserves the
moisture underneath. Heavy clay soils need more cul-
tivation than soils of sandy nature. Any act that ac-
complishes any or all of above three important garden
needs is classed as cultivation, regardless of tools used

P*Vj*W..„JIE»



HOMF VEGRTAHLE GARDENIN,

HOEING

stirred.
^'^^ "^ "'^^''^ =•"<! thoroughly

«3



HOME VEGETABLF GARDENING

HAND VVEEDINC

N'leert'ri'^''"' T',' T -''" ^<"''<'''^'' "''^ toolsa certjin amount of hand weeding must be done in

particular are carrots, onions, parsnips, parsley and • Hothers that are especially delicate as seedlings \Vhhelps matters greatly is the fact that small girls'lnd boy« ho love to come m the garden to help can weed asqu ckly and , d ^^ ..^
himself.'thus sa ing theman s time for the heavier work

«4



HOME VKGETABLE OARDEMN,

THINNING OUT THE SEEDLINGS

good: fulUow of Led in^ l""
"'"" ^" '"^'^'^ '"'^ «f =

necessary to pull u »n„^ J
snou d.

1 his makes it

in "crowded" row^ will k
'""P'"'^"'- 1^'ants growing

form a properaX^d'— rtt^L^-^,
-her no?

lettuce) or the cron will
.P"""

^f
=•" (^s, for instance,

beans and other P ants of «^i T"""''^ ?' ^'"'«' "' "''''

than the plant itself
"' '" '""^ P™"^"" "'her

dole'roir HoTroZr^d' r^^
="" -'"^^^ •'^

15



HOME VEOE TABLE
; A Rn E NI NG

TRANSPLANIING

O'^L""nir"
"^ '""'P'^""nfi Koe. hand in hand with

Son,e vegetables cannot be transplanted successfully

be transpbnted only under uncon,n,„ny fa .n.ble'cond.t.ons. Whenever and whatever transplanting
i done

Plarf^r r7" f ""/™> '" "^^ ^o- and'hade tl>e'plants for a fevv days after it is done. So>re vegetables

epla^ed 'fr'-^ \

."stance are positively benefiLd byrepeated transplanting. Iransplanting is best done

b walfd ' 7tP' "',"• ^^'^'""^ 'hat. the s^ shouldbe watered well before plants are set out.

l6

i. m^--ymF



H O M K V K (. E T A H L K c; A R D K V I N '

SW-'J-V •-/>

INTENSIVE CULTIVATION
y^NY garden m which every square foot of ground is^ * utilized to best advantage is really a good evamnleof .ntensn. culfvat.on. The several phases of gaXingthat stand for intensive cultivation are i, f c7reful

t':^:;:ld^r;:!:trr^"'^"--^

in one and the same row

The other tw^ are Cr^^Ltl o^f ^^ry' g'^^tr'sense and of putting tc a test such theories as every home
g rdener forms from season to season. References w^lbe found throughout this book as to the vegetables thaend

. selves readily to the different kinds'of in n v"

»7
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

FIGHTING INSECTS
COME mominff you will go out into your Rarden
^ to hnd SIX or eight of every dozen cabbage, tomato,
lettuce, or any other plants neatly chewed off just beneath
the surface. Chances are that, if you will but dig around
the roots and look, you will find, within an inch of the
surface, a brownish-gray grub, about one inch long. That
IS the mischief maker, the cutworm, easily the most de-
structive insect in the home garden. It is met with largely
in soil that has been in grass or sod for some years. Allnewly broken land is full of cutworms
There are several remedies for this pest, such as trapping

under boards and preparing poison baits. But the best
IS the protective measure of placing stiff paper or card-
board collars all around each plant. Place them to withintwo inches of base of plant, encircling it completely, andpush about one inch into the soil. It may be a good deal
of trouble to do this w^here a large number of plants are
set out, but It stands for complete insurance.

IS



HOME V Kc; KTA 11 I. 1 A K n i: N 1 \ I

OTHER INSECT PESTS

-yUE garden's enemies may be divided into those in-/ sects that eat either plant or foliage or chew holesm It and those that suck the plant's juice or life blood.
Ut the two, the "sucking" pests are bv far more insidious,
because their work is noc visible at'first. Generally it
does tiot begin to show until a good deal of damage has
been done. 1 he very large class of Aphis or plant lice is
the most widely met with among these enemies. A nico-
tine solution, sprayed as per directions given on container,
IS the most etfectix e remedy.

Leaf-chewing insects are more easily combated because
they will eat the poisoned foliage and die of stomach
poisoning. The common potato bug is, perhaps, the best
known msect of this type. Spraying the foliage with
Arsenate of Lead or sprinkling powdered insecticides over
the plants will generally dispose of the bugs. Under the
difterent chapters throughout the book will be found sue-
gestions how to fight insects.

19
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HOME VICiKTABLK (i A R I> K N I ^ (,

SPRAYING

^~\NE of the reasons why the scores of different in-
^-' sects that threaten the welfare of the home garden
generally lead a thrivinR existence year after year is be-

cause of the gardener's indifference. Systematic spraying
will not only reduce invading bug armies but will also

combat the many fungous diseases to which plant life is

heir. Fungous diseases most commonly met with in vege-
table gardens are mildew, blight, and rust.

Fortunately, one infallible remedy takes care of all

the fungous diseases and that is Bordeaux Mixture. If, be-

sides being troubled by fungus, the plants are attacked
by chewing insects, add Arsenate of Lead to the Bordeaux
Mixture and you'll fight both unwelcome intruders with
one spray.

As already mentioned under insect pests, the kind of
spraying solution to be used depends entirely on the kind of
pests which the spraying is supposed to combat. Speak-
ing broadly, we recognize cutting insects (cutworm and



HO MR VECETABLR O AROENINd

borer) chewing insects, and sucking insects. No amount
of spraying will "get" cutworms and borers—they must
be gotten bodily and destroyed. .41! leaf-chewing in-

sects may be poisoned by arsenic sprays. All sucking in-

sects may be destroyed by either nicotine sprays or by
oily sprays which either choke them or smother their
bodies. It is thorough'-/ practical to spray for both eat-
ing and sucking insects at the same time by combining the
arsenic -.vith the nicotine remedies. Hut it is r;ther
wasteful, because the nicotine spray must come in direct
comact with the bodies of the bugs, whereas the stomach
poison need only hit the foliage in a broad way.
Sound rules for the application of all sprays come with

all the standard preparations, while stringent laws see to
it that the gardener gets just what he buys for the purpose
of fighting the battles in the garden.



HOMK VE,;ktabLE .i A R d K N . N O

WH^T ISA SEED FLAT?

ATn ;''-''.'°«,,'""''h.-.t will hold at least four inches of/^finely sjfted soil and ,s of convenient size to be easilyfted round w I answer the purpose of a seed flat Its really a ni.n.ature seed bed designed to enabe thepardener who has no hotbed or cold frame to start plant!mdoors before seeds can be sown into the open ground
1 he size of the average seed flat is about .2 x 20 inches

seeds, then close furrows. Cover with newsnaner nnJ

TnTth "".f^
='"'' '"'' "" ^"-"S -th fash on



\ K 1) I S I N fi

STARTING PLANTS INIXXJRS

AS ALREADY mentioned under "tianspbntinE,"

^rr'n"^'" 1
' °{ ^Wtable plants cannot be sue

the least. While cucumbers and melons are very exactingon that p„,nt, beans and corn are almost as particular.

Jhl aI 'f' '''"'' "^ =•" °^ '''^^^ ••'^^ ^-"y accept-
able and here ,s the way to make sure of them

!• rom your seed store or florist secure a supply of handy
little paper pots, lhe.se come in at least three sires
1 he smallest are suitable for transplantinR .seedlings
arted ,n the seed flat. The larger sizes will do for vege!tables mentioned above. Kill with good soil and sow from

five to .s,x seeds to each pot, about three to four weekshefore they could be sown outdoors. When seedlings are

Lh "'
f

''
' 'i"'V° 'he three sturdiest and give

t"ein;.';th'''""^- ^^""r
^" ''^"S" -^f f™^' - over!

fully prepared hills, leavmg pot intact around root ball.

23
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LSE OF ARTIFICIAL FERTILIZER

contains
.-.ll the e ements n

''"«"'''="''"='"»« it not only
but ^Iso supplies hu,nu"-,h:r""^ " '"""'" P'^"' ^^
retains moisture. The pnnc ^ Tf" r"""'?'

'"^""^ ^l^'^^

A 'complete.'- "LtLade f7 "*= ?"^"'y ^"^'y"''

'i|.n f,Li,t Jill si "'*"'' "™„"'"" *"• -I"
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moisture they need to m f ^
u"

'''•'"'' '"^'^ ^" 'he

veKetabbs va -iesTealy A^a": """7"^,^' '''""-'
which w. eat the Jul; fo^i^.J^LTpTna' , "''^hh''''""

"'

be laid -d.„vn P, ^ts whLh " ''"''-/•.-'-f-" "'les can

ci™-es,e««p,ants:p:;p;ttL":oef
r,"

"f -t"i
without mosture (other rh-.,^

."'•^"^''' «") can get alonfi

for surprisingly U, ;:,„;; "l^'
«"'«=-<' f™- the air"

sorted to. however. 'regadle, oT^hT.TTTT' '' '^

irrigate, put the water wh.; \ ,

'""'* "'^ '"'^"'^ y""
One thorough r^;tZ<fu; ^"^""^^ ''° "-e rt,ots.

do^en "spiinkir,!"* ' '"'' '" -"""^ "^"^fi^'^' than a

K'^^-t-i^Il^ r?



HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

HOTBEDS

A HOTBED is simply a boarded-up garden covered'* with glass. In it one may grow certain crops to
maturity out of season and liasten the maturity of other
crops requiring a long season, by affording them an early
start. A hotbed consists of a subframe which extends
from fifteen to eighteen inches beneath the soil, depending
on the climate. On top of this rests the frame proper, gen-
erally about eighteen inches high in back, twelve inches in
front, sloping toward south. This is covered with a glass
sash which keeps in the heat. A single-sash hotbed of stand-
ard size measures three feet wide by six feet long; larger
ones should be constructed in multiples of three feet wide.
There are several methods by which the soil may be

heated in a hotbed. The most general custom is to use
fermenting manure. This is piled up outdoors, in heaps
four to five feet square, and high. It soon begins to
steam, when it should be turned over. 'J his is repeated
until the pile is thoroughly and uniformly heated. This
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work requires some experience and special study and is
the most important factor in hotbed manasement

After the manure reaches a uniform heat, it should
be packed tightly into the subframe, paying particular
attention to it that it is tramped well around sides and
into corners. On r.>p of the manure are placed from four
to six inches of rich, finely sifted soil. It is then left to
stand for several days, or until the soil temperature goesdown to ninety degrees or less, depending on what you
intend to raise. Seeds may then be sown.
The two most important factors in managing a hotbed

are regular watering and timely ventilation. Without
ample water the heat in the hotbed, retained by the glass
sash, wil burn up the plants. Without ventilation, the
plants will grow spindly, weak, and be ill-fitted to undergo
subsequent transplanting.

Hotbeds are generally dug and prepared in the fall,
tilled with manure m mid-winter, and pressed into actual
service some time in February. However, all depends onwhere you live and what you want to grow.
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VEGETABLKS FOR HOIUED CULTURE

KIND AND VARIETY

Bean, Triumph of Frame
Bean, Karly Wonder
Bean, Dwarf French Forcing

Beet, Electric .

Beet, Croshv's Egyptian

Beet, Eclipse

Carrot, French Forcina
Carrot. (;„KI Ball .

Kohlrabi, White Vienna

Uttiicf, (irami Rapids
Lettuce, HiK Boston
Lettuce, Mignonette ,

Radish, Rapid Red
Radish, French Forcing
Radish, Early Frame .

Radish, Icicle . ,

Spinach, Thiclc-Lcavcd

DISTANCK
I

DAYS RE-
APART TO
PLANT

1 X 6"

2 X 6"

> 6x6"

[ ..4"

f
1«4"
2 X4"

yiRED TO COMPANION
El.D CROP

4S-SO
42-4S 1 K a d i S h c j
4S-50 , C r p s s

1 I'arsl.v
40-45 Carrots
45-5° Onions from

set
SO-S2

follow
45-SO Lettuce
SO-SS Radish

Spinach
5S-6o Beets, Car-

35-4S Radishes
40-so Carrots
45-55

;
Beets

18-2S Lettuce

25-35

30

thai.Tarlie'J du?l',",h"
''"''" ""''" «'"" "'" '*"•" ^"" "ft=*nan earner durmg the winter.

Carrots
Beets
Radishes,
Onions

February let
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COLD FRAMES
yH Sf 'I

e
simple hotbeds without the heat. No

m..a..v. oeing used in them eli.mnates the need ofdiggmg a p,t or usmg a subframe. With the help of a

fresh v""'; m' °r ^"'^'"''' ""'y «""'' '^'^ -»»" offresh vegetables four weeks in the fall and enjoy suchhardy vegetab es as radishes, lettuce, onions, etc , two to

Ground" :." '^'' ''" ^' ^''^"''^ f™"^ the openground in the spnng. '

bed°' Mrr? "'u'""'' "T^"' ^-""P^"'""^ "> the hot-bed. After plants have reached the size that makes trans

.':.to"Thf tr f"' ''-''^t"---^.
they mayt sh^fed.no the cold frame to be properly hardened off beforebemg set mto the open ground. Beans, beets, carrots, etc

brtlTe cr' "'f 'T' "^^ '^""^^ P-* °' August' w I

vegetation. By keepmg out the cold, cold frames formthe connecting Imk between the hotbed and open ground^

i i



VEGETABLES FOR GREENHOUSE CULTURE
JN ADDITION to the kinds described on preceding

pages, the very much larger space available in green-
houses makes possible the cultivation of larger gro«mg
plants such as cucumbers, melons, and tomatoes. Cauli-
Hower is also a profitable greenhouse crop, grown on side
benches, as is parsley, a few roots of which will furnish
garnishmg all winter.

In the greenhouse the heat is under absolute control
and by partitioning the house, cool season crops as well
as those requiring a higher temperature may be -njoved
at one and the same time. But do not attempt to grow
radish, lettuce, spinach, and beets side by side with beans
and tomatoes. The average night temperature required
by the latter ,s sixty-five degrees, whereas the former
cool sea,son crops thrive best under sixty degrees
While experience is the most dependable guide in grow-

ing vegetables in the greenhouse, the following table will
help the beginner to start right:
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VEGETABLES FOR GREENHOUSE CLXTURE

KIND AND VARIETY

CauliflowiT, Dwarf Eufurt

Cucumber. TrnprovedTfltKraph
tCucumber, Davis Perfect

. \\

Mmkrnelons. Blenheim Orani-eMusk Sutton's Emerald Gem
lomatoes. Bomv Best
lomatocs. Livin(tsron"s Glob*-
lomatoes. StcrlinK Castit-
lomatots, Comet

lo be grown as a bv-prorfuct
Asparagus; furc.l fn.m f<„,r.

year-old roots
Rhubarb, from stronR ntots

Water Cress
Pepper Grass

DISTANCE
AP^HI TO
PLANT

i X 12"

ft.2 X

2X2 ft.

)

Parsley from roots

2 X 2 ft.

1 X I ft.

2 X 4 ft.

I X r ft.

DAYS HE-

.

tiUIRED TO SOIL RR-

YIELD CROP QtJlREMENTS

- —
1^ .

100-125
i

GcHid drain.
' aK**. ample
!

water
"5-120

1
) Rich sandv

75-<>o ,' loam and
f leaf mold

100-115 Rub, loose
loam

95
)

Porous loam
100

/ of m.ider-
95 / aflv rith
95 V ." a t u r e.

/ J 'JO rich

( soil en-
\ courages
) "nk feaf
' Krowth

15-20 Grow under
benches

15-20 Grow under
benches

33-45
,

In a corner
i5-3S of a cixjI

house
45-50 Bt-st from

spring-sown
roots cut
back

3x



HUMS VEOETABLE GARDENING

ASPARAGUS

^ DELICIOUS vegetable, yielding one of the best
spnng delicacies year after year, providing it is

properly cultivated and cared for. E,|ually easy to groufrom either seeds or roots, but time is saved by stafting
the asparagus bed with two-yea r-<,ld roots.
Asparagus is v-ery hardy and thrives in all sections and

soils, though It does best in the temperate zones and in
soil of light, sandy nature. Seeds mv,v be sown in the
spring, roots may be set out in spring or fall. Beds from
seeds will bear stalks re..dy for cutting in four years
after sowing, while cutting may be started two years after
planting iwo-year-old roots.

,n^'''/Tf'
^''\^"'' ["' '"••"> years if correctly managedand fertilized, tor detailed directions consult paL

255-257- "^ *

3*
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BEANS, DWARF OR BUSH

D EANS grow in any soil and everybody can grow them.
*-* They are distinctly a "warm weather" vegetable

and should not be sown outd(K)rs until the maple trees

develop leaves. Ihey have no insect enemies of any
consequence and are one of the easiest vegetables to grow
and harvest if the simple points mentioned on pages 4i;-58

are observed. Bush beans mature in from fifty to eighty-

five days from date oF sowing seeds.

BEANS, I'OLE OR CLIMBING

'T'HESE are equally as tender as the bush beans and
^ should not be planted until the weather is quite

settled and the soil is warm. All pole beans bear later

than the dwarf sorts, but are also more prolific. They
require more labor because poles must be provided and
vines should be tied up, but they bear longer and the

pods are easier to gather. For full directions see pages

59-62.
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BRITTLE WAX BUSH BEAN
ytn early, stringless quality sort
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BEAN^, LIMA

T IKE the common bt-nns iltscribfcl on prirtilinK paue,*—
' Limns are divided into dwjrf or bush kinds and tall or

chmbinK varieties. I'niike other beans, they arc used
as "shelled" beans only, since their jmhIs are unfit for

eatmR.
,

Hush Limas are likewise divided into several distinct
classes, accordinK to, the beans they yield. They greatly
va'v in size and qualuy, dependin); upon the sort you
lUi V .All are of best quality if picked while q ite young
and while the beans are green.

Pole Limas are v^ry rank growers and reiuire strong
supports, twelve to rifteen feet tall. They mature later
than the dwarf or bush kinds, but are more prolific. As
descendants of .semi-tropical plants, Lima beans are very
tender and should not be sown until the weather is quite
warm and settled. Always plant them "eye down,"
for reasons given on page 6j.
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FORDHOOK BUSH LIMA
The highM gua/ily product
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HOMt Vh CihlAULh I.AkUtNINO

BKKTS

^EX'I to turnips, kits arc the priniipal "root"
viRetabli' for winter iise and :is siuli they enjoy a

far greater popularity in Kiirope than in Ainerita. They
arc easily grown in any soil, have no insect enemies of
any c mseciuence, are easily harvested and stored.

Since the younu heet plants arc very hardv, the seeds
may be sown very early in the spring. .Some sorts develop
much quicker than others, i,ut the late-maturinR kinds
are the best keepers. K.xtra early sorts may be sown as
late as the middle of July to grow large enough for winter
use.

Beet seeds are "spongy" kernels containing from two
to four 'germs

' each. To make them sprout quickly and
uniformly, walk over the rows after sowing seeds. Kor
this and other particular points of cultivaticm see pages
152-157.

A type of beet called .Swiss chard is grown extensively
for greens. It is fully described and dealt with on pages
186-187 and J27.

**
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CROSBY S EGYPTIAN BEET
A pofular jaz-orile rvfryxhere



HOME VKGETABLH i A K D K N I N G

BRl'SSELS SPROUTS

/^NE of the least known members of the cabbage family
y^ and one of the most dehcate and dehcious in Haver.
Can you imagine a cabbage plant which, instead of form-
mg a head, grows a stalk about two feet tall, with the
leaves set about two to three inches apart all around and
up the stem?^ That is the way this vegetable grows and
the "sprouts" develop »vhere the leaves join the stalks.

I hese "sprouts," as shown in quart basket alongside,
are boiled and served with a cream sauce. They surpass
cauhflower in flavor, are easier to grow, and keep better.
While they are not an economical vegetable to grow, re-
quiring about 150 days from seeds to finished sprouts,
Brussels sprouts deserve a place in every garden devoted
to growing quality vegetables for home use. See com-
plete directions for cultivation on pages 258-259.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

CABBAGE
AS CHILDREN of cold, moist climates, all cabbages

thnve best in cool sections that enjoy an abundance
of ra.nfa

. 1 he cabbage family is large, as a thorough
study will reveal. The wild cabbage is the common an-
cestor of borecole, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower,
kale, kohlrabi, and many other popular vegetables
Cabbages proper are divided into three classes, namely
white, or common cabbage, "savoy" or crinkly leaved

cabbage, and red cabbage.
Cabbage is one of the few vegetables that may be

enjoyed the year around. It is easily grown from seeds,
the plants thrive in most any soil, and have but few easily
combated insect enemies. A large choice of varieties
acclimated to many soils, seasons, and climates, make the
growing of cabbage an easy matter for the man who
hkes this vegetable. Full instructions for making a suc-
cess of raising cabbage are given on pages 67-76

4*



COPENHAGEN MARKET CABBAGE
Great in quality, size, and earliness M
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HOME VEOtTABLE GARDENING

CARROT
PENTURIES of strife and the need of storing food^ supplies against unfriendly winters have made car-
rots one of the mam stand-bys among vegetables for winter
use w.th European nations. They certainly are a most
holesome and nutritious vegetable, easily grown, easily

Harvested, easily stored, and easily relished
Carrots grow in most any soil, though a sandy loam,

plen-.fully enriched witJ, well-rotted manure, suits them
best. Early kinds will grow large enough for use in
seventy-five to eighty days, but the best keeping sorts for
winter storage require a hundred days or more to reach
full size.

The largest and also latest maturing varieties of car-
rots are highly esteemed among live-stock raisers as a
stock food for cattle and horses during the winter. While
no medicinal qualities can be attributed to them, they
certainly help to keep the animals in good condition.
1-or all particulars concerning this much neglected vege-
table see pages 158-161.
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HOME VKCRTABIK GARDENING

CAULIFLOWER

I^^^'^'a^fLr l''"" "n "u "'^'-''vered" cauliflower

D.n, I A
'''''"'; ^"''^ K^rdeners improved itDanish gardeners perfected it, and to this day the fine!;caul,flower seeds come from Denmark because the cT

oTthisttTabr"^ " "-'' '"-' '- "^^ "-'"J--
Cauliflower is a meAiber of the cabbage family Its

The plants will not "head" in hot, dry climates or

err'clta::r° Tf^" '"'J
'-' ^^»'^- P-aTl™rmod"

LTand watetatal7tim: V"""''^''"'^'"''
°^ P'^'

veeetlht rl f l
" ^''" ''''" S™"' '^is deliciousvegetable to perfection by carefully studying the directions given on pages 260-263
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DRY WEATHER CAULIFLOWER
The best all-round sort for all sections J
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THE STAPLES OF THE VEGETABLE GARDEN
CUCH foods as will keep mankind alive are recocni/.ed

^ as staples. Among vegetables (excepting potatoes)

six kinds play a more important role in our food pro-

gramme than all the rest put together. Several of these

six are represented in our daily bill of fare each day in

one form or another.

It is only logical, therefore, that more than casual

attention should be given to the cultivation of these

stand-bys. In the next seventy pages each is dealt

with as thoroughly as its importance deserves, lo grow
them will prove easy if simple directions given are fol-

lowed.

All staples feel at home in most sections of the country

and yield good crops providing that the .soil is fertile

and necessary attention is given to them during their

growing season. If you grow nothing else, grow some of

each group of the following six important vegetables.

By doing so you will fill both individual as well as na-

tional needs.
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BEANS—DWARF OR BUSH
DEANS, are the easiest vefietable to grow in any
*-* carefully dug and raked garden. They thrive in
most any soil.

Houi to Sow: Place furrows from eighteen inches to
two feet apart, about two inches deep, and drop seeds four
inches apart in the row. They will sprout and push
through the soil in from five to seven days. Make the
first sowing when the maple trees unfold their leaves
—about the middle of May. The average packet of
bean seeds (about a half pint) contains enough to sow
fifty feet of row. A fifteen-foot row of any of the im-
proved sorts recommended later will yield about twenty
quarts of pods from the time the first pods form until
the plants cease bearing. Ask yourself "how many
beans do we want?" Then plan to secure the supply by
planting at frequent intervals. Extra early kinds may be
sown up to within sixty days of first frost.

hii
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HOME VECETABLE OARDENINO

THE CULTIVATION OF BEANS
AS A descendant of natives of India and arid Amer-

ica, beans need cultivation more th:- watering
As soon as the young plants develop the s. id pair of
leaves, start to hoe them, pulling the soil s :,tly toward
the rows. After every shower go over t...- patch with
a handhoe or wheelhoe to break up the crust forming
on soil, but niver wor!: over bean plants while leaves are
wet with dew or rain. It spreads rust-a fungous disease
that badly marks the pods and foliage with ugly brown
spots and eventually causes the plant to die

\Veeding hoeing, and hilling are the three main needs
oi beans, i he principal reasons for hilling them are that
It puts 1 extra deep dust mulch around the base of
plants and it supports the plants, thus keeping pods off
the ground. If an e.vtra long drought retards develop-
ment of the plants and watering becomes necessary, put
the water tow«« the rows, next to the plants, but do not
wet the plants, i'he routs need the moisture.

5°
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PROVIDING A CONSTANT SUPPLY

J or an ample supply of tender stringless pods, sow Two

only thar wii, eon,e^;:^otarin^'^2:'rix;;:c;::;rPl;.nt>ng. Later maturing kinds bear longer
'

o have perfectly stringless beans from ear'y in lulv

May plant a row each of BoumiM, .\ew Kidnev IVax

A|>outjune,str:pth::^stS;::^.^.^S,^
with a plantmg of Uodson and &r,„g/.„ Refug.l

^^'^^
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GATHERING THE CROP
DEAN plants will bear surprisingly large croDs ifproperly handled and cared for. They willTrearlv«ward the d.l.gent gardener for any extra laJ n*d catbe towed upon them. .Sometimes, in particularly r'chsoil, the plants will be so large that they crowd eahother .n the rows and spread sideways. In such cases

Ire^tTh'
""^

l"'"'
''" '*^" ="'•-'"• ="'-« the row aTdconnect them with stnngs on both sides of row. This

lleTuWv^atlnr"'
''"" '"' '''''"' '">"'' " "'-"

Gather the pods while quite young, about four or five

rom fibr- ni'''^
are of best quahty then, and free»rom fibre. Do not jerk the plants while gathering but

uenti; %hnft'"
'"''

"'"^u'^"«"
-"^ G«"- fr"

ZTr ^T ^°" P"^'' P'"''' ^"^ prevent seedsfrom formmg .n them, the longer will the plants bear

iilr -CL'a-on."^"^
''"- "' -" '-— «-
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Home VEGETABLE CARD K NINO

GREEX-I'ODDED BUSH BEANS
y//£ Fl'al-podded "Snap-shnrts."

I he work of the modern hvbridi/er permits ofno excuse for "strmgy" beans in thehome garden Fortmost among the flat green-podded sorts that mavbtsnapped mto short pieces without strings haWng to betaken off, is Bountiful {No. 2). It is a tr,.lv n H' A
»tt that wil, bear .ts handsoL I'mcVl "S'lJ«.thm sixty days from date seeds were ,»vn and « Ucontinue to bear for six weeks thereafter

^ "''"''» '"

He sort wiih^'""''«-'' *f!'f
/'>'"' ''"dded\. a most proh-

green color "lT"h
"' "^'^'':«"''^''- ^ve-inch pods of light

fan frnn, .; A
''^"^/"""^"'aHy well during the earlyall from seeds sown during June. Ready for gathering

2;fl/ I
" '^^ '•""f maturing sort of this re-markable trio, but also the most prolific. In eigh v dav^from date of sowing it. an average fifteen-foorrow ^^yield five quarts of pods; stringless while young.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

GREEN-PODDED BUSH BEANS

'T'HE Round-podded "Snap-shorts."

These seemingly enjoy greater favor with the
broad masses of planters than the flat-podded kinds be-
cause of their superior appearance and greater fleshiness.
But the flat-podded sorts average longer and keep better
because most of them have more fibre in the pods. There
should be room for all in every home garden.

Stringless Crem Pod, after a quarter century, is still

the leading round-podded green variety. Ready in sixty
days. Of wide adaptability to difl^erent soils, seasons,
and climates. It is the popular favorite, with Bountiful,
described on previous page, as a close competitor.

Fordhook Favorite (see illustration) is a white-seeded
Stringless Green Pod which bears exceedingly handsome
pods in great clusters within sixty days from date of plant-
ing. Average pod five and a half inches long; perfectly
"saddlebacked," half inch in diameter. Full Measure
reaches edible size several days later, but is longer.

S4



HOME VEGETABLE GARDENINI

GREEN-PODDED BUSH BEANS

Ji'OR use as shelled heans.

I he tollowinK kinds are grown almost exclusively
for the beans that develop in the pods, either in the dry
or in the green stage. In cool northern sections, where
Lima beans will not mature, they are gathered while
green, shelled, and used alone or « ith corn as succotash.
Red Kidney is the large kidney-shaped bean famous

throughout New England for baking. Ripens in seventy-
five da/s from date seeds are sown. Pods tough and
stringy.

Boston Fea Bean and White Marro-xfat are both popular
favorites yielding pure white beans of excellent cooking
qualities. The last named develops tendrils, about
twelve to eighteen inches long, often causing home gar-
deners to think they planted pole beans. Do not cut
off the tendrils. Stringy.

Dxarf Horticultural (see illustration) is a large, plump,
speckled bean of great favor around Boston. It is, per-
haps, the heaviest yielder of all, ripens the crop in eighty
or eighty-five days, and has by far the handsomest pods.
Picked within the four-inch stage they may serve as
"snap-shorts."
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HOME VECK TABLE C. ARDENINl

WAX-PODDED BUSH BEANS

'pHE Flat-podded Kinds.
Wax or yellow-podded beans are unquestionably

handsomer in appearance when served in certain fashions.
As to the relative quality of wax- and green-podded sorts,
even experts disagree. Wax-podded sorts are perhaps
of milder (or less) flavor than the green-podded.

Burpee's New Kidney Wax (No. i) surpasses old Ward-
well s in every way. Pods straight, six and a half inches
long, half inch wide, light yellow, perfectly stringless at all
stages. Ready m sixty days after sowing and good for
SIX weeks thereafter. Color, light yellow.

Sure Crop Wax (No. 2) is a most bountiful yielder some-
what resembling New Kidney Wax, but the seeds are black,
pods slightly thicker and more generally borne in clusters.
Ready in sixty-four days after planting and the dark
yellow pods are produced until frost.

Hodson Wax is the yellow-podded brother to Ilodson
Green Poi'ded described on page 53. Both are alike
in season of bearing, heavy yielding qualities, and stringy
character when old.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENIl

WAX-PODDED BUSH BEANS
'T'HE Roiind-podded Kinds.

To those who can see beauty in a humble vegetable
few sights are more pleasing than a panful of sym-
metrically curved, saddlebacked wax beans, full of
snap and flesh and juice! The round-podded sorts un-
questionably contain more water than the flat kinds and
are the easiest to get ready for the table.

BrittU lyax (see illustration) may be considered the
pinnacle of perfection of those types of beans known tornany as Prolific German Black Wax, Round Pod Kidney
Wax, and others. Ready in sixty-five or seventy days
and bears for six weeks thereafter

Pencil Pod fVax is of the Prolific German Black Wax
types, but of a far greater adaptability to difl^erent soils.
Pods average slightly shorter (about five inches) than
those of Brittle Wax, but are produced in larger clusters.
Keeneys StrtngUss Rfjugei Wax is the brother to

the green-podded type described on page 53.
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G

GROWING BEANS ON THE PACIFIC COAST
'pHERE is no difference in any of the essential de-

tails in growing beans as given on preceding andfollowing pages, whether practised in the East or on thePacific Coast. On the coast proper seeds may be sown

of cTntrafaTd'" 'l^
"''' "''''^ '" "^^ '"'-'- '-'-"

safer tlmi " •""' "™ ''''^' '"^^ P™^" "

Beans are a profitable garden crop everywhere. On the

notThrir"""'",r'°r
"'"^ """"" -p"-- "-rdonot thrive so well, because of prolonged drouths In

sec?on?f'fh" '^"m"' 'i'
'''""" ^™=' ''"" P™<'"cing

^^nr Jl^f;!^X'7iiTti:^-

S
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THE POLE BEANS

beneath the .urfacCf^'offit fo^'rh;
t"

Ut'""^^
iTom seeds sown end of Ma„ ,!,<. c ^
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HOME VECE TABLE GARDEN

TO GROW POLE BEANS SUCCESSFULLY
DOLE beans grow much larger plants than the dwarf

kinds and bear larger quantities of pods in fertile

w^'th. V'Tf', r"'^?'"'
'° '''"""y '""'^^ ^^^h hillwith a shovelful of well-rotted manure or humus.

I he seedlmgs generally appear within six days after

h^lT "?• 'r ""'1^" ''*^' '^' y"""^ f'^"'^ 'Should
be tied gently to the poles with raffia or soft rags Incommon vnth all other bean plants, pole beans do not

thrill^T '^f\*''n'
""' 'y"*^™ disturbed. Weed

the hills by hand, therefore, using the hoe between hills
only, as shown on page 59.

Since pole beans require a long season to reach edible
size, successive plantings are seldom advisable. When
picking them, do not jerk the plants-cut the stems. Donot let them grow as large as shown in picture opposite
pick while small and enjoy real quality.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

POLE BEANS-GREEN-PODDED KINDS

t" please our fancL" MZfZ^V"'"'^"^'^"^ ^""^''

-uch longer, sueTanSb^t Thi
""'""

fl'true among the green-poddedS ^''" " ""'""'"'^
^'d ''omeslfad ot Kfmuch If'ondfr is th, m . >and, perhaps, most orohfi,- L j • •

"""^ Popular

numberof pods™ r pllnt
•

""''"'"'"« "^"^ "^ '»''' ='"<'

pro^rfmSi" ^"""^^ '"'•'^' ^- » -''- -d

per plant. " '^° *)"»«« of beans

of'ZiSLr^r!''' ^°"j'-""^ ^-- clusters

young.
"'"'' "^^ "^ P«*«ly strmgless while
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POLE BEANS—WAX-PODDED KINDS
PX)REM()ST amonfi these ranks Co/den Cliuler If'ax,

deservedly popular for every purpose in the home
garden. It is a dependable cropper on all kinds of soil.
Where season and soil are favorable for strong development
It bears pods in clusters of two and four large pods, six
to eight inches long by three-quarter inches wide. They
are perfectly stringless while young, flat and vary in
color from creamy white to lemon yellow. Ready frw
use in seventy-five days. Dry beans are pure white.
Kentucky IFonder Wax, as illustrated, is the yellow-

podded companion to Old Homestead or green-podded
Kentucky Wonder. It has all the admirable qualities
ot that popular favorite, and matures a week earli
CoUen Carmine Horticultural is a popular old \ ty

in New England and other sections where the seasons jre
short and cool. The pods are hardly fit for use, being
tough and stringy; but the handsomely marked dry beans
are splendid for winter use.
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HOME VECKTABIE OARDRNIN

THE BL-SH LIMA BEANS

N^A^t^ .''''"y y"" =Bo a Lima bean grower inCalifornia discovered in -. fi„ij r i i
grower m

varieties, rhev have rhf T' "' '^^/"'^ "' ^'™''ing

occupying essspace and
"''^^ ''"""'^ "'''"•

fon^o^fgrnTmaTuri;;'""""^ '"^^^ '^^°^ -" «-"-

andtatha^Tbeif.h'^ '\T'
''''" '^^' -'

-t in the latitude of NrVratf'pirtT"^ i""''rows three feet aoart vii.l, • L
^' ''ant the seeds in

tween the seeds accord 1 "'S^' '"/'ghteen inches be-

closer together npTr oil Z " ^"""'^ °^ "'^ »°"'

Make furrows two tr,l,rr ="/"' '" "'^^ ground,

eye downTn the rows '\7
'"^'^". ''»P j-nd Place seeds

young seedlings a °e apt to "h' ^"1 " '''^regarded, the

soil, frying to'^u^h th';ough.
""' '''" "^^''^" '" ''«=-y

6}
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HOMH VK(iKTAHLK i; A R l> K N I NG

m

BUSH LIMAS—BEST KINDS

'T'UE eatUestofaW is /Irmlrnnn's Improved Bush Lima,
-* which is of the type known in the South as Sierra or
Butter Uean. Its one drawback is its exceptionally small
size, pods containing but three beans each. However, it

is most dependable under widely varying conditions of
soil and season.

BuTpet'i Bush Lima it the standard and most widelj
fomiBon in culdvatian to-day, bearing large quantities
of pods with four beans each, in eighty-five days from
date seeds are sown. liren's Kumerle or Potato Lima is

a sort with short pods and thick beans. The plants are
of much more spreading habit than any others described
here. The prize for quality must be awarded to Fnrd-
book Bush Lima, however, which bears thick pods with
fat beans on the order of old-fashioned "potato lima"
which are fully as large as those of Burpee's Bush Lima,
much thicker through, and of green color. Burpee
Improved, as illustrated above, is the largest podded sort
of the dwarf type.



THE POLE LIMA BEANS
yHE cultural requirements of pole Limas are very

""^^ t°^ those of other pole be.ns, as given on

f^^V^:, .f""'^"!^'
^"-^ should be exercised in plan,"

ing the seeds eye down," a^ with the bush Limas. The

feedhW r* r "^" '""'' ''''" '^^ ^"'^ ^''"<i'' (°"^

Tmr2 r^ t I
^re correspondingly larger and more

d.ftcult to push through the oil. Half the failures in

disregard of this important point.
Pole Limas are ^ ery rank growers and will grow immense

I
lant., If given a chance, to the detriment of the crop

ot pods. Seasoned growers curb the growth of pla, bypinching out the tips of vines as soon as the plant,s reach

If rh^h,!) C f'r
^^" ^"™""g'='' th-^ development

of the buds at the leaf joints and hastens the maturing of

than the dwarf kinds to form pods ready for use.
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HOME VEOETABIE fiARDENINO

^1-

POLE LIMAS-THE BEST KINDS

orDreer's Bu.h Lima ^^ T - " ""^ *^"""""''

Po!^ Lima in this cilTs w^lh "'l
'^'

P"""""' °^ ^"'"'o

and does .e., evLthe.tet"n!^::: „t
^"^ ''™''""'-

pods a^e^„,7,s compatrvith
'^''"'^ "-^

borne in greatest abunZce a tlUlled"":,' I'T
""
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CABBAGE

around, and there are a Kreat many kinds, of allshapes and sizes, as well as different color and flavor toplease a Rreat variety of people. CabbaRe ,s of^reat!e.t adaptability to various climatic and soil condirion
t thrives anywhere in this country, thou,l, to score hesresults attention must be given to varieties nd pted toditterent soils and seasons.
.^s a rule cabbage is grown as an early crop for sprine

heITT T '"'^ '" " '"«= ""^ f- -"t" "or g^
1
he methods of growing are the same every>vhere, thoughhe varieties grown early in the season diffVr grea ly fromthose grown for winter storage. All cabbages may b^

ooundTH '"'"'' "' pointed-headed sorts,'flat-headed

chsses i find
7"'' aT^ ""''• ""^ '^'^^'"^'^- I" =•"

poses
' ^"'"'" '''" ''*"'"' P"'-



V K C t 1 A B L E < A R I) F N I N (1

i-

CABBAGE-HOW TO SOW SEEDS AND WHEN
T^sS^ "'"^'

•'t^'^' - '^ "^h »il- Whetherseeds are sown under glass, . c exrn P-.rl„
"""

"rons germination -^ "T " "^' ''"'^ ""^ oi' equally

they;hould7e rnrath'I^'hinr7 '" '''" ^'''''"•

one-<,uarter to onel inn'ch dtp
^ ='"'' '''^ ---'' ^-b^t

Plenty of ^ntlLtTon .^n^dld r^ll':"
'"''•'' '"'"

plants from becoming spfnlly For 1 r" '" "7'^"'
and late wintpr o-kk '""">• "^or mam crop outdoors

den, iust hLe for rad'T'' ""'f"* " ''"^ ^'^ '" '^e gar-

middle of Apri^
' '"" ^"''^'' ""^ '™« =•''"

in ortrr/o'^n' "it
"""^ ''^-^ -""." ''^ --"'-"<•

tains e„ough'rgtJ„t7--^;tt:."^^-''^-"-
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H () M F. VEGETABLE GARDENING

CABIiACiE-TRANSPLANTING AND SETTING

T^enous' ?.t"y?^^^'^-l-^<^
those grown without a

m the ro«, «,th two to two .nd :, half feet between the

the^o^ts'Tfr'"*-'' '" '^
T''^

^"' ^'^ '"" -^'ins to

bed TJL tr r
'° ^T' thoroughly the seed flat orDea Before transplantms the seedhngy. Inless the ,„il
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

CARBACE-PROVIDINC A CONST \NT SL PPLY
A 1«)IT middle- of Sep-rmlx-r so,v seeds o< arlv kinds

.

outdoors, ,n rows, quarter inc, deep, ten to twelvemches between the rows. When October vcather threat-

en" hj't'n TT"- '"";^'^'"' '"'" = ™''' f"-^ <«-

L ,n" I

'^' ''"'"' ""^J-' enough water to keeprhem ,„ hve, dormant cond.t*^,. Set out at the first

seaso«
'"'"*' '"'* "'" ^"'""'' '^^ «"' '^^^''eP of the

Early ,n March sow seeds of early and midseason sorts« boxes ,n th. house or m a hotbed in rows about four-^ apart.
1 ran.splant about four weeks later in otherix^ or cold frame, four mches apart eacl, „ay, to beset out mto the garden by about May 1st.

Jde"n rh'""
'"^^

°l^'"^
'''"''» ^Y end of May, into your

fr/nri I "^'rf\"r *° '""^ '°"^ '"'^^'^ apart, and
transplant bv end of July into thoroughly prepared rowsror u idte crop.
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HO.MK VHCE TABLE G A R I) K N I N <,

CABBAGE-INSECT PEST!-' AND STORING THE
CROP

'T'HREE insect pests threaten the existence of every
cabbaRe plant: the first one is the <lestr„ctive

l.ttie cutworm pictured on page .8. The second is theCreen plant louse or aphis, and the thir ! one is the ."c-

n

cabbage worm which destroys the folia-e
Cutworms are combated most effectively bv pu-inpaper collars around the plants or by poison bait. Vp' '

:

•nay be fought by spraying the plants with a n,co-i-.e
.nscct,c.de Aga.nst the green cabbage worm use Arsen :-eof Lead or I aris Green m either powder form or as a sprav-mg solution. '

Should the heads begin to burst before it is time to
t.ike them in. push plants over to one side. This breakssome of the roots and checks development. Beforeputt^g the heads into cellar or p.ts, turn them upTd

tnlrZ '. '^ 'n'''""r '" '^' "^'"- '''«" '-" themn a cool, dry cellar or bury them in a pit upside down.
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HOME VEi.KTABLK GARDENING

EARL^- WHITE CABBAGES
'pO HAVE early cabbagt, it is absolutelv essenriai to

start with s«ds of thoroughbred earlv kind^ Incommon w,th the late sorts, early cabbages are divided
into Hat- and round-headed sorts. In addition, the earlv
class^da.ms the Wakeheld cabbages which are of pointed
or oblong shape and the earliest of all to reach good size

J^arly J,rs,v lyak.fiHj forms heads five inches in diam-
eter by eight mches long, within lOO days from date
seeds are sown. (.See illustration." CharUann Ifah-

fh r !^ \ '''": *"" =''™ '"S^-- ••'"•^"o^f ="n"nK
the flat-headed early sorts ranks Earh Eureka which
matures about the same time as Jers.v Wakfheld.

Ihe prize for s,«, quality, and earliiess, however, is
justly claimed by CopenhaRni Market, a perfectly bjl-
shaped sort introduced from Denmark about ten year,
ago. Head.s, ten inches m diameter, ..veraging nine to
ten pounds in weight, are pr.Kluced within no days ifter
seeds are sown. Outyields any other variety in this das.s.
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H (1 M E V E f; I r A n L E gardening

CABBAGES FOR MIDSEASON AND LATE CROP
-TO GATHER solid heads of good qualitv in late

. 'T"'7/"'' "''y f-'"' f™'" '^'^^'^^ '^o"" in the spring,
ust either IImden„„'s Sucusuon, Ml Season,, or both
Succession ,s of somewhat flattened shape and reaches
full size within 135 days from date seeds are sown. ///
Seasons, as illustrated above, comes a week to ten davs
later is almost ball-shaped, and the trimmed heads aver-
age heavier. Both ki.iJs are adapted to all .sections,
soils, and climate.

Among the late sorts suitable for winter storage, Prem-
""", aT a""'' i'.l''

""""'' '^""^'"' ^'^ 'he two undis-
puted leaders. I he former is by far the most widelyknown ^ind grown because it thrives most anywhere.Damsh Ballhea, shows a distinct preference for heavy
c ay soil and does not do so well on thm land. The

should I

'"
T^i:^' " '"''' ''''« home gardener

should best study the catalogs of the seedsmen in his
section and profit by the e.-iperience of his neighbors.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

f

CABBAGE ON THE PACIFIC COAST
'pHE perfect adaptability of cabbage to widely varying

the P dfi 'V ""' ™"^"-- - P^ven splendidi/ "n

inHuence of the open coast and on the lowlands ,ndmountain slopes of the interior.
'ow.anas .,n<l

When to plant cabbage on the Pacific Coast cannotb determined by definite dates because of the gr"

sect on"" 'onTr^T '" ","" °"^ ^'"'' '^e same 'nsection. On the broad principle that cabbage need.s plenty

mori:::' " ^ ' ""'"- "°^' ••"'^ ^eneraHv spealTing,most plants arc set out m September

that nrn
"' '

''"'

TV^ '"""' "f ^"^'y •'"'* '••"'^ ^--bbages

Coast' R T""-"'' '"T^^ '" «'°»'"« °" "^^ '-he
ther. n tne ate conical var^ty // :n„„suu/,. Damsh
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A R I) I N I N i;

THE SAVO\- CAHB\GK
^KIXDof cabb.c.. differins from rh.t discussed „n» l^r..ed,nB paKcs by having d.st.nctiv •crumpled"

ate^ whil
'''• ^""""-

'^ ''^ »"P"lat,vc ',ualit

v

Katen wh.le quite younj; (as «// cabbages ,/„„/,/ be)b ov nvals Brussels Sprouts in delicate fl' v.,r. is „

sTlt fT' ,
"

"'^ "''''^ "' '•'"^'"'"' "bbages at aUstages .if dcvelopnntnt.

b,g 'snreld.nr'""^ "^T'
'^"''^" '^^''''^^'«^- ''^""^'^ »

,, ';:,. "^ u"*'
*'°^''' "^''""^^ " •'" undesirable rvpe formarket, liecause of this, Savoy is not as well-kno vVas.ts ments deserve ,t to be. But since the plants are easilygrown, every home garden should have nnv of Sav„^abbage, the general cultivation of which is the same al

taLl ,rJ ) f|-

•^"""•''"" />'"'''"<"/ i-«;'-v is the

frdatrd!°:rj*Lr"'"^ ^^ "^-"-^ - ^^° ^^y^

i
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RED CABBAGE
"PHE leading characteristic of this type is the deep,

^ purplish red color of its foliage. This color extends
clear through the heads, although the ribs and heart,
when cut, are white, with a reddish tinge. Red cabbage
IS very popular in many parts of Europe, for rhe purpo.s^
of making "slaw." With us it is used chieflv 1)" th>;

foreign population of our great cities in the East.
W hile "cold slaw" made from red cabbage is decidedly

attractive in appearance, yet it is of very much stronger
flavor than white cabbage, and few Americans find it

palatable. Cooked with meat and thoroughly .steamed,
red cabbage becomes a most acceptable dish, li is

grown just like other cabbage. Danish Rnuiul Red (as
illustrated herewith) is an early sort, forming small
heads m 130 days from date of sowing seeds. Mummolh
Rock Red requires 150 days for full development and may
be considered the standard the world over.
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•"'•'t,,,,,,,, ,

CORN-SWEET OR SUGAR

T'!!;i^Jt"''Z'"r "'"' "" "^^" ""^ '""'«ht onmarket. After the ears are "pulled," the nu .htvdeteriorates very rapidly and bv the t-iJ k
,''"''">'
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IIOMI veer. TAULE ..AKDIMNC

'I

SWEKT CORN -WHEN AND HOW TO SOW
T^TOIHIXC is g;,jne,| hy plantint; seeds luforc bnth
^ ^ sroiinil and wtatlu-r have biioiiu- rhdroimhiy warm
Sweet corn seeds are soft and will (|uiel;lv rot in cold scij
I he new veedlinss are %,ry delicate and cold ueatlur
checks their development so that later plantings otten do
much better than early ones. A pint of seeds is suHicient
to sow .seventy-five feet of row.

I wo methods of growing corn arc open to the planter-
it may be sown in hills or in rows. I he nature of the s •

'

IS generally the determining factor which way to grow
the crop. It .s better to manure poor soil in hills, two aiid
a half to three feet apart and to plant five or six seeds to
each hill, reducing the plants to the three strongest later on.

Hut in soil of fair fertility, the better method is to
sow the corn in rows, about three inches deep, with two or
three feet between the rows, depending on variety. Never
plant one long, single row of a kind, but plant corn in
blocks of several short rows, side by side.
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SWEET COKN TlilNMNc; on
CLLTIVAI ION

AND

W"f^.'*,^
''•'"," """ i" «>w.s, which i.s bv far the b.-,st

mg t e crust n«ht next to the r„„ . ,th ether".or '

S«eet corn ,s reasonably <ln .th resistanr s„ long as t »

When the vounK plants have grown to be six or ei^htnches h,J,, th> V shouM b, thinned out t„ stand tvvelveto fourteen mchcs apart ,n the row, alwavs sav^r I estrongest. A month l„er the rows should' be «one o rasam, th,s t„„e to ren.ove all side-sh,H,ts or •^uckers
"

^hen sightly h,ll the rows, pulhn, the soil to a hn« ^.f

™s l^ir" t'"'"
"'' "" ''''''• "" ''-'• -'J" "f-w.

dust m Ich t

" ' ^""•''"'>" ^J-'^""*' l"8l' "inds and as aUust mulch to retam moisture. See page i>6.
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H l> M F V l; (; E r A B L K 11 A K I) K N I N (;

III I

'T'HK use i)f celery an a vegetable anil tonic is traceable
*^ to oldest times, since some of tlu old (Jreek poets,

before Christ, considered it worthy of mentionin);. It

certainly is fact that well-fjrown and prepated celery is a

most acceptable article of diet and arry American garden
maker laii gr(r.c it '.

While the seeds require a Ions time to germinate, the
newly born plants have a strong constitution. They
grow well so long as they have an abundance of water.
.As a matter of fact, unless, during dry months, on light

soils you are prepared to supply an abundance of water,

don't attempt to grow celety.

Hut if you do all this vegetable rei|uires to make a

good growth, it will reward you with a real delicacy.

One type of celery has fleshy roots— it is called Celeriac,
and we grow all too little of it. Complete information
for growing both celery and celeriac to perfection will be
found on pages 162 and 264-270.
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A never Jailing a'iiiler sort



HOME VEGETABLE UARDENING

"BRUSSELS WITLfX)F" OR WITLOOF CHICORY
{French Endive)

nPHOUGH known and cultivated in France and BeU
'^ gium for years, it is only recently that this delicious

salad vegetable has found a marked degree of apprecia-
tion in America. The delicate blanched "sprouts" are
really the winter product of large chicory roots grown
during the summer months in any garden. With the
approach of cold weather these roots are dug up. With
the tops removed, they are planted again in boxes in

cellar or other frost-proof places. The resulting shoots
furnish the salad.

Ihe plants that make the roots from which witloof
forced are really rank-growing weeds. They thrive
any soil and need from June to November to reach full

size. They require no particular attention excepting
thmning, weeding, and cultivating liice any other root
crop. How any home gardener may grow this delicious,
French Barbe de Capucin is described on page 206.
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WlTl-OOF CHICORV OR FRENCH K.NDIVE



N O M K V E U E T A U L E liARDENrnu

P

CORN-SWEET OR SUGAR

fertUity heat and "
"''""

"""""l"
'""' '""'^"'"' »''

that e^.^::^;;"j Trr,•^::^^'^^c::d\'o^"^^sow the seeds, which kinds to 1 and whv as weM \l
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PEEP o'daY sweet corn
One of the earliest oj good flacoi



IK.,VIM VKii: 1 A IILi: liAKDFMNCi

CUCUMBERS

Y^
;»() does not know the Imndsome, dark green fruits

which, slic-d and seasoned, furnish us one of the
coolest and most refreshing summer salads? Cucumbers
are a very easdy grown vegetable. 1 he\ require little
or no care after the seedlings have outgrown the danger
of being eaten by the little striped beetles which seem
to prefer young cucumber seedlings to all other food

Although the cucumber plants are of a creeping or
spreading habit of growth, thev are easily confined to
small space by pinching out the centre shoot of vines A
dozen hills need not take up more than forty square feet
ot space and will yield a surprising amount of fruits.
Keeping them picked before thev reach full size will
cause the plants to bear longer. Read pages 2,02,4 for
easily followed directions how to grow lots of cucumbers
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EGGPLANT

ASA nntive of tropical illm:ites, Kfitphinrs thrive
hest in those scrtio-is rliat rniov :i lonK growing

season as well as real warm uea-her (!urinc the summer
mtnths I hey (jrow to perfecrion from Florida north
to Pennsylvania and west to Kansas, as well as on the
I acific Coast, but do not thrive so weli farther north andm higher altitudes.

Kpsplants are members of the "Niglushade" family
(.Sohinum) and as such they are firsr cousins to the potato,
tomato, pepper, etc. Hut they req .ire longer than anv
of these to be grown from seeds to maturity and seeds
must be sown in greenhouse or hotbed or they will not
germinate well. Home gardeners should secure plants
from reliable seedsmen or gardeners rather than to attempt
to grow them from seeds.

Starting with sturdy plants, the growing of "Eggs"
IS not difficult if you ob.serve the principal points of
cultivation given on pages zjt-27:^.
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BLACK BKALTV EGG PLANT
The finest sort fur home use



HOMt V Kif: I A HI. h: c;aki)KNI

KNDIVK
'puis hiKlilv estprmed s;,L„l pl.,nf .Lserves m.,r.. ..encr ,1
» ci.lt,v:,r,.>n. It is ;, ,„^,uW-r (b.,tanii:,llv) .,f ,1,,

^.lo.rv family :m<l. as s.ul,. i.s fm,„,-n,lv ™nf.,se.l u„|,
tlu- Hretuh ind.ve .,r w,tl„„f chicry dmribr.l and illus-
trared .„, pa^.s S, and .06. Ilowt-v.r. „itl.K,f chicry
IS a.lt,va,c-d f„r the •fnrc.d" spr,.u,s «r.mn (>„„, r,.o,,
(liirinK the winter, while endive, as described lure, i-
ti.e commonly met with salad plant, reachim; full size
«ithin sixty days after seeds are sown.

Kndive does^ well in any soil, but is distinctiv a c.h,1
season vegetable. I, reaches perfection in June from
seeds sown m April and a«ain in .September from see.lssown late in July. I o prepare it for use, the plants should
be tied up in conical shape in ..rder to blanch the heart.How to grow endive is described in detail on pages 'c;-' 10
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GREEX CURLED ENDIVE
-.1 good sort for tarly or latr use



HOM E VEGETABLE GARDENING

KOHLRABI OR TURMP-ROOTED CAHBACiE

J^
MOST delicious member of .he cabbage family* grown for the fleshy portion of its stem which re-sembles a nrn.p-shaped root and forms on top of theground. I he general appearance of the young plant istha of a cal.hage. Kohlrabi develop., very ouickry from

seeds and should be used while the bulbous'^stLs verag"from two to three mches in diameter

lohlr k'"""'"" f'*" '!-'
°''^" "''''='K« "^ "brassicas,"

kohlrabi ,s a cool weather vegetable and thrives best dur-ing ear ysprmg and fall. In Europe, where it has been
cultivated extensively for centuries, the small, delicate
sorts are used for human food, the larger, coarser sorts
for stock feeding As a "cost-of-living" reducer during
the winter nionths, kohlrabi deserves more extensivt

ZZrlT Vr '° ^™* ""'' '"^^ '^" ^'^eant all-season
vegetable is told on page 163.
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WHITE VIENNA KOHLRABI
Earliest md choices! for home garden
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LETTICE

n

'C'VERYBODY knows lettuce, but few people can
•*—

' grow it to perfection. While it is one of the easiest

vegetables to grow, to grow it right, attention must be
paid to certain details that are fully explained on pages
211-220.

Lettuce is another vegetable that does not thrive

well during the hot, dry months. It is not particular as

to soil. I he seeds germinate strongly and the young
seedlings thrive vigorously. Within si.xty days from
sowing seeds you may cut heads like that shown here-

with if you are willing to do certain work when it needs

to be dune .'

I he whole secret behind growing those perfect heads
of lettuce you so much admire in your neighbor's garden
or on the market bench is found in the proper "thinning"
and timely "transplanting" as described in detail in the
chapters on lettuce.
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MAY KING LETTUCF
Of the earliest butterhead type
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SWEET CORN-PROVIDING A CONSTANT SUPPLY
A REGULAR supply of ears that are "just right"

•'"» may be enjoyed from end of July until frost, by eithei
of two methods, viz., sowing early sorts repeatedly, or
by sowmg, at one time, several rows of several kinds ma-
turmg m succession. Perhaps the most satisfactory way
IS to combine the two methods.

In com ction with the various sorts mentioned in
the following chapters, the average time is given which
each kmd requires to form fully-grown ears. By .leduct-
ing that number of days from the date of the fir:,t aver-
age frost in the different localities, every planter can
figure how late in the season any kind may be planted.
A week or ten days' time may be gained early in the

season by startmg a few dozen "hills" in paper pots, in the
house. About four weeks prior to the time when seeds
may be sown outdoors (middle of May) put four seeds in
each pot and water. Keep seedlings cool and set into
the garden, pot and all, when danger of frost is past.
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SWEET' CORN-EARLY WHITE VARIETIES

V^Zl^ ^'™"''''
'f ""'' "•^••"'^^^ condition, y„u

.ill""biru rs" £.;«« ""
-r ™,

=.n?n»,i ,i,^',, ..ts "t-istt;"•
'
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SWEET CORN-WHITE SORTS FOR MIDSEASON
'T'HE advancing season brings both ears of larger size
* and kernels of better quality. A close rival to
Pocahonlas described on preceding page is Metropolitan,
bearing ten to twelve rowed ears, ten inches long, in
ninety days from date of sowing seeds. About the same
time. Original Crosby's (ear to left above) bears its thick,
eight-inch ears, with twelve to fourteen rows of broad,
deep kernels of remarkable quality. But the prize for
quality in this class is due //owling Moh which, in ninety
to ninety-five days from date seeds were sown, surprises
the planter with twelve-rowed ears nine to ten inches long.

Considering general adaptability to widely varying
soils and climates, Uo-^ling Mob must be considered the
leading second early white-grained sweet corn of quality.
(See ear to right above.) To get all the quality that is
ill any corn out of it, ears should be picked when a slight
pressure of a finger-nail against the kernels bursts the
skin and causes the milky juice to appear.
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SWEKT CORN-LATE WHITE KINDS

JN SECnONS where frosts are .pt to occur ns bte as

middle of Septen- -r, planting of late sorts must beconsidered a nsk. .I-wever, where one hundred days ofgood growinfi weather can be counted on and where space

of both in,le Ev^mun, and Co.nUn- GntlUman.
JVhtte hvergrecn .s by far the most thoroURhbred strainof htowMs Evergreen in cultivation to-day. (See ear

o": ob\ "^'"l^r
°f ?"^' '"' ('- to 'twelve rowon cobs ten inches long) ,t combines a truly remarkable

quality if ears are picked at the right stage The aver!age time for ears to reach full size is one hundred days.A week later Country Gentleman bears its zig-zag ro«edears (see two above) which grow about ten inches longBut they are considered the best flavored by those com-
petent to judge, in spite of the fact that CountryGenUeman is one of the oldest varieties in cultivation
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SWEET O-RN-EARLY YELLOW KINDS
'T'HE remarkable advance in popular favor made by» the yellow-Erained sorts of sugar corn during the past
decade is one of the most pleasing proofs that, as a nation,
we are beginning to appreciate true quahty in vegetables.
1 he flavor of pedigreed yellow sorts is undeniably better
than that of the white kinds of similar season.

After fifteen years of most exhausting tests under
widely varying conditions of soil and climate, the nation's
critics acclaim Golden Bantam as the standard early yel-
low sort, of quality by which other Unds should be judged.
A typical ear is illustrated above. Golden Sugar, a new-
contier of slightly later maturity (eighty-five days), has a
little large.- ears, but compares very favorably in flavor
with C'llden Bantam. Seymour's Sxeet Orange is ready
in about ninety days after planting. Experts in some
sections prefer it to Golden Bantam. It is particularly
dependable in cool northern sections.

If
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SWEE-r CORN-THE UTE YELLOW KINDS
gECAUSE the popular vote proves ovenvhelminRly

in favor of Culden Bantam flavor in sweet corn,
American hybridizers have been busy. During the last
ten years scores of attempts have been made to produce
new yellow sorts of distinct merit, a few of which ar^
recorded here:

Golden R„d (see illustration) is the happy oflFspring of
Golden Bantam crossed with Sto-well's Evergreen. Within
mnety-three days from date of planting it will produce
eight- to ten-rowed ears, six to eight inches long, of a very
worth-while quality.

Colden Cream affords the great combination of Golden
Bantam blended w h Coirttrv Gentleman. It requires
ninety-five to one hundred days to bear its six-inch ears
ot the zig-7.ag rowed or shoe-peg tvpe, but it will be found
worth waiting for.

Carpenter's Golden S-xeit is the latest, but also the
largest, of the yellow kinds. Ears are twelve-rowed,
and average s;ven to nine inches long.
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SWEET CORN-AS GROWN ON THE PACIFIC
vvJAS i

A"?u^f, !"• ™"' "''^'' """"h and moisture, and

f„nrv r^" ""'"""^ "^ *="•'• '» •- reasonable cer-tainty, corn thrives to perfection and delicious "roast

btirasfie^rs"
'""""-' ""' " -^^-^^-^"^^^^

ofThe *rr fjT'"^
depends entirely on the condition

Inted tn f if
""*'"' ^"""^">- speaking, it isplanted to follow winter crops, like carrots and beetsSeeds are sown throughout May, June and [ulv fn^'

peculia. local conditions determin; enti d; whethe; i isbest to plant in hills or rows. Where hot. do^ no th

of^^^horoughcuiti..;:^;.!^:;!::,^-^-™-

lustrated above) will be found to do^pS.y""" ^''-
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ONIONS
^^pvLIKE most other garden crops, onions thrive on

Sh., 1 1
!,""", r" "^ «'"""'' '"' ' "'"^''er of yearsShould the soil become infested with r,.,„ .naggots however, the rows must be shifted to some other ^f^t 1^be r unions are grown on rich, black loam of a "muckv"nature. Hut under careful management, in thrhomeprden, most any soil can be made to yield good cropsif

re^uhHy."''''^'
"'"'" ""'^ "'^ ""P '^ "-''•^d ^"d cultivated

s.JlTZ'^Vf/^""^'^
^'''^ lots of lime, bone meal, andHood ashes added to ,t. Soil of a sandy nature should begwen body by the addition of large ..uLtl^r es of wd .deomposed manure, leaf mould, or humus. Never usefresh stable manure, because it breeds maggotsOmons require several month.s to mature the crop andmost k,nds occupy the ground from spring until faM Donot waste seeds by sowing them in poor' soil NewlyLk^land IS seldom suitable for onion culture.
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OXin\S-.\S GROWN FROM SETS

'T'HRF' itinct types of r)ni.)n sits deserve the con-» sidei ,1 of the home sarJener. Ihc most widely
gr.mn are l common h.ittom sets whi-h are really small
bulbs of eit, r white, yellow, or red onions, produced by
K.winK seeds thickly in the rows. The resulting stunted
onion bulblets ripen in August. Stored throURh the win-
ter, to be set out very early tje followinR spring, they
either furnish green "scallions" or .an be f.own to become
large bulbs. 1 hey are generally planted _arly in April
in rows, two to three inches apart, two inches deep, with
ten to twelve inch space hetwoen the rows.

The other types of ;;ets are either small bulbs formed
on top of stalks, in place nf the seeds, or small bulblet.s
forming in the ground h.side the mother-bulb. The
best known of the last named is the potato onion set or
multiplier. Of the onion forming in clusters (as illus-
trated) on top of stalk, the A)i;y/./,«« or Prrrnmal Trfe
Union is the most popular. Both these types are very
much hardier than the common bottom sets and, for best
results, should be planted in the fall. They will then
furnish the first green onions in the spring.
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ONIONS—AS OROWN FROM SEEDS

1
^^KC.Al SF „f the ease with which l.„«e bulbs are
- raised from seeds in „ne season, few planters start

«ith sets, exceptins to seaire extra early ^reen onions.

of seeds at one-hfth the cost than from a.,uart of sets.
It all depends whether or not you are willing to do

the work required to „row onions from seeds. For while
as described on pages ,o6-.07. the yarious tasks required
are simple enough, they are surely tedious and must bedone „, ihr proper,i,n,, ,„ results will be disappointing.

I here IS practical y no limit in choice of kinds you maygrow. If small, white onions of yery mild flayor are
desired, you may count on gathering them in about three
months_ after seeds are sown. The larger, yellow sorts
are ready m ,25 to 130 days from date of .sowing. Thev
will be of stronger flayor, but also better keepers. Among
the red onions we find both extra early and late sorts^
All red onions keep best but are strongest.
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ONIONS—WHEN TO SOW SEEDS AND HOW

\ S EARLY in the spring as the soil can be properly
•** prepared (see page 103), dug and rakeJ, make fur-

rows about half inch deep {the rake handle will do) and

place them twelve to eighteen inches apart. Where space

permits, the wider distance is preferable, because it makes
subsequent weeding and thinning out easier.

Sow the seeds thinly, about three or four to every inch

or, on an average, one ounce to everj" 250 feet of row.

Cover about quarter to half inch deep. The seedlings

will appear in from ten days to two weeks, when the first

hoeing should be done. It is not practical to make re-

peated sowings of onions for a continuous supply.

While the well-established young onion plant is fairly

able to take care of itself, the seedlings need all the

care and attention the planter can afford to give. Prompt
and repeated weeding is absolutely necessary. Frequent
hoeing must keep the soil loose so that air can penetrate

it and the bulbs can expand.
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ONIONS—MAKING SURE OF THE CROP

\X7'HERE conditions of soil and season are favorable
the seedlings will be four to six inches tall within

six weeks after seeds are sown. They should then be
thinned to stand four inches apart in the row and the soil
should be thoroughly stirred between them.
The seedlings that are pulled out should be saved

and the sturdiest transplanted into rows that are now
bare, after bearing other crops. Cut back the tops to
within three inches of base and set seedlings about three
to four inches apart, being sure to first thoroughly water
the bottom of each furrow.

After every subsequent weeding, which will be necessary
about every other week, apply a complete fertilizer or
wood ashes along each row, right next to the plants. Two
handfuls to every fifteen feet of row will be about right
and this should be kept up until middle of August. Do
not hill onion rows. The nature of the plant requires
that the bulbs expand partly above the ground.
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ONIONS—HARVESTING AND STORING

^T7HEN the onion tops show signs of dying by turning
» yellow, pull up the bulbs and place them sideways

in the rows to thoroughly ripen under the influence of
light and air. Under normal conditions and during a

dry spell, this requires about a week. Should a rain wet
the bulbs, turn them over, after the upper half has beer -e
thoroughly dry. At the end of a week of such ci g
remove a good portion of the tops, leaving from four to six

inches which should be allowed to drj' gradually. Gather
the bulbs in slatted crates or common market baskets,
always keeping ip -nind that onions need plenty of venti-

lation in order to keep well. Do not store anything
but .solid bulbs. A good way to keep onions in limited

quantities around the home is to tie them up in bunches
as shown above and hang these up in the attic.

The best place to keep large quantities of bulbs is

an airy storeroom or well-ventilated cellar where the

temperature will not go beyond the freezing point during
severe winter weather.
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ONIONS-THE FOREIGN KINDS
VIZHILE for nearly half a century now we have been

» independent of Europe in the matter of onion seeds,
there are still a few kinds which we import. Three distinct
types are recognized and they are divided chiefly accord-
ing to their usefulness. All are particularly valued be-
cause of their mild flavor.

-

w'^l"" °r
^'"''"''' ="' i""^""ed, is the most

popular Within eighty-five or ninety days it yields small
one and a half mch to two-inch bulbs which ae highly
esteemed for putting up in jars. Afammolh Silver Kim
IS a very large, flat sort which, in good soil, grows from^e to s,x mches in diameter. It requires a long season.mue Yellou,, and Red Bermudas are the distinctly flat,
thin-skinned, two and . half to three-inch bulbs that reach
us from Texas and other Southern states during the late
winter and very early spring. G- mt Spanish or Gibraltar
.s the European type of our large "Prizetaker" onions.
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ONIONS—AMERICAN WHITE VARIETIES

DECAUSE onions found a thoroughly congenial home
•" in many sections of tliis country, American onions
soon developed to a degree of perfection not commonly
met with. H'hite Siherskin or Portugal is a type of ll'ltile

Qiiren Onion described on page 109, almost as early, but
grows to much larger size. One hundred days after sowing
seeds bulbs measure two inches in diameter by one and a
half inches deep through. White Siherskin is equally
valuable for pickling while small, or cooking and slicing.

Southport ll'hite Globe is the handsomest sort in cultiva-
tion to-day. With symmetrical shape and beauty it

combines good size, superb quality, and really remarkable
keeping qualities for a white sort. In 120 days after
aeds are sown the bulbs will average two and a half
inches in diameter both ways. The skin is pure white,
flesh is firm, mild, but of stronger flavo. than that of Silver-

skin described above. If carefully cured and stored,

Southport White Globe will keep well until I^nuary.
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ONIONS—AMERICAN YELLOW KINDS
TN THESE we have the greatest general utihtv onions

for all purposes. Among them we find early, mid-
season, and late varieties of flat, semi-round, and globe
shape. Yellow onions are of uniformly stronger flavor
than white ones, but they also keep better.

Ydltru' Dutch or Strashurg is one of the oldest kinds in
cultivation. Average time from seeds to ripe bulbs, 120
days. Bulbs two and two and a half inches in diameter,
decidedly flat, skin light yellow. Flesh mild, firm.

Flat Yfllo'u- Ihinzrrs requires from 125 to no days to
become two inches deep through by two and a half inches
m diameter. It was the great general purpose variety
until New England growers developed Yellmc Ghhe
Dantrrs (illustrated to right above) which is a much heavier
yielder of handsome, coppery-yellow skinned bulbs, averag-
ing two and a half to three inches in diameter within 135
days. Ohio and Michigan YeWrui 67-,t<' are related strains.

Southpurt Yelloa- Globe is the largest and latest in this
class, also the heaviest yielder. Average size three
inches. A-.erage time to mature, 140 days. The standard
yellow m many sections. See bulb to left, abox e.
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ONIONS—AMERICAN RED KINDS

T^XTRA Early Red is an early-maturing flat sort, of
"^ particular value to gardeners whose soil is cold

and wet. For this reason it does better in northern sec-

tions than most other kmds. Ripens early in August

from seeds sown middle of April. Mild for a red onion.

Australian Brown, while not strictly a red sort, deserves

to be classed as such because of its long keeping quality.

The bulbs vary from coppery yellow to reddish brown,

mature in 130 days, and with careful handling have been

known to keep in good condition for a year. Average

size two by two and a half inches in diameter.

Red JVethersfield is the standard purplish red sort in

most sections. Requires 135 days to reach two and a

half by four inches in diameter. Flesh white, with pinkish

tinge, fine grained, of strong flavor. An excellent keeping

quality surpassed only by the

Southport Red Globe, illustrated above, the largest, but

also latest and strongest in flavor of the remarkable

Southport Onions. Its globe-shaped three-inch bulbs

ripen in 140 days from date seeds are sown.

t-^^fe^
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ONIONS-HOW TO GROW EXTRA LARGE
SPECIMENS

A MONO the kinds that will form bulbs of exceptional
* size, Jmerican Prizftaker and Gigantic Gibraltar

are the two most popular. Ihey form the large "Spanish
"

onions for which high prices are paid at fruit stands and
here is the method by which they may be grown:

Late in February or early in March sow seeds thinlym a seed flat, in the house or direct into a hotbed. As
seedlings appear, keep them cool, to encourage a strong
stocky growth. When three to four inches tall, thin them
out to stand about one-quarter inch apart in row. If in-
clined to be tall and spindly, shear off tops to within
three inches of base.

As early in April as garden can be made, transplant
seedlings in rows, outdoors, five inches apart, with eighteen
inches between the rows. I'nder favorable conditions
bulbs averaging four to five inches in diameter should be
harvested in August.

"3
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ONIONS ON THE PACIFIC COAST

UNRIVALED local conditions of soil :ind climate make

most of the Pacific Coast particularly suitable for

growing fine onions. Along the lower regions of the

Golden State's coast valleys and on the moist river lands

in the interior they thrive to perfection. Wherever a

good supply of quickly available plant food is stored in

the soil and plenty of moisture helps the plants, fresh,

green onions may be had the year around and crops of

50,000 pounds of bulbs per acre are recorded frequently.

Where spring rains are light, seeds are generally sown

early in February. Where late rain*" ills are abundant,

sowing may be deferred until surface cultivation has killed

most of the annual weeds. The directions of how to sow

and cultivate the crop, as given on pages 105-108, are

applicable to Pacific Coast conditions as well. Loam,

peat, and alluvial soils grow great crops of onions without

further fertilization.

«M
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PEAS—WHEN' TO SOW AND HOW
ACCORDING to the nature of the dry seeds, pens are"^ divided into sm<M>th-seeded ;ind wrinkled-seeded

kinds^ Smooth-seeded peas are by far the hardiest andmay be sown as soon as the ground can be dug. The \ ounc
seedlings are not injured by frost or even snow. Hecau.e
ot this, in some sections it is perfectly practical to sow
smooth-seeded peas in the fall.

Ihe wrinkled kinds are very much more tender and
cold wet soil causes them to rot. Do not so« them
until the gn-und can be put in good, friable condition
which, m most sections, is about middle of April. .Sow
all peas in rows, two to three inches deep, scattering on
average two to three peas to one inch or using one pint of
seed to e\ery thirty feet of row.

-.}" !.';'',)"'""= g^'''''^n of limited size peas may be sown in
double rows, with about four inches of space between

them. By placing the brush or trellis in the centre, aWide row is obtained which will yield the most pods.
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PEAS—HOW TO CULTIVATE

DEPENDING on the heiglit of the vines, peas should

be given from two to three feet of space between

the rows. The depth to which they should be covered

depends on the nature of the soil: two inches is ample in

heavy soil, three inches is better in light soil. Under

normal conditions, seedlings appear one week after plant-

ing, when thr.y should be hoed for the first time.

Pea roots need air, and weeds should not be allowed to

handicap the development cf the young plants. They
grow rapidly and pods begin to form in from forty to sixtj-

days after seeds are sown, depending upon varieties.

When planning for a crop of peas, remember that the

average pea vine does not yield more than six pods and

the average fifteen-foot row yields hardly more than eight

quarts: five at first and three at second picking. These

would hardly shell out more than i good mess for the

average family. Therefore, if you are fond of peas, plant

plenty.

r^.ismmi-
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PEAS-I'LANTING FOR A CONS'lAN'l SI 1>1>L\-

TPO PR/)DL'CE enough pods to give a furiiilv of ti\c a
fair "taste" of peas, at least six fifteen-foot rows

should be planted. These would yield, under ordinary
conditions, enough pods for three meals. To secure a
full season's supply requires considerable spaie, and a
constant supply is largely a matter of .selecting sorts ma-
turing in succession rather than to make repeated sowings
of one variety.

The earliest peas to yield pods are the smooth-seeded
kinds because they can be .sown very early. Hut their
season of bearing is short and supplementary sowings of
both early and late wrinkled .sorts are necessary for con-
stant crops. The following chapters contain definite
data about the time required by the different sorts to
produce pods. By selecting early, mid season, and late
sorts, every planter can work out a perfect programme of
successive crops. If your space is limited, try Little
Marvel (illustrated above). Blue Bantam, and Potlach.

17
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PEAS—THE SM(X)TH-SEEI)ED KINDS

1,'ROM seeds sown middle of April, Pfilif^rer Extra
* Early will be ready by middle of June. L'lider

normal conditions, the twenty-four-inch vines will

yield, on an average, five two and a half-inch pods con-

taining five to six medium-sized peas each. A week later.

Prolific Extra Early perfects a much more abundant setting

of pods and the peas are of better flavor. Where easi-

ness is not entirely the object, Prolific Extra Early will be

found more acceptable than Pedigrtt Extra Early. Three-

inch pods are borne on vines two and a half feet tall and

the average fifteen-foot row yields eight quarts, in two

pickings, a week apart.

Market Surprise, as illustrated here, is easily the best of

the three, considering earlinesis, yield, and quality. It is

not a strictly smooth-seeded sort, but may be planted as

early as any of them. Average time to yield pods, fifty-

five days. Pods are about three and a half inches long,

well-filled, and the peas surpass those of either of above.

m8
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PEAS-EARLY WRINKLED KINDS

AMONCi these we find sorts of truly superlative

quality and of so thoroughbred character that they
seldom disappoint, '.ittle Miirirl is all the name implies.

Within si.\ty days from sowing seeds the sturdy eighteen

to twenty-four-inch vines will bear, on an average, tight

pods, produced in pairs. They are three inches long and
arc tightly filled with seven large peas of superb flavor,

yielding about eight quarts of pt)ds per fifteen-foot row.

Sutton's Excelsior (illustrated above) yields four-inch

pods a week later. It grows slightly taller than l.itttt

Marvel and is, perhaps, the heaviest yielder of pods in

this class, ten quarts for every fifteen feet of row being the

average record. Stitfnn's Excelsior has light green pods
and peas. .About five days later sees Thomas Laxton

at its best. This is the most thoroughbred .American

sort to date ' iornc on three-foot vines, the pods some-
what resemble those of Sutton's Excelsior, but both

pods and peas are daric green.
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PEAS—WRINKLED, MIDSEASON, AND
KINDS

LATE

TN COMMON with the earlier kinds, the midseason and
* late varieties claim both sorts of dwarf and tall type.

I he leading tall midseason pea is Telephone. Of the
many strains available (Boston Unrivalled, Duke of Al-

bany, and Alderman are all strains of it). Alderman is

the most dependable. It grows about five feet ta!i,

pods average four and a half inches long, containing eight

large, dark green peas. Ih^ average yield for every

fifteen-foot row is eight quarts, the first of which are

generally ready eighty days after the seeds are sown.

Qtdite Content is the largest podded sort growing on a

five-foot vine. It is about a week later than Alderman.
Potlach (upper two pods) is the heaviest yielder of the

early maturing late sorts. Ready in eighty-five days.

Dzvarf Champion and Royal Salute (lower two pods) are

both good quality sorts of still later maturity.
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PEAS ON THE I'ACIKIC COASl'

'T'HE chief enemy to peas is the dry heat so charac -

* istic to the coast during the sununer months. Id
escape it, recourse is taken to both early planting and
irrigation. Hut best results are scored where peas are
treated as a winter vegetable and, fortunately, they are
quite hardy.

Most soils will yield good crops of peas and the methods
of growing and cultivation, as described previously, are

also adaptable to the Pacific Coast, though brushing is

practised less. In soils that retain the moisture well

peas sown in September will yield pods for Christmas
dinner. In valleys of the interior, where heavy rainfalls

and late rains predominate, sowings may be delayed as

late as February.

In the moist lands of the coast valleys, where moisture
is maintained by frequent cultivation and irrigation, peas
will thrive quite late in the summer. The secret of suc-

cess with peas on the Pacific Coast lies in early planting
and a proper analysis of soil and seasons.
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TOMATOES

TF THERE is one vegetable that dese. >es the title

"year-around vegetable," it is the tomato. Three
hundred and sixty-five days in the year it plays an im-
portant part in our daily menu. Whether we use it raw,
cooked, stewed, canned, as a seasoning in sauces or as a
relish, it is always palatable and nourishing.

The rise of the tomato within the last fifty years from
the stage of a weed thought to be poisonous to the front

ranks of garden plants is one of the most striking examples
of horticultural progress in this country. Nearly five

hundred diflFerently named sorts confront the home
gardener of to-day, making the selection of sorts best

suited to individual requirements most difficult.

Fortunately, the different sorts of merit have very
pronounced characteristics. They are either early or

late, purple, scarlet, or yellow, flat or round, and dwarf or

tall in habit of growth. How to choose and grow the
different sorts is told in the following chapters.
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TOMATOES, WHEN AND HOW TO SOW THEM
'TPOMATOES :i,.- a long season crop. The earliest

kinds require at least lOO days from time seeds are
sown to yield the Hrst fruits. Since few sections can
boast much more than iro frostless days and nights, and
the tomato, a warmth-loving plant, is very susceptible to
frost. It is necessary to sow the seeds in the house, hotbed
or greenhouse m order to have plants ready for the garden
when the weather becomes settled.
Sow seeds in any soil (a rich loam suits them best)

any time after middle of February or not later than April
ist. If you would enjoy fruits from your own garden by
middle of July. A seed flat or even cigar bo.^, kept in
a sunny kitchen window, will do. Sow seeds one-eighth
to one-quarter inch deep and keep soil moist. The
seedlmgs generally appear in ten days after seeds are
sown. A packet of seeds provides all the plants neededm the home garden. The best way to provide a constant
supply IS to raise several kinds bearing in succession.
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TRANSPLANTING TOMATOES
AS, SOON :is the seedlinKs make the second pair of

-^ *• leaves, or even sooner, if they are sturdy, transplant
them into another flat or box, four inches apart, or in
individual little paper pots, asshoun on page 2^ 'Ihese are
by far the most suitable receptacle for the plants because
they afford ample room for dexelopment.
About nlddle of May, or as soon as danger of frosty

night is over, prepare holes in the garden, two to three
feet apart each way, digging them to a depth of twelve to
fourteen inches and as much across. Put a shovelful of
manure in the bottom of each hole. If the .soil is a heavy
clay, put a shovelful of ashes and cinders below the ma-
nure, to insure drainage and mix some with the soil as well,

fill up the hole .'nd set out the plants. If grown in
small paper pots be sure to tear off bottom (see illustra-
tion) before planting. Do not disturb the sides— the
cardboard will keep away the cutworms, t-'; juld the soil
be dry, water before and after setting out plants.
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TOMATOES—STAKING AND I'RLNING
TJNDER congenial conditions of soil and climate

Y tomatoes are rank-growing weeds. After thev oncetake root, th.ir principal aim seems to be to develop anmmense plant. L niess this tendency is curbed, there
will be mostly vmes and many undersized fruits.
About four w-eeks after setting out the plants they

«i!l have reached a height of two to three feet, with five
to eight branches, and will measure about two feet acrossIhen IS the time to get busy and prune. From yourlumberyard secure stakes (. x 2 inches lumber will do)
or use any poles on hand, about six feet tall. Drive these
within an inch of ba.se of plants, to a depth of one foot.

1 hen reduce the plants tothreeof the strongest branchesOn exceptionally rich soil, four may be allowed to de-velop Remove all "suckers" that develop at leaf jointsand tie branches to stakes. By about August ,st the
plants wil reach top of stakes when the centre of each
shoot should be cut out as well.

'^5
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TOMATOES ON THE PACIFIC COAST
TN THE Southern coast countries and especially around

Los Angeles, tomato plants beai the year around and
the old plants are encouraged to yield late crops until the
superior fruits from young plants in the north reach the
rnarket. lomatoes thrive perfectly in most any soils of
either the interior upland or river valleys as well' as along
the coast, so long as ample moisture is available.

Seeds are generally sov\n early in February, in the same
fashion as described on page 123. On warm, sunny days
the seed flat or box may be placed outdoors, to produce
sturdy seedlings. T!ie same methods of transplanting, as
suggested on page 124, may be followed. Pruning is

seldom practised on the coast. In sections where the
drouth and heat become intense, the plants are generally
set deeper than v\here moisture is abundant. All the
pedigreed sorts mentioned in the following chapters are
splendidly adapted to the Pacific Coast.
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TOMATOES, STAMMRD EARLY SCARLET SORTS
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MISKMKLON OR CAN I ALOll'i:

THOUCll a native of Asia and Africa, this dclicii)iis

vegetable fruit tinds a most cimKenial Home in

Ameriia, where, under favorable climatic conditions

and with thorough care, it develops qualities far beyond

anything known to the old world. The fame of melons

produced in certain sections of America has spread far

beyond our boundaries. Melons have made Rocky Ford,

Colorado, famous, and California's Cassaba melons bid

fair to eclipse even Rocky Fords.

Where the sun shines warm and frost stays away be-

tween May 30th and September 15th, muskmelons may

be grown from seeds sown outdoors. They wdl ripen

in sections with shorter seasons where seeds are started

under glass or in the hou.se. One hundred to one hundred

and forty days is the time required by muskmelons to

reach maturity. The possibilities and limitations of

muskmelon culture are fully explained on pages 235-240.
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WATERMELON
C^OP thousands (if years natives n{ Africa and tri)pical

Asia have known watcrni'lons and cherished the
fruits of wild kinds as one of nature's gifts. I'erhaps in

no other counrry do they grow as jicrfectly as with us,

and no country has paid more attention to developing
this delicious vegetable fruit than our South.
Watermelons thrive anywhere where the temperature

remains above sixty degrees for at least (me hundred days.
They are not particular as to soil, though a sandv loam
suits them best and they reach near perfection on the
newly plowed prairie lands of the Central West.
There are many kinds of many shapes and colors.

The early sorts lack the sweetness of the later maturing
varieties, but all are grown alike and re(iuire no partic-
ular care or attention or cultivation. How you can
grow watermelons is told on pages 241-244.
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ONIONS

ONIONS ;is food for inankind r;in trace thrii useful-

ness baik to the dawn of livdizatlon. History re-

cords that laborers fed on bread and onions erected the

I'vranuds for the I'haraolis 4:00 H. C. I'i> this day

onions are an important article of diet. I hey are used

largely for soups and stews, and the foreign element ol

our great cities is more (|uickly incited to riots by pro-

hibitive prices for onions than by the absence of potatoes

Onions arc very democratic. The seeds sprout read-

ily, the plants thrive mosi 1, nwhere in this country,

in any soil, and form I'i
i

!' n from 120 to 160 days

fro, 1 date seeds are .sown 1! )()U follow the directions

given on pages 103-114. 1 here are sorts of many colors,

for all purposes. The white kinds are the earliest and

mildest, the vcllow .sorts are generally the heaviest crop-

pers, and the red ones, of late maturity, arc the best keep-

ing kinds. The onion "sets" offered by seedsmen are

really small onions, intended to produce green "scallions"

early the following spring.
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HOME VFOETABLE GARDENING

.PARSLEY

'

I
'HIS delicate pot herb is highly esteemed for flavor-

^ ing soups, stews, in connection with omelettes, and
as a garnishins. A row of it should be in every garden,
and its symmetrical growth often causes it to be found
even in flower gardens, to the attractiveness of which it

adds by its ornamental appearance.

Parsley will grow anywhere in this country. It is not
particular as to soil, and centuries of cultivation in cool

climates have caused this semi-tropical plant to adapt
itself readily to our changeable climatic conditions. But
one factor requires attention: parsley must be sown very
early in the spring, while the soil is moist and cool. It

requires from three to five weeks to germinate, and weeds
should not be allowed to smother the seedlings. After
parsley plants form the third pair of leaves they become
healthy weeds, so to say. How to raise parsley in your
garden and special hints as to how to have it the year

around is told on page 225.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

PARSNIP

ASA native of Great Britain and Central Europe, the
**• parsnip has been appreciated in Europe as a food

for people and cattle for centuries. It readily naturalized

and became acclimated in this country and is highly

esteemed as a winter vegetable, although we do not ap-

preciate its value as a rich food for cattle.

Parsnips are rich in sugar contents and it requires a

rich soil to grow them to perfection. But they thrive

in any soil, though a sandy loam causes them to be of

best shape and appearance. As an all-season vegetable

they occupy the ground from spring until fall, requiring

from 125 to 140 days to reach full size for table use and
winter storage.

They are easily taken care of, since frost does not

injure the roots. It rather improves the quality. How
to sow, grow, and cultivate parsnip roots is fully described

on page 164.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

PEAS

AS ONK of the hardiest and most easily grown vege-
•'* tables, these deserve a place in every home garden,

particularly in view of the fact that real quality in peas

can never be bought on market. However, it docs not
pay to grow them in very small gardens, because consider-

able space must be planted to them so as to enable one
to gather pods sufficient for a meal at one picking. Be-

sides, the crops from the space peas occupy are small

when compared with crops other vegetables will yield from

the same space.

Peas thrive in most any soil and climate. The seeds

sprout vigorously and the plants grow rapidly. For the

average home garden, the dwarf kinds are possibly the

better. But the tall varieties bear longer and later and
without some of them a constant succession of well-filled

pods can hardly be had.

All peas thrive better if given brush or trellis of some
sort to which to cling. Every phase of pea growing is

thoroughly dealt with in pages ii;-i2i.

Ii„,
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

PEPPERS

A MONG these we find two distinct types—the small
-'* ones largely used for seasoning and flavoring, and
the larger ones, used for stuffing, as "mangoes." The
large kinds are descendants of a species from East India,

while the smaller varieties originated in tropical South
America. For this reason peppers are distinctly warmth-
loving plants and require a long season of growth to reach
maturity—from 125 to '50 days from date of sowing
seeds.

For the average home garden a dozen plants are suf-

ficient to provide all the peppers wanted, unless, of course,

you are particularly fond of them. Smce pepper seeds

require very exacting conditions in order to germinate
well, it is best, perhaps, to buy plants from a reliable seed
or plant store. Other details regarding this particular

member of the "Solanum" or Nightshade family are

given on pages 275-277.
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PUMPKIN

AS THE largest and rankest growinj; member of the

large gourd family, pumpkins rarely fit into the

scheme of the average home garden. 1 hey should rather

he considered a farm crop and as such they are generally

grown in the cornfield.

Pumpkin plants are warmth-loving plants and will not

do well where the nights remain cool throughout the sum-

mer. As natives of this country they thrive to perfec-

tion in all parts where frost does not disturb vegetation

between the end of May and the end of September.

Some kinds develop during a shorter growing season.

But these neither grow very large nor is their flesh of the

fine quality found in the choicer, later sorts.

Pumpkin plants require very rich soil or the crop will

be undersized. The seeds sprout strongly in thoroughly

warm soil and the plants thrive vigorously, smothering

out all small weeds. How to raise prize-winning pump-

kins is told on pages 245-248.
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TOMATOES-SCARLET MIOSEASON AND LATE
SORTS

T IVINGSTOS'S F.WORITE,Paragn,u and Perjfctvni

•^ are all standard bright red sorts of uniform smooth-

ness, good solidity, and of special value for slicinK and

canning. They mature in the order mentioned and are

as thoroughbred as nearly half a century of careful selec-

tion can make any vegetable.
. k

liiingsum's Slnne is the standard man. crop sort through-

out the country for both market -nd canning. 1
rob-

ably as many Sinne tomatoes ar= grown each year as all

the rest of sorts put together. MatckU.s ,s a strain of

Stone selected for e.xceptional solidity. Both Stone

and Matchless mature the first fruits m from li; to 120

days from date seeds are sown. Lvangstons Coreless

must be considered the latest and most up-to-date variety

in this class. It is of the most improved globe shape (.see

illustration), a wonder of solidity and of highest quality

flavor, though about a week later than Stone.
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TOMATOES—STANDARD EARLY PURPLE SORTS

A LL the pink or purple sorts are of decidedly mild
•'* flavor as compared with the scarlet kinds. Thi:
is true especially of J.^ne Pink which may be described
as the pink brother to F.arliana, among the scarlets. In
southern New Jersey, the home of June Pink, it has the
remarkable performance record of maturing fruits in

ninety-eight days after seeds are sown. Its season of
bearing is short.

Livingston's Jcmr, a variety of nearly half a crjntury's
standing, is still one of the most dependable early piiiks
with a longer season of bearing. In io8 days from date of
sowing plants bear good crops of smooth fruits.

Lii-ingslnn's Glohf is the most pedigreed tomato evolved
to date. It perfects handsome, globe-shaped fruits with
smoothest skin 114 days after sowing seeds. There is

no more solid, no heavier yielding, and finer flavored tomato
than Clobe, which seems to do well anywhere. It is the
author's favorite and does particularly well when staked.

»4S
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TOMATOES—LATE PLRPLE SORTS

THOUGH not quite up to the standurd of Clobf de-

scribed on preceding page, the title of best purpla

main crop sort cannot be denied Livingston's Brauly (W
lustrated above). Introduced thirty years ago, it is still

the standard in many sections because of its great adap-

tability to different soils and climates. It matures in

Ii;-I20 days, fruits are flat but deep through, smooth,

solid, and of uniformly good quahty.

Trucker's Favorite is considered the Purple Stone by

many in the East. It is a slightly later sort, compared

with Bfauly, .ind is at the height of its yielding season

when Beauty declines, I he fruits a\erage alike.

Henderson < Ponderosa is the largest but also the latest

in this class. It yields truly enormous fruits of remark-

able solidity. But since manv of them are either rough or

heavily ribbed, the waste in connection with this sort is

often quite large. However, late clusters often bear

fruits of great size and beauty.
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TOMATOES -DWARF SORTS

'T'HESE differ from those described previously, being
* of a distinctly upright or dwarfed growth. Plants,
when fully developed, will not exceed three feet tail

and form perfectly symmetrical bushes, about two feet in
diameter. Ordinarily, they rei|uire no support. Hut on
rich soil and in windy sections it is well to tie them to
short, stout stakes which keep them off the ground and
prevent breaking of vines. The following arc particularly
useful for gardens of limited size.

/>iar/ Champion is mid.season purple, maturing small
but smooth symmetrical fruits in 1 15-120 da'-s Tt is

quite prolific, very meaty, and of good flavor.

Lhvarf Stonr, while not as large as Standard Stone, com-
pares very favorably with the same in dependability,
solidity, and matures at about the same season.

DuiarJ Giant is the latest and largest of this pedigreed
trio, fruits often averaging three and a half to four inches
across by two and a half inches deep through. I'urple.
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TOMATOES—SPECIAL SALAD SORTS

A MONG these two distinct types deserve considera-
'*• tion. There are the small-fruited red sorts best

served quartered, as a salad, and the yellow kinds which
lend more beauty than flavor to a dish of sliced tomatoes
of the larger kinds.

Foremost among the small-fruited red sorts stands
Comet, a phenomenal yielder of globe-shaped fruits the

size of a large plum. It is very meaty and of fine flavor,

ripening within no days. Livingston's Hummer grows
beautiful clusters of ten to twelve globe-shaped fruits

averaging as large as a hen's egg.

Among the different yellow sorts, Livingston's Gdden
Queen, after nearly forty years, still maintains unques-
tioned leadership. (See illustration.) It is a large-

fruited sort, matures in 115-120 days after sowing and,

like most yellow sorts, can claim but little flavor.

Livingston's Dwarf Yellow Prince is the yellow counter-

part of DwarJ Champion among the purple sorts.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

rOMATOES FOR PRESERVING
CINCE it is conceivable, perhaps, that all tomatoes
'-' at one time were very sn:all, it is not strange that
among the preserving kinds we find all the variations in
color, shape, and type, encountered among the large-
fruited sorts. Thus, in the Currant Tomato we have
immense clusters of twenty to thirty fruits, red and small
like a currant, with plenty of seeds, little meat, and a
strong skin.

Red and Yrlloiv Cherry Tomatoes, Red and Yellow Plum
and Pear-shaped sorts prove also very useful for preserv-
mg. Fmally, in Livingston's Large Rose Peach we have a
sort that most nearly approaches some of the modem
globe-shaped sorts in shape, but not quite in size or quality.
It looks very much like a peach.
The dwarf type of tomato with very heavy foliage and

of compact growth is represented among the small sorts
by Burhank's Preserving, which is of the size of a cherry,
very solid, and of pronounced flavor.
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TOMATOES FOR GREENHOUSE CULTURE
'T'OFILL the gap in the supply of fresh tomatoes, exist-
-*• ing between the time the outdoor supply ceases in

the North and before the Southern produce reaches the
market, large quantities of fruits are grown under glass.

Seeds are generally sown during September and October,
seedliiigs transplanted, set out two feet apart in benches,
following methods described previously. It is customary,
however, to train the plants to one single stalk.

Stirling Castlf is a bright red, small-fruited English sort;

Comtt, as already mentioned on page 148, is an equally
desirable sort of same color and time of maturity. Bonny
Best is a large sort, of better flavor, though inclined to pro-
duce irregular shaped fruits in the first clusters. All of
above three are ready in about ninety-five days.

Livingston's Globe is unquestionably the most depend-
able purple sort, maturing its perfect, globe-shaped fruits

in 100 days. Its sol.Jity, smoothness, flavor, and ship-

ping qualities leave nothing to be desired.
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ROOT CROPS AND THEIR USEFULNESS

TF, HERETOFORE, we have considered almost
^ exclusively vegetables of which we cat the fruits,

let us now turn to those of which we eat the roots. Some
of these are produced above and others below the ground.

The chief value of all of them lies in their extending the

season of fresh vegetables (as compared with canned
goods) from the time frost nips vegetation outdoors until

the new vegetables of the following spring again are ready.

Root crops, such as are described in the following

chapters, may become one of the weightiest factors iji

keeping down the high cost of living during the winter

months. Moreover, physicians tell us that their generous

use keeps the human body in good order. Best of all,

they are easily grown, most any soil suits them, and they

are generally raised as a second or third crop to follow

others of short season and quick maturity.

Grow plenty of root crops. Their use is a \»ood habit;

their growing stands for gardening efficiency.

I 1
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BEETS—THE QUALITY PRODUCT NOT OBTAIN-
ABLE ON MARKET

1~\URING their season, beets are easily the favorite
•--' root crop of America. That they are not used as
extensively as turnips throughout the winter months is

perhaps due to the fact that home gardeners are not
familiar with the splendid keeping qualities of properly
grown and stored beet roots.

Quality and flavor are most essential to make beets
palatable. All turnips taste alike, as do carrots, pars-
nips, and radishes. But poorly grown beets may be
bitter or woody or perfectly tasteless, so much so that
their storing for winter use offers little temptation.
The following chapters will enable home gardeners to

grow perfect beets. The use of pedigreed sorts remedies
many faults. Their correct growing eliminates others.
By growing a number of selected sorts, suitable for each
individual's purpose, perfectly delicious beets may be
enjoyed the year around.
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BEETS—WHEN TO SOW AND HOW
CINCE beet seedlings are very hardy, seeds may be
'-'sown as early in the spring as the soil can be due
and raked O.- the Pacific Coast beets are a year-around
vegetable fron. eeds sown as early as February and as
late as May.

Seeds are generallv sown thinly, in rows one half to one
inch deep, allowing eighteen inches to two feet between
the rows. The seeds are composite kernels, containing
from two to three sprouts each, and should not be sown
any more thickly than one kernel to every inch. After
covering, walk over the row.s, as siiown in illustration on
preceding page, to firmly press soil in contact with seeds.
I his quickly causes the spongy kernels to rot.
The average packet contains sufficient seeds to sow

twenty feet of row. Three ounces will provide all the
beets required by the average family. A fifteen-foot row
will yield about five dozen roots. By sowing seeds up to
end of July a constant supply is easily secured.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

SOIL AND CULTIVATION

fN COLD, wet, heavy soils of a clayey nature, seeds
^ should not be sown as early as in lighter, warmer soil.

Moreover, efforts should be made to lighten heavy soils

by adding large quantities of sand, ashes, strawy manure,
or humus. The best roots are grown in muck or sandy
loam.

The seedlings generally appear within ten days to two
weeks. As soon as they are three to four inches tall, thin
them out to stand four inches apart in the row. Those
that are pulled up are easily transplanted as shown on
preceding page. Slightly trim tops and roots and put
seedlings four inches apart in rows, immediately after a
rain or after thoroughly watering bottom of row.

Beets appreciate frequent and thorough hoeing. Hav-
ing long tap-roots, the plants appreciate diep tillage, like

most root crops. To enjoy their choicest quality, roots
should be eaten as soon as they average two inches in

diameter.
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BEETS-PLANNING A YEAR-AROUND SUPPLY
'T'HE earliest varieties of beets are ready within sixty
'^ days after seeds are sown. By planting later sorts

at the same time, the season may be extended from three
to four weeks. Taking April 15th as the average date to
sow, this would provide b< ^ from June until July.
With beets, the question of a constant supply is not

solved by sowing seeds of sorts maturing in succession.
It is rather necessary to make repeated sowings of both
early and late sorts, to have them of good quality through-
out the summer.

Early sorts sown as late as early in August will per-
fect roots of good average size before frost. But the best
sorts for winter storage are the half long and long sorts
which should be sown early in July to provide beets for
winter. The long sorts are generally of very dark color
and uniformly sweet quality.
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BEETS—THE EARLY KINDS

PROVIDING the growing season affords a normal

amount of moisture, Eclipse beets will perfect two-

inch roots sixty days after seeds are sown. This does

not mean that fvery root will be ready then, but rather

that a dozen or twenty beets in a twenty-foot row will have

re i,d the desirable size. Eclipse is one of the oldest,

but a one of the most dependable sorts; top-shaped.

Exci Early Egyptian is a decidedly flat, turnip-shaped

sort, as early as Eclipse, but not as desirable for the home
garden. A strain of it called Crosby's Improved Egyptian

is, perhaps, the greatest market variety in the country.

It is ready for use a few days after Eclipse.

Detroit Dark Red, as illustrated, must be considered the

ideal sort for the home garden. In sixty-five days after

sowing seeds its perfectly ball-shaped roots average two
to two and a half inches in diameter.
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BEETS LATE KEEPING KINDS
TN ARRANGING for a crop of beet roots suitable for
* winter storage, it is well to remember that the object
may be attained by either planting late maturing sorts
early m the season or early kinds late in the summer.
Early sorts, properly grown in the fall, prove remark-
ably good keepers. Dftroit Dark Red, especially, may
be sown as a crop to follow beans, around middle of July.
However, where space can be devoted to later matur-

ing sorts, either Crimson Globe, as shown on page 139, or
Black Red Ball will be found excellent sorts reaching two
and a half to three inches in seventy to eighty days,
{•or winter storage, it is advisable to let the roots grow
somewhat larger than two inches.

Half Long Blood, as illustrated above, and Long Smooth
Blood are two still later maturing sorts, requiring from
ninety to one hundred days to reach full size. Both have
uniformly dark red flesh and keep all winter. Beets may
be stored in frost-proof cellar, in boxes with sand or soil.
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CARROTS

AVERY hardy vegetable, many of the hints and sug-

gestions made in connection with beets being appli-

cable to carrots as well. Hut their usefulness is greater.

They provide many splendid liishrs, boiled and served

with cream sauce, or in soups and stews, ^'oung carrots

are a great delicacy if you value the sweet fla\'or peculiar

to this vegetable. On the 1' icific Coast they are par-

ticularly valued because of their drouth resistance. Hut

to be of choicest quality, carrots, in common with all mot
crops, should have a steady and abundant moisture supply.

The average packet of seeds contains a sufficient

amount to sow twenty to thirty feet. One ounce will sow

about 200 feet of row. A continuous supply may be en-

joyed by either sowing early sorts repeatedly or by sowing

sorts maturing in succession. Carrots will remain in

good condition for a long time, even after becoming over-

grown. They will not turn bitter, like beets, but will

split, when they become unBt for storage, but not for use.
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-HOW TO SOW AND GROW THEMCARROTS-

A NY soil will grow good carrots. While the roots will
•«*• be more shapely and smoother in a light soil of
sandy nature, they are generally of better color and
firmer texture when grown on clay soils.

Seeds should be sown as early in the spring as the
soil can be Jug and raked, in rows eighttt-n inches to two
feet apart. Cover them about half inch in light soil, less

in heavv day. It generally takes ten days to two weeks
for tl .seedlings to appear. Because the seedlings are
very delicate and often find it difficult to break tiie soil's

crust, experienced gardeners sometimes sow spinach
seeds at the same time in the same rows with the carrots.

The spinach will be harvested before carrots develop.
When the seedlings become three to four inches tall

(see illustration) thin out the early small sorts to stand
about two inches, the larger, later kinds about four inches
apart in the row. Frequent and thorough hoeing is

essential to growing good carrots.
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CARROTS—BEST EARLY KINDS

OF PARTICULAR value to the home gardener, wl-.oie

space is limited, are Eorly Frn,ch Furcing and 6„/</.|:

Ball. Both make very .mail tops, on account of which

the rows ma- be put as closely as a foot ^"P"'- -^ '^,1

roots about two inches apart m the row > ^^ hn^sb

carrots of these t" o kinds average one and a half mches

?o"g by one incn in diameter and should be "»ed -imckly

A week later, or in about eighty-five days. Early Scarlft

Horn perfects two and a half to ^hree-inch roots of aboat

two inches in diameter at the crown. This . the mos.

popular rxtra early sort, but must be used quickly smce the

roots are inclined to split badly as soon as they grow larger

than above size. l ii j .k.

Earh Chanunav, as shown above, may be called the

connecting link between the early stump-rooted and the

hter n'='t"rine. 'ons ^^"^^- Within ninety to one hundred

dayl it produces three and a half to four-mch roots

one and a half to two inches in diameter at the top A

very popular early sort with home gardeners throughout

the country.
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CARROTS >!'l:: >i.i-' ; SUITABLE FOR WINTER
.i.X'AGE

THE po| ui.i -t i. Mf.t :: his class is Danters Half

Long. i^Si".- il'' -if '-''•' It dots well in a greater

variety of soils, p(r|\>t>s, t'. r :ipy other kind, is a stronK

grower under all <l rn.i;', i.mditions, and always of good

color and flavor. SniLc the roots require about 120 days

to reach full size, seeds should be sown from early spring

up to middle of June, nut later. Well-developed roots

average six to eight inches long by two to two and a half

inches in diameter, gradually tapering to a blunt point.

Imprnved Long Orange is the longest and latest sort,

valued for its uniformly rich orange color and remarkable

keeping qualities. Properly stored, it will remain in

line table condition from the time it is put in the cellar

until the new crop of extra early sorts is ready to be

pulled in the garden. It requires from May until Sep-

tember to reach full size. When storing roots, be careful

to sort out all split, bruised, or insect-chewed specimens.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

CELERIAC OR ROOT CELERY

A FORM of celery cultivated for its fleshy roots which,
-'* prepared as a salad, with French dressing, or served
hot, with cream sauce, form dishes of rare flavor and great
food value. Since, in general characteristics and growth,
celeriac does not vary greatly from the common celeries,

the seeds are started and plants transplanted in the same
manner and at the same time as described on pages
264-266. However, celeriac requires deep and shallow
cultivation and should not be earthed up.

I o do well and develop worth-while roots, celeriac

requires rich soil and plenty of moisture. Plants are

set about six -inches apart in the row, allowing two feet

space between the rows. F'requent hoeing between
the plants as well as between the rows is essential to good
development of the roots. Celeriac is a long season crop,

but as a rule the plants are started in a seed flat or box,

to be transplanted, when large enough, into permanent
rows early in July. Celeriac generally follows extra early

crops like lettuce, peas, spinach, etc. Giant Smooth Pragw,
as shown abo\'e, is the most popular variety.
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KOHLRABI, OR TURNIP-ROOTED CABBAGE

P"OR a very enrly crop, seeds may be sown in a seed
• flat, indoors, about middle of Marth. When the
seedlings make the second pair of leaves, thin them out
to stand an inch apart in the row, about two feet between
the row, and cultivate like cabbage.

To enjoy kohlrabi constantly, make repeated sowings
outdoors during April and May. This provides tender
two-inch roots throughout June and July. Kohlrabi
does not thrive during the hot summer months. For this
reason, additional sowings should not be made until end
of July and early August, ihese will provide roots for
fall use and winter storage.

Kohlrabi may be either boiled and served with a cream
dressing, like turnips, or cooked and .sliced cold, as a
salad. Early White, as shown above, and Early Purple
yitnna are both very delicate sorts, ready for use in sixty
days after seeds are sown.

M If
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ri

PARSNIPS

AVERY desirable fall and winter vegetable, easily

grown in all soils and sections. Seeds should not

be sown until the ground is warm, generally about middle

of May. Cover about ha'f an inch deep and allow eigh-

teen inches to two feet between the rows. I he average

packet contains sufficient seeds to sow fifty feet of row.

As soon as the seedlings make the third pair of leaves,

thin them out to stand four inches apart in the row.

Krecjuenr and deep cultivation is essential to satisfactory

devftopmenr of rhis crop.

H(tth parsnip plant and roots are quite hardy, and it

re;|uires the whoj*- season (about 130 days) for the roots

to reach full size hey ''lay be dug in the fall and stored

in a ctrllar, like utiwr rout crops, or left to remain in the

garden, protected with grraw- or boards or both. Frost

improves the quality of the roots, which remain in good

condition until late the following spnng. // '!ozc Crown

or Gufrnsey (see illustration' is the favorite in all sections.
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KVIAIOES

pOTATOES can hiirdly be classed is a ganlen crop,
* yet their value as a f<M>d Is so fjrear that it is «e'l

worth while to grow them where span- permits and the
soil is of high fertihty or can be enriched by liberal appli-
cations of either manure or fertilizer, or both.

Let there be no mistake about this soil that is ex-
pected to yield a profitable crop of tubers must be rich

or the crop is bound to be dIsappolnrinK. Thousands of
potato patches prove a failure every year because they
hardly yield more potatoes than were planted. However,
where soil and season are favorable, potatoes yield well

enough to make their cultivation profitable.

One peck of seed potatoes, properlv cut, will plant
about 200 feet of row. The choice of varieties varies
greatly in different sections of the country, almost every
section having its favorites. Karly, midseason, and late

sorts are available, the last mentioned being the best
keepers.
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Ir

POTATOES—WHEN TO PLANT AND HOW
¥~\EEP plowing or digging is cssenri;il to success with
'-^ potatoes and, besides being well enricheti. the soil

must be well drained. As a well-known authorit\ puts

it
—

"potatoes do not like wet feet."

As soon as the ground can be prepared (middle of April

in most sections and from February to May on the Pacific

Coast), it should be laid out in furrows, four inches detp,

allowing from two to tlirej feet between the rows. 1 or

the early sorts, two feet of space between the rows is

sufficient and two to three inches of soil to cover is

ample, especially in heavy clay.

St,#ft wiih carefully selected tubers and cut them, allow-

ing one or two eyes to each piece. (See sprouted eyes on
preceding page.) Experts differ as to how many eyes per

piece should be allowed in order to cause plants to produce
the largest crops. The pieces are put from si.\ to eight

mches .ipart in the rov. . fMace them carefully, "eyes up,"

and remove ail stones from the row when covering.
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I'OTAIOKS- -CILIIVAIIOX AND
INSECTS

FIGHTING

A ,^, ^' ^^^ ^"""^ f"'^"** '^""^ throuRh the soil,
which IS generally about three weeks after planting,

hoe the rows, carefully breaking the sotl into fine particles
al about the sprouts. When three to four inches tall,
hill them slightly. Ihis work is quicklv, easily, and most
thoroughly done with a double wheelhoc.
Go over the patch after every shower, hoeing and weed-

ing and hilling. Knd of July or earlv in August the
Colorado potato beetles are apt to appear. Ihev are
best fought by sprinkling Slug Shot over the vines while
they are wet vith dew or ram. Or the vines may be
sprayed with Arsenate of Lead or a I'aris (Jreen solution,
using a tablespoonful of the poison to a pail of water.
Above all, the potat.. patch must be kept free of weeds.

Weeds are a heavy drain <m soil fertility; so are potatoes.
Both cannot thrive in the >.,ine patch without detriment
to the cultivated crop. Ihe watchword is weeding.
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i i

POTATOES FOR EARLY ISE

TN CONNECITON with suggcMions on this and the
* following page, bear in mind the remark made on
page 105, that nearly every section has its own favorites

which have made good crops for others. Inquire of
your neighbors! Find out which sorts seem to be par-
ticularly well adapted to your local conditions.

On the general principle that thoroughbred sorts

do well most anywhere, four extra early sorts will bo
found adapted to nearly all sections. These are Early
Ohiij, Early Six H'feki, Early Ruse, and Irish Cobbler.

Perhaps the earliest of these is Early Ohin, which, under
favorable soil and weather conditions, has produced large

tubers in seventy days after planting.

Early Oho and Early Rose have a pinkish skin, while
Early Six Weeks and Irish Cobbler are white. The latter

mrins round to square tubers while the other three sorts

are of elongated shape. Iri~h Cobbler, as shown above, is

perhaps the best keeping of the early kinds.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

LATE P()rA'l(>E.> FOR WINTER L'SE

DESIUES being berwr keepers than e.irly sorts, the
*-* late maturftiR kinds usually yield heavier crops, due
generally to the grcatcT size attained bv the individual
tuber. But this again dt^nds largely on the soil, season,
and the adaptability of different varieties to different
sections.

Grefn Muuntain is perhap.s the most popular of all

the late varieties in most sections. The individual tubers
grow to good size, are generally borne six to eight to the
hill, averaging a total of three to four pounds. Ihe pota-
toes vary from flat round to elongated oval, have a white
netted skin and are of excellent c<M)king qualities. (.See
a good "hill" above.)

Carman X,,. 3, Rural .\>a, Yorker, and yermont Gold
Can are other e.xcellent late sorts. Carman A'o. 3 is a
particular favorite because of the compact manner in
which It grows its hills of tubers. The prize for quality m
cooking mealy goes, perhaps, to yermont Gold Coin.



HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

POTATOES—HARVESTING AND STORING

THE early kinds mentioned on page i68 may be dug
as soon as tubers reach any desired size. Care should

be taken, when digging, not to bruise their skin since

thi^ will injure their keeping quality which, at best,

is very limited. Late varieties intended for winter use

should not be dug until vines have turned brown or black,

are perfectly dry, and easily pulled off the hill.

Choose a dry, sunny day for digging, which may either

be done with spade, fork or, on large areas, a plow may
be brought into action. The tubers should be given an
hour or two to dry before they are gathered.

A dry cellar with thorough drainage, where the tem-
perature averages thirty-two to thirty-six degree.'., is ideally

adapted for keeping potatoes. I'hey may be kept in

bins, flat boxes, barrels, or crates, so long as the air is

afforded a chance to circulate aninng them. On warm
days the cellar should be aired. During extremely cold

weather the bins or boxes should Ne protected by covering.
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RADISHES

DECAUSE radishes are so easy to grow, they are-' found in nearly every home fiarden. And yet, it
ii_ try seldom that one Hiids them of top-notch quality,
chietty becau:,. the fundanivnta! requirements of this
democratic veRetable are r., .,Jvt-,.>..d or disregarded.

True, radishes will grnv .ix-sc any.^i1ere. \'et, to grow
a quality product they ,ii si he grown quickly and
must not be allowed to becon ovcrgrou:;. Attention
should be paid to their i..-.Ai>; f- c,!.>,,,h apart in
the rows so that the roots li.. not c .^^^ each other.
The selection of proper sorts lor Uiffcreiu .^json'. is also
of paramount importance.
On the Pacific Coast ridishes .a.', lu enjoyed the

year around. They can be sown inj nnie that the
soil can be put in go<Kl condition, it is . :. -osr hopeless
to secure crisp, flavory roots during the dry se...,ci unless
the gardener is prepared to irrigate the patch. Th-
varieties suggested are the standards for all sections.
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I

RADISHES—WHEN lO SOW AND HOW

THE best soil in which to (;row radishes is s.indy

loam, well-enriched for pri\ious crops. trcsh

manure should never be useil in tlie mnkmg of a radish

bed since it is apt to infect the soil with maRgots. Stiff

clay soil may be improved by adding sand or ashes.

As soon as the .soil can be dug and raked, seeds may be

sown in rows, twelve to eighteen inches apart, scattering

them so thinly that no more than two .seeds drop to ev<ry

inch. Radish seed is generally of strong vitality and

every kernel will grow. Handled in this nonomical man-

ner, the average seed packet will sow a row thirty feet

long, while one ounce contains enough for I io feet of row.

In light soil seeds may be covered one-quarter inch deep,

less in heavy soil. Radishes quickly deteriorate in quality,

and to have them just right, it is best to sow short rows

often rather than to depend for a constant supply on sorts

maturing in succession. But it is thoroughly practical

to employ both methods.
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RADISHES- THINMM; AND fl L IIVA 1 ION

'T'HK quality of the radish crop depends latRcly on
* the manner in which it is grown. Kverv time the

radish seedlings are checked in their development, the
crop is belated and a tendency is created in the roots
to become pithy or tough.

As soon as the seedlings develop the second or third
pair of leaves, they should be thinned out as shown above,
so that the roots, when full-grown, will not touch each
other in the row. For the small, extra early spring sorts,
one inch apart is ample. The long sorts should stand
two to three inches apart, while fur the very large late
fall and winter varieties, four to si.\ inches of space in
the row is not too much.
While thinning out, save the sturdiest, strongest seed-

lings whenever possible. 1 hey will form radishes most
quickly. Weed the rows carefully; hoe them thoroughly.
If the soil is light and the season is dry, do not loosen the
soil too close to the roots or they stop growing.
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RADISHES FOR DIFFERENT SEASONS

^JO OTHER vegetable, with the possible exception
- ^ of lettuce, is as exacting as radishes in that specific
sorts must be chosen for the different seasons if one
would grow quality roots successfully. Spring sorts do
not succeed during the summer months, summer and
winter varieties do not thrive in the spring.

To have crisp radit!ies of mild flavor at all seasons,
the home gardener must study types and varieties. As a
rule, all the small flat, round, and olive-shaped kinds,
whether white or red, are suitable for spring only and
should not be sown after middle of May. From middle to
end ofMay depend on long, white or red kinds which better
endure the hot days that are apt to occur during June.
Throughout June, sow summer radishes, which will

provide crisp roots during July and August, while during
July the large, late maturing sorts should be sown for
fall and winter use. The best kinds in each class are
mentioned in the following chapters.
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RADISHES-HOW TO ENJOY THEM THE YEAR
AROUND

'pHOSE who are very fond of radishes will appreciateA the following plan, which, if put to a test, «.ll pr^vide crisp roots from spring until spring
Middle of April, sow fifteen-foot rows, of each Rapid

ff<
Scarlet Turmp fVhue T.p French Breakfast, and IVhite

a row rV !'^!^P'^"«"g ^y May .St, and follow with

r k"'./'^
^"'^'' ^""i ^""''' Short Top, and UdlFinger by May 15th.

^
During the latter part of May, sow fcicle. Chartier, and

tt'jT? """'"^ ""' ''"""e June by repeated sow-ings of the last two as well as irhite Delicious Through-out July sow California Mammoth ff'inter or China Tseand either Ro.ndor Lon, Black Spanish for fall and tvif

IT.k ^^r TTrJ' °^ '""'' *""" l^ft '» "ght, LongBlack Span,sh, CaUfornia Mammoth, and China Rose.)

intel
'"1"' '"^ """ '""'' themselves splendidly tomtensive cultivation since crops of them may be grown
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RADISHES

CK)R thousands of years radishes ha\e served for

* human food. Chinese books recording happenings

of more than 3,000 years ago contain references to these

crisp early spring deHcacies. Radishes are, perhaps, the

easiest vegetable to grow, and anybody having a few-

square yards of garden space can have them in abundance.

Radishes are one of the few vegetables which the

home gardener may enjoy the greater part of the year.

1 hey grow in many shapes and sizes:, and there are specific

sorts for different seasons. They thrive in all soils and

being a very hardy vegetable do well in nearly all climates.

Some kinds may be grown to eatable size in the almost

incredible time of three weeks from seeds sown outdoors

in early spring. By a correct selection of sorts suitable

for different seasons you may pull radishes in your own
garden throughout spring, summer, and tall. Read all

about them on pages 171-175 and 192-196.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

RHUBARB
\\^HO does not relish rhubarb, the delicious sprinR
~ " tonic, served' stewed as sauce or in pies? For

untold centuries prior to its introduction in Europe it

was esteemed for its medicinal qualities among the natives
of Mongolia and China, where it originally came from.
To-day a few plants of it may be found in home gardens
the world over.

The rhubarb plant is a hardy perennial. As such, it

thrives for years, outdoors, without protection. It is

generally started by setting out small plants or roots which
are easily obtained from either nurseries or seed stores.

But to those who have the patience to wait, the raising
of rhubarb plants from seeds stands for both economy
and an interesting experiment.
Rhubarb plants grow in any soil and the seeds are of

strong germination. How to establish a rhubarb bed at
small cost is described on page 278.
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HOME VE(;ETABLE (GARDENING

SALSIFY, OR OYSTER PLANT

AS ONE of the most, dependable and most easily grown

winter vegetables, salsify deserves to be grown more

generally than it now is. 1 he natives of Mediterranean

countries have known and esteemed salsify for centuries

as a voluntary gift of nature, since it is found growing

wild in Italy, Greece, etc. In most sections of Amerir:

it grows like a weed, being not particular as to soil or

climate.

While salsify is very hardy and thrives in a great variety

of soils, it requires from 130 to 140 days to form full-

grown roots from time seeds are sown. It, therefore,

occupies the ground from the middle of May until the end

of September, l^nless you are very fond of it, and have

ample space, it does not pay as well to grow salsify con-

sidering space, time, and labor, as many other vegetables.

See page 197 for directions how to grow this interesting

vegetable.
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HOME VECKTAIILE CARDKNINC

SPINACH

'

I
*HE most popular of all vegetables for "greens."

•^ Since it is very hardy, it may be sown quite early in

the spring or in the late summer for fall use. It deserves

to be grown i every home garden since it vacates the

space it occupies before warm-season vegetables such us

beans and tomatoes are planted and it may be sown again
whe i rows of early vegetables like radishes, peas, beans,

etc., have borne their crop. ^*»
Spinach seed germinates strongUi' ^'^ quiclMy. It

should be sown very thinly. The'plants thrive in any
soil, but only during cool weather. Experienced gar-

deners often mix spinach and carrot seeds and sow thi;m

at the same time in the same furrows. Ihe strong spin-

ach seedlings will "break ' the soil for the more deli ate

carrot seedlings. Before the carrots begin to develop
the spinach will be used. Other phases of spinach cul-

ture are described on page 226.
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LONG SEASON 0T<. TRIUMPH SPINACH
<i fine sort for the home garden
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SQUASH

nPVVO distinct types of s(|ii:ish ilaim the home gar-
* dener's ;ittention —the dw;iit' of hush form and the
very much larner and later "runninK" or vinlnR varie-

ties. I he last named should be classed with the pump-
kin; in fact, all s(|uashes are really memhers of the "gourd

"

family and, as such, the strongly "vining" kinds ociupy
too much space to be deserving of a place in the average
home garden.

The bush type of s(|uash deserves more general cul-

tivation. The small, flat "patty pan" sorts arc g<x>d only
while young. The larger and later "crookneck" s<|uashc.s

arc useful during fall and early winter. The late, hard-
shelled winter squashes keep a long time. . All re<|uire

rich soil, warm weather, and ample moi.fture to develop
perfectly. For detailed information regarding squashes
consult pages 249-252.
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WHITE BUSH AND GOLDEN SUMMER
CROOKNECK SQUASHES



BOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

SWISS CHARD, OR SPINACH BEET
T^HE fact that "greens," as a food, aid a great deal to

keep the human body in good order, has h»lped
considerably to popularize these foliage beets. Swiss
chard beets differ from the rest of the beet family in that
they do not form beet roots. Ihey make large, orna-
mental plants mstead, which produce food all summer in
the form of large leaves and thick, fleshv stalks The
leafy portion is cooked like spinach, the stalks are served
like asparagus.

Sown early in the spring, in most anv soil and any-
where in this country, Swiss chard furnishes food within
seventy-five days from date seeds are sown. How to
sow, grow, and ser'/e this splendid vegetable is told in
detail on page 227.
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HOME VEGETABLE GARDENING

TOMATO
'pHE tomato is a true American! It originated on

o^ perfection ,s due largely to the efforts of an American,

»h u u ^'T^"""-
of tomato fame. Nowhere inthe world has the tomato reached the standard of per-f«:t,on as w.th us. Neariy every section of our countryhas developed special varieties that thrive better therethan in any other place.

Next to potatoes, tomatoes (belonging to the same

r\"V^""h^
'"'='"'"'^^ =" "f g-«ef im'portancl to uas a food than any other vegetable, excepring corn. Be-cause tomatoes are at home with us, they will thrive and

LZt' """!.' ^'""""'' ='"'' ^"ggestions offered onpages 122-127 and 144-150.
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TURNIPS

'Ti"'HE best known root vegetable for winter storage.

^ As such it has been known and grown in the most

remote times, first reference to it being made by (ireek

writers more than 2,000 years ago. Turnips are mem-
bers of the cabbage family and, as such, are cool season

vegetables which thrive in most any soil.

You may gather young turnips within sixty days from

date of sowing seeds, \gain, you may have to wait

nearly ninety days, as in the case of the later maturing

Swedish turnips or rutabagas, but you will also be rewarded

by their better keeping qualities. Grow more turnips.

It is easily done and they are of very great food value.

Th'ir culture offers no difficulties, as fully explained on
paj^. 198-203.
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RADISHES-THE EARLY ROUND AND TURNIP
SHAPED SORTS

THIS class is made up largely of what is popularly

known as the "cherrystone" kinds. Several of

them develop small but symmetrical roots fit for use m
eighteen days to three weeks. They are excellently adapted

for growing under glass or in small gardens.

Among the pure-white sorts. Hailstone is the earliest,

perfecting flat, turnip-shaped roots, one-half to three-

quarter inch in diameter, within eighteen to twenty

days. Snowball (root at bottom of illustration) produces

slightly elongated, globe-shaped roots a few days later.

Foremost among the red kinds ranks Rapid Red (see

uppermost root) an extra early, short-leaved sort, pro-

ducing half-inch globular roots with but three pairs of

leaves in eighteen to twenty days. Vicks Scarlet Globe is

the most popular in this class. Scarlet Turnip White Tip

(second radish from top) is ready about the same time.
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RADISHES-THE OLIVE-SHAPED SORTS

JUST as among the round ones, we find among olive-
•f shaped radishes sorts with pure white skin, clear
red ones, and red sorts with white tips. Iheir quality-
does not differ from those described on preceding page,
but all reach table size slightly later and will grow to
be larger without becoming pithy.

H^hitf OHve-Shapid forms handsome roots with crystal
white, transparent skin, in twenty-two to twenty-five
days from date seeds are sown. They are at their best
when about three-quarters inch in diameter by one and
a quarter inches long. The same holds good with all
olive-shaped sorts, among which French Breakfast is the
most popular scarlet white tipped. Under favorable
conditions it is ready in twenty days after seeds were sown.
Scarlet Olive-Shaped (as shown above) may be termed the
mate to Vicks Scarlet Globe among the early round sorts.
It is ready in about thirty days and stays in "fit" condi-
tion longer than either of the others mentioned above.

i}A
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RADISHES-EARLY LONG KINDS

THE long sorts are particularly useful in that they

become fit for use just about the time when the

quality of sorts described previously begins to dec'ine.

Again, we have a choice of pure white, pure red, and red-

tipped white kinds. The leading pure white sort ~jl this

class

—

IVhite Icicle—may be considered the greatesi: all-

around general purpose radish in cultivation. (See

illustration to right.) The home gardener who wants to

confine himself to one sort only makes no mistake in

choosing it for his stand-by. 1 he pure-white, crisp roots

are ready for use in about thirty-five days.

Early Long Scarlet Short Top (shown to right) is a clear

red sort, ready within thirty days where soil and season

are ivorable. Cincinnati Market is a slightly later red

sort, growing a little larger, with flesh of firmer texture.

Long Brightest Scarlet or Cardinal is the white-tipped com-

panion to Long Scarlet Short Top. It is an exceedingly

handsome sort but quickly becomes pithy.
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RADISHES-SORTS THAT STAND SUMMER HEAT
A FTER June ist, it is useless to sow seeds of early

,
"'''s''e5, with the possible exception of Whitf

inele. But even that dependable early standard does
not remain fit to eat longer than a few days, hence the
home gardener will do well to arrange for a few rows of
any or all of the following sorts. All grow much larger
than the early sorts, have flesh of firmer texture, stand
heat better, but require a longer time to become ready

Chariier or Shepherd is a long, rose-colored sort with
attra -tive white tip. It is ready for use about thirty days
atter sewing. I his is the standard summer sort in the
West. L'mg White Vienna, or Lady Finger, in general
appearance very much resembles IVhite Icicle. But the
roots are shmmer and not ready until ten days later

JVhite Stuttgart (to left) and White Strashur'g (to right)
are two still later sorts of larger size and shape as illus-
trated. Roots reach good size in sixty days.

H ii
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RADISHES—THE LONG KFFPING WINTER SORTS

ASA late crop, these work ideally in the scheme
^*- of intensive cultivation. They should not be sown
much before middle of July or just about the time when
rows ofearly lettuce, peas, spinach, etc., become exhausted.
Keep in mind not to sow them after other root crops.

Varieties of winter radishes are divided into two broad
groups, according to their source of origin. We have the
Asiatic varieties, of which China Rose, WhiuChinise (shown
above), and California Mammoth are the leading three.
The other group is made up of the European type repre-
sented by Round, Half Long, and Long Black Spanish.
The Spanish radishes are the latest but also the firm-

est in flesh and texture and consequently keep best.

They are generally stored for winter use, although ready
in about eighty days from date of sowing. The Chuiise
sorts are about a week earlier, are of distinctly milder
flavor, and grow very much larger, but do not keep as well.

California Mammoth and Black Spanish are very popular.
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SALSIFY, OR OYSTER PLANT
COW the long, slim, woody-lookiiiK seeds as soon•^ as the ground can be worked, in rows, eighteen inches
to two feet apart. Drop about two seeds to every inch
and cover them a half to three-quarters of an inch deep.
Ihe average packet, handled in this manner, will sow
twenty feet of row, one ounce for one hundred feet
The seedlings, which look like strong sprouts of grass,

will appear m about ten days. As s«,n as they become
toi.r inches tall they should be thinned out to stand four
inches apart in the row. Being a deep rooting vegetable
salsify should be hoed frequently and to good depth

because salsify requires all season to grow to good size
repeated sowings are not practical. Sow not later than
June ist. Roots from later sowings develop more rapidly
than those from earlier ones, but do not keep so well
Mammoth Sand'u,ick Island as shown herewith is the

stand-by m all sections. It is dug in the fall anJ stored
Uke carrots, or left outdoors and protected like parsnips.
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TURNIPS

A S ONE of t'.e few vegetubles that may be had the
•'*• year around, turnips have always stood high in

popular favor. Their growing offers no particular prob-
lems and they do well in all soils and sections, though they
thrive best in a rich, sandy loam during the cooler months.
On the Pacific Coast, how :ver, the use of turnips, kohl-

rabi, and allied members of the cabbage family is distinctly
limited to those seasons of the year when they may be
gathered in highly succulent condition and used quickly.
They are generally sown very early in the fall and through-
out the winter so as to become fit for use very early in the
spring. They do not thrive during summer heat and be-
come subject to dise-'se during prolonged drouths.

In common with radishes, to which they are closely
related, turnips offer a wide choice in sorts of different
shape, color, and season of maturity. They are partic-
ularly valuable as a late season crop, by means of which
the usefulness of the garden is extended up to frost.
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Ti "iNIPS—WHEN TO SOW AND HOW
DY SOWING seeds of extra early kinds fsee p. 169)-' as soon as the ground -nn be put in shape in early
spring, tender turnips may be gathered within sixty days
after sowing. However, there early kinds do not keep
well and hot weather, during July and August, is apt to
produce bitter r(K)ts. For this reason the planting
of turnips IS generally abandoned by middle of May, to
be resumed during July to produce roots for fall and win-
ter.

Seeds are of strongest germination and should be sov n
very thinly, on an average not more than two to an inch,
which will cause the average packet to suffice for thirty
feet of row, one ounce for 200 feet of row. The rows
should be placed twelve to twenty-four inches apart,
according to variety. The early sorts make but small
tops and can be planted closer than later, larger sorts
with more spreading tops. Seeds should be covered from
on'Miuarter to one-half inch deep, according to soil.
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TURNIPS- -HOW TO CULTIVATE, AND
INSECTS

FIGHT

AS SOON as the young seedlings are two to three inches

tall, thin them out. The small, early kinds may be

left to grow three inches apart in the row, while six inches

is about right for the very large, late rutabagas. After the

young plants outgrow the baby stage, they become

healthy, rugged weeds and require little attention except

that they should be hoed about once a week.

Turnips have two insect enemies which are easily com-

bated. While the plants are small they are apt to be at-

tacked by the small Sack flea beetle which riddles the

leaves with fine holes and causes the plants to die. Slug

Shot or tobacco dust, sprinkled over the tops, while wet

with rain or dew, will quickly drive away the beetles.

The other and more serious pests are root maggots

infesting the soil. Where they appear in any appreciable

number it is best to shift the turnip rows to another part

of the garden.
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TLRNIPS—THE EARLIEST KIND

T~\EPENDING on their character of growth, season of
^-^ maturing, and keeping qualities, turnips may be
divided into three classes, early sorts, winter varieties,

and rutabagas. The earliest sorts may be treated very
much like early radishes and should be used promptly.

Early White Milan and Early Purple Top Milan, as
shown above, form decidedly flat bulbs which are best to

eat while averaging two to three inches in diameter. They
reach that size within sixty days after seeds are sown.
Early Sno'jiball is a perfectly round, smooth sort of similar

season of maturity, but a slightly better keeper.

I hese early turnips may be sown from early in April up
to middle of May and again during July and up to middle
of August where serious frosts do not occur until middle of
October. 1 he average light frost does not injure turnips.

While the roots grown during fall will be of firmer tex-

ture than roots of the same kinds grown during the spring,

none of the above three sorts keeps well.
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TURNIPS—FOR WINTER USE

THE main sowing of these is generally made during

the first week in July and they are grown and culti-

vated very much like winter radishes. Plants are thinned

out to stand four inches apart in the ro v which are gener-

ally put two feet apart.

Perhaps the most widely grown sort in cultivation is

Red or Purple Top White Globe which forms handsome,

globe-shaped roots in seventy-five to eighty days from

date of sowing seeds. Properly grown roots average

three to three and a half inches in diameter and have pure-

white skin with red and purplish blotches around the top.

fVhite Egg is of elongated shape and slightly earlier, but

does not keep so well. Pomeranian White Globe grows

slightly larger, but has coarser flesh and is later. Long

White Cowhorn is a still later sort grown extensively for

cattle feed. The flesh of all these is white. The most

popular yellow-skinned and yellow-fleshed sorts are

Golden Ball and Yellow Aberdeen.
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RUTABAGAS, OR SWEDISH WINTER TURNIPS

D UTABAGAS differ from the common turnips in

'^ * having more of a cabbage-Uke fohage and the roots

grow to very much larger size, besides being by far the

best keepers. Large quantities of the coarser kind re

used for cattle feed. The medium-sized sorts, of \. .iich

AmericanPurpleTopot Improved Long Island (as illustrated)

is the leading kind, are of very fine table quality. Pur-

plt Top grows partly out of ground, being of bright yello-.v

color beneath tne soil. It is of elongated globe shape.

Flesh yellow.

Sweet German and IVhite Swede are two white-skinned,

white-fleshed sorts of slightly later season of maturity

and elegant table qualities. Yellow Aberdeen and Mon-
arch are two late sorts with yellow flesh of very good
quality, though grown principally for stock feeding pur-

poses. All the above sorts grow partly above the ground,

which makes their harvesting easy. All will keep well

until spring if stored as suggested on next page.
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THE STORING OF ROOT CROPS

WITH the approach of colH weather all the roots

descrihed in preceding pages should be pulled or

dug and stored in frosi-proof cellars or easily accessible

pits. The exception to the rule are parsnips and sals'fy

which are not injured by freezing, but rather improved in

quality. Both these vegetables may be left in the ground

where they gre^v' and covered with straw or boards, or

both, so as to make possible their digging throughout

the winter.

Beets, carrots, etc., should be dug. Remove all super-

fluous soil, rootlets, etc., and cut off tops to within an inch

of the crown. Have some shallow boxes or crates handy

into which to place the roots, in layer fashion, puttmp

dry soil or sand or moss between the layers. Do not store

roots that are bruised in digging or mjured by chewing

insects, since they will net keep and are apt to cause ad-

joining sound roots to rot. The crates or boxes should be

placed in a dry, cool cellar, but away from furnace.
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SALAD PLANTS

r\f THOSE plants of which we eat the prepared
^'--' preen leaves in the raw stage we generally think
as salad plants. As a cUss, few are easier to grow.
^'et good salads are met with all too rarely on the home
table, because most people depend on the market supply.

Since freshness and crispness of the plants are the
prime requisites ofgood salads, the best way to get them is

to grow them yourself Fortunately, a good supply
may be grown in comparatively small space. Since nearly
all salad plants described in the following pages are
partial to shade, they may be grown quite successfully
in the average city garden where the sun shines but little.

None of the salad plants are particult is to .soil. But
as their quality depends on how qui 'hey may be
grown large enough for use, the spot -'•<-}\ ti -y are
grown should be well . -vriched with p..-nty of rotted
manure. Frequent anu morough cultivation will, to a
certain extent, offset lack of fertility.

20S
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WITLOOF CHICORY OR BRUSSELS WITLOOF

ANY time after the soil Inas become thorouglily warm

in the sprim; sow seeds thmly in rows, two feet

apart, and cover them about a quarter inch deep. Withm

two weeks the seedhngs will appear, and a few weeks

after that they should be thinned out to stand, first

four inches, later eight inches apart in the row.

Throughout the summer encourage these plants to

make a strong growth by giving them frequent and clean

cultivation. The iirst fiosts will generally cause the

leaves to drop and die, when the roots may be dug. They

somewhat resemble a parsnip. Place them in a shed or

cool cellar and let them rest for a few weeks, protectmg

them against frosts.

Prepare a box, fourteen to eighteen inches deep, by

putting about two to three inches of soil in bottom. 1 rim

roots to be six to eight inches long and cut off all remammg

foliage to within one inch of neck. (See illustration.)

Place roots upright, side by side, in box, allowing about

one inch space between them. Fill box and cover crowns

with four or five inches of sand or soil. In a few weeks

nicely blanched bunches of leaves will appear.
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CORN SALAD, OR LAMB'S LEITUCE

ADLSTINCT cool weather crop that does well only

in sections enjoying a cool climate. It can be grown
in all parts of this country during fall, winter, and early

spring. Seeds are generally sown in the fall, in either

small beds or short rows, eight to twelve inches apart.

Close planting is advisable because, with the approach of

severe cold, the plants should be covered several inches

deep with loose straiv, hay, or strawy manure.

The general directions given for growing spinach apply

to corn salad as well. The slim, elongated leaves should

be gathered when four to six inches long. Alone, they

are quite tasteless and favored only by people who eat

salads for the sake of the dressing. But served in connec-

tion with other salad plants, corn salad is very palatable.

The first crop is generally ready for gathering sixty

days after seeds are sown. For a constant supply

make repeated sowings from earliest spring until May
1st and again from middle of .August until frost.

:|i
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CRESSES

THE Curled Garden Cress or Pepper Grass is one of the

most appetizing of all spring salads and it literally

crows "as quickly as Rrass," making a very rapid growth

in any garden soil. 'I'hat, as a matter of fact, is the o-./y

fault of Curled Cress: it grows so rapidly that the home

gardener seldom ever has a chance to use it all before it

goes to seed. ,. , ,

Sow very thinly in rows, a foot apart, cover lightlv

and use as fust as it becomes six inches tall. Make re-

peated sowings of ten-foot rows throughout April.

n'ater Cress forms much fleshier stems and leaves,

but requires very moist soil to do well. It generally is

grown along the banks of small creeks where, being hardy,

it thrives year after year after becoming established.

Seeds are best started in pots or pans early in Apn\ and

seedlings transplanted in May. Small quantities may be

grown in boxes, pans, or bowls, in a sunny window, m the

house.
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ENDIVE

OF DISTINCT usefulness only durins early spring

and fall, since even moderately warm weather

will quickly cause the plants to produce seed stalks.

Endive is of a decidedly bitter Ha\<ir, no matter how well

grown, and few people relish it as a dish by itself. L sed

in connection with milder salads, it adds flavor.

Seeds may be sown in any good garden soil, m rows

eighteen inches to two feet apart, covered just enough to

hold them in the furrows. Within ten days young seed-

lings will appear which somewhat resemble lettuce with

a "crinkly" edge. When four inches tall they should be

thinned out to stand from si.\ inches to a foot apart.

First sowing should be made as soon as the ground can

be prepared. liy transplanting seedlings th.it are thinned

out, endive may be had until early in July. For a fall

supply sow during July or August and cultivate just like

lettuce. The average packet contains enough seeds to

sow thirty feet of row.

20y il: i
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ENDIVE—HOW TO BLANCH IT AND THE BEST

KINDS TO CROW

THE best quality is not developed in endive until the

fully srown plunt has been blanched. This is easily

done while it is still !;^o^^in^ in the garden row. C.athei

all the leaves until the plant resembles an upright cone-

shaped bunch of foliase. Around this tie soft twine or

raffia, holding the plant in a compact, upright position.

(See illustration ) The centre will soon bleach to a most

appetizing creamy-white color and the bleaching process

will also improve the flavor. After a rain the strings

should be untied, to permit drying, or the leaves will rot

Lartv Green Curled is the kind most widely known and

grown. Jrhite Moss Curled will naturally blanch in the

centre, but it also is improved by tying. Giant Panaiher

is a new French sort with particularly fine cut and curled

leaves. Broad Leaved Bata-Aan grows different from all

the rest, having broad, fleshy leaves. It is largely used

for soups and stews. Ready for use in about sixty days.



LETTUCE

NEXT to radishes, lettuce is the must popular crop

in the home garden. ^ et comparatively few people

know he-,, to get the best out of this easily grown salad

simply because they completely disregard character of

the plant and its natural requirements.

Cool weather and plenty of moisture are the two most

important factors in lettuce culture. Ciiven these, the

plants thrive in a remarkably great variety of soils. On
poor soil freciuent cultivation will often o\ercome a lack

of fertility. By planting sorts adapted to different

seasons, crisp salads may be enjoyed all summer.

The lettuce plant is natui, of a spreading habit

of growth and resents being crowded in the row. Nearly

all failures to obtain heads from head lettuces are due to a

disregard of tin ;ly thinning. There are four distinct

types of lettuces, namely, the ' we-leaf .sorts that do

not form heads, the butterhead sorts, the crisp-head vari-

eties, and the Cos or Romaine lettu'es.

•I.
I
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LETIUCE-WHEN AND HOW TO SOW

AN\' soil will Kfow lettuie, thoURh a deep, friable loam

well enriched with manure and full of humus will most

quickly produce the choicest heads. A heavy soil should

be made linhter by adding some sand or ashes. Soils of a

light, sandy nature need large quantities of manure.

Start with any soil available, about middle of April

or as much sooner as garden can be made. 1 he yoiing

lettuce plants are very hardy and belated frosts do not

injure them. Sow seeds in rows, two feet apart, covering

one-quarter to one-half inch deep, depending on soil.

Sow very thinly, dropping about two or three seeds to

every inch. The average packet will sow fifty feet of row.

A 'constant supply may be obtained by sowing sorts

maturing in succession or by sowing shor rows of the

same kind at regular intervals. Hut when adopting the

latter course, keep in mind that there are different sorts

for different seasons. Sorts that do nicely during the cool

spring months will not form heads duting the summer.
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LK.rnVK-TIIINMNGANDTRANSl'LANTlNG

THK ont phasL- of jirowini; Ifrtiicu rh:it must be con-

sidercil of j;re;ittT iniportiincf th;in ;iny orhcr is

thf need i]f prompt and repeated thinninp, out of the

young plants. Within three weeks after seeds are sown

the secdhntts will be two to three inches tall when they

should be thinned out to stand about two inches apart.

The (tardcncr who lets lettuce grow in a crowded row

and pulls the leaves for salad when about four inches

long will never know what quality in lettuce means.

.A week after the initial thinninj;, every other plant

should be removed, thus Kivinj; each plant four inches in

the row. Ihe pulled up plants may be transplanted.

This work of thinninj; should be continued so that at no

time do the plants touch, let alone crowd each other.

A final di.stance for the plants of a foot apart in the row

will be found about rieht for the majority of the head

lettuces, though e.vceptionally large-growing sorts may
be given eighteen inches.
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LETILCE-PROVIUING A CONSTANT SUPPLY

THE first lettuces to yield salads are the early loose-

leaf and early butterhead sorts described in the next

two pages. These stand the cold, damp weather of ver>'

early spring to perfection, but do not thrive well later

in the season, when the weather gets hot. For this

reason, only a limited number of rows should be sown.

The late butterhead and crisp-head sorts will do well

from spring-sown seeds, up to end of July or early August.

The Cos or Romaine lettuces resist heat best of all, but

even they are apt to turn bitter during hot, dry spells.

Here is a schedule that will provide lettuce all summer.

On March 15th start plants of the early looseleaf or

early butterhead sorts by sowing seeds in boxes in the

house or hotbed, plants to be set into the garden by mid-

dle of April. Sow, at the first opportunity, outdoors, a

fifteen-foot row each of Black Seeded Tennishall (illus-

trated above), Black Seeded Big Boston, and Cahforma

Cream Butter. On May 1st follow with All Seasons, he-

berg, and New York lettuces and repeat this planting by

July 1st.
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LETTUCE- •IHE L(K)SE HEaDF:D OR
CURL^-LEAVEl) SORTS

EARLY

THESE will not form he[ids, but maku hirge plants of

attractively curled and crinkled leaves. While

their quality does not compare with that of the butter-

head lettuces, their curly leaves are most acceptable.

The loose-leaved lettuces will do better under more
widely varying conditions of soil and climate than any
other class. This is the reason, perhaps, why Prizehead

is the most popular lettuce in the country to-day, though

of indifferent quality. It will not develop heads.

Black Seeded Simpson forms handsome plants, a foot in

diameter, within fifty days after seeds are sown. In

a rich, moist, warm soil, which favors rapid develop-

ment, it is far superior in quality to Pri-ehead.

Grand Rapids (illustrated) is the standard loose-leaf

sort for under-glass growing in all parts of the country.

Grown outdoors, it is a few days earlier than Black Heeded

Simpso:., forms more upright plants, and is more curly.
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THE EARLY "BUTIERHEAD" LETlTCtS

THEIR advent to the table marks the beginning;

of real quality salads. They have the rich "fatty"

and smooth "buttery" feel and flavor that gives them

their name. Within fifty-five days from date seeds are

sown JVayahead forms compact, light green heads aver-

aging ten inches in diameter, with a tightly folded golden

yellow heart fit for any epicure. This is, perhaps, the

best sort of the IVhite Seeded Tennisball type and a

great rival of May King in popular favor.

Nanmhurgeror Tenderheart (illustrated) is of the Speckled

Dutch Butter type, with prominent dark brown spots on

outer leaves. It is about six days later than Wayahead,

but grows larger and remains in good condition several

days longer. Nanmbvrger does well also sown late in

July or early August, for late fall crops.

Black Seeded Tennis Ball and Black Seeded Big Boston

are both excellent for spring and early summer, with

the heat-resisting qualities in favor of B. S. Big Boston.

However, to offset this, B. S. Tennisball is of milder

flavor. IJoth kinds are of top-notch quality in from sixty

to sixty-five days after planting.
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LETTUCE—LATE BUTTERHEADS THAT RESIST

MIDSUMMER H>A !

THE connecting link between the early butterheads

and those on which planters may depend to form heads

as late as the season will permit is California Cream Buttfr.

This is one of the most dependable of all lettuces, al-

ways forming handsome, solid heads of exceptional qual-

ity in sixty-five to seventy days from date of planting.

From seeds sown end of April it will furnish delicious

salad until middle of July, when All Seasons^ as shown
above, will be in its prime. Many call this the Black

Seeded Deacon and it is surely superior to old Deacon in

heat-resisting qualities. All Seasons differs from all

other sorts suggested so far by being of a distinctly uni-

form shade of deep green. Ready in seventy-five days.

Speckled Dutch Butter is valuable because it matures

more slowly. Thus, when nearly all the heads in a row

of All Seasons are ready, only a few of Speckled Dutch

Butter sown at the same time will have reached full size.

The latest of this group is Brown Dutch, a dark green sort,

'heavily shaded with dark brown tints which denotes both

heat and frost resistance. \ week later than All Seasons.

ii7
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THE "CRISP-HEAD" LETTUCES

THESE differ from others described so far in that

their leaves are very heavy and rather coarse. Each

leaf has a heavy midrib which is strongly curved toward

the centre and is responsible for the tightly tolded char-

acter of the "crisp-head" lettuces. So tightly are they

folded that frequently the inner leaves will ~ot and the

seed stalks often penetrate the sides of the heads.

Iceberg is the earliest. It perfects slim, conical-shaped

heads of yellowish green color, with the centre leaves

tinged red and curled along the edge Iceberg is ready

in sixty days and remains fit for two weeks.

Improved Hanson is a few days later and of a distinct

"silvery" shade of light green. AVcf York or Wonder-

ful (see illustration) is a large, deep green, very coarse

sort maturing in sixty-five to seventy days. Crisp-as-

Ice is a smaller sort of deep green color shaded with bronze

and brown. It is particularly valuable for late fall be-

cause of its frost resistance.
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LETTUCE ON THE PACIFIC COASl

'T'HIS is one of fhe most ernlnently satisfactory gat-
^ den crops on the Pacific Coast, which is responsible

fof the Golden State being the latRest ptoducer of lettuce
seed in the world. Where heat and moisture are moderate
lettuce may be enjoyed the year around right out of the
ga-den. Seeds may be sown from earliest spring, through-
out summer and winter. Where the rainfalls are heavy,
it is customary to sow the seeds on a raised bed in a well-
drained situation. From this bed plants arc trans-
planted whenever space becomes available in any part
of the garden.

In most gardens in the interior valleys and bottoms,
lettuce is sown in rows, thinned out, and transplanted as

described on [ages 21^-213. During the hot summer
months, it appreciates frequent irrigation. If some shade
can be provided by means of lath screens or by planting
the rows along the shady side of tall-j:- ^wing vegetables,
the heads will stand longer before bursting.
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COS, OR ROMAINE LETTLCE

'T'WO characteristics make this type deserviriR of a
* place in every garden: its srtat heat resistance

and the crisp quahty of the flat, elongated leaves.

Moreover, cos lettuce is much easier to grow than the
more exacting head lettuces. When properly bleached it

compares very favorably with the butterheads.

Cos lettuce may be divided into two classes, being partly

of self-folding and partly of spreading habit of growth.
Eclipse or Express Cos is the best example of the self-

folding type, forming symmetrical and erect heads which,
because of their compact growth, blanch nicely in centre.

It is ready in sixty days.

Paris IVhite Cos is of the spreading type. When of good
size, outer leaves of plant should be gathered up and tied

loosely to blanch centre.

Magnum Bonitm, as shown here, is the largest, but also

latest, developing in about seventy-five days. On good
soil plants frequently weigh two pounds.

-
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VEGETABLES FOR GREENS AND FLAVORING
"pHE majority of the folio ving vegetables are eaten

^ cooked and, m such condition, the broad public gener-
ally forgets their original name and calls them "greens

"
Ihus we find, in connection with kale, mustard, spin-
ach, and Swiss chard that all may be "greens" or allmay be spinach" on the bill-of-fare.

Ihe exception to this are okra and parsley. The former
IS used largely to give substance to soups. Parsley is
the leading vegetable for garnishing.

Dandelion is one of the greatest spring tonics. The
broad-leaved, cultivated form is far superior to the wild
growing produce. While it is sometimes grown and
blanched like endive for salad purposes, it is generally
cooked as greens. Seeds are sown thinly, in rows eighteen
inches apart and covered just enough to prevent wind
blowing them away. Seedlings should be thinned out
to stand four inches apart. Plants will develop like the
true weed which dandelion is.
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KALE OR BORECALE

AMEMBER of the cabbage family varyinR in char-

acter of phint in that the individual leaves are

carried on stems that grow away from main stalk in-

stead of leaning toward same, as in the case of cabbage.

Seeds are sown very early in the spring, just like extra

early radishes. Plants should stand eight to twelve

inches apart in the row. Those th.it are thinned out

may be transplanted to other rows. The main sowing is

made in June for a fall crop when kale is at its best.

Frost improves the quality.

Lkvarf Green German (as shown above) and Da-arf

Brown are both of dwarf habit of growth, plants spreading

two feet or more and growing about eighteen to twenty

inches tall. Ready in seventy-five to ninety days.

Tall Green Curled Scotch is of straight, upright growth,

reaching a height of two feet or more o.i good soil. The

leaves are gracefully disposed around centre stem. Ready

in ninety to one hundred days after sowing.
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MUSTARD
'T'HE broad-lenved sorts of recent introduction have
*^ helped greatly to popularize mustard .., both a salad
and as "greens." As a salad, it is used sparinsly, mostly
to give added piquancy to "flat" salads.

Jor greens, the seeds are sown thinly, in rows, twelve
to eighteen inches apart and covered one-quarter inch
deep. Seedlings are thinned out to stand four inches
and later eight inches apart. Plants must be used be-
fore flower buds appear which cause the leaves to become
of strong flavor. Sow short rows repeatedly up to .May.
EUphanl Ear grows light green leaves with white

ribs. In rich soil, each plant of this sort should be given
at least twelve inches in th.; row since leaves will grow
eighteen inches to two feet in length.

Fordhoiik Fancy is a beautiful curly-leaved sort of
dark green color. Cooked like spinach, is of fine flavor.

Southern Giant Curled, shown above, is the most widely
grown sort in all sections.
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OKRA

ASOUTHERN vegetable, as yet little appreciated

in the Nortli. It will Rrow wherever corn grows and

it is distinctly useful in the making of stews, as a flavor-

ing, and to give consistency to soups.

The seeds should be sown about end of May. They

are dropped four inches apart in the row, covered two to

three inches deep, and two to three feet of space should be

allowed between the rows.

When the young plants are four to six inches tall, they

should be thinned out to stand twelve to eighteen inches

apart in the row. Hoe and cultivate just like corn.

The pods, which form at the leaf joints, are the useful

part of the plants.

fVhile Velvet, as shown above, forms handsome, slightly

curved, smooth, white pods sixty days after sowing. L se

while three to four inches long, since later they become

woody. KleckUy's Fmorite and Perkin's Mammoth are

two other popular kinds.
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COW the seeds as early in the spririp as the ground^ can be prepared, in a row, dropping them to space
thinly. Cover from one-eighth to one-quarter inch deep,
according to soil, and allow eighteen inches to two feet

between the rows. Parsley seed is very slow to
germinate and often a month will elapse before seed-
lings appear.

Thin out the plants, when large enough, to stand six

inches to a foot apart. .Since a dozen plants of parsley
will provide an ample supply for the average household
it is well to give each individual plant ample space.

In the fall the row may be protected with boxes,
boards, or straw and the parsley will keep growin'; until

severe, cold weather. A few of the roots may be dug,
trimmed slightly, top cut back, and planted in a six-inch
pot. They will grow all winter in a sunny kitchen win-
dow. Champion Moss Curled, Double Curled, Lkvar}
Perfection, and Plain or Single are all well-known kinds.

"5
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SPINACH

THE best known plant for "greens" in all sections.

It thrives most anywhere, in all soils, but only diirinf;

the cool seasons of the year. During July and August

the plants form flower stalks before fully developed.

Sow the seeds in furrows, one-quarter inch deep, with

eight to twelve inches between the rosvs. Timely thinning

of plants to stand four to six inches apart helps in growing

a quality product, also helps in keeping the plants from

"going to seed" prematurely. In good soil, spinach

grows large enough for use in four to six weeks. At least

fifty feet of row is required to provide several meals.

An ounce of seeds will sow 150 feet.

Improved Thicli- Leaved, Norfolk Savoy Leaved, .-ill Sea-

sons (shown above), Prickly or Winter and I'icloria are

standard sorts, in great favor in diflTerent sections. Ai:.'

Zealand Spinach is of an entirely different type. It makes

large, spreading plants from which tender, green tips

may be gathered all summer.
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SWISS CHARD, OR SPINACH HKET

COW js e:irly in tlv sprinj; :is K^irdcn ciin be m^uli',

^ in rows two ku i '.i' Drop three m fimr kiincis

til every inch aii.l w .1 .Jii(.-(|ii;irter inch ileep. After

-overinB, "'•''^^ "^'er the rows, :is suK^ested under "beets"

anM illustr;ited on pa^e 152.

>V'hen about four inches tall thin them out to stand

two inches apart. A week later remove every other

one. Hy then they are usually large enough to be cooked

as "(jreens." Repeat this "thinning out" process until

the plants stand a foot apart in the row. A packet of

seeds will sow a twenty-foot row of Swiss Chard w hich

will provide all the greens an average family uses.

Repeated sowings are unnecessary, since the row bears

until frost. Lucullus Sa-iss Chard (as shown) is by far

the best quality kind for the home garden.
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MOST POPULAR POT HERBS

WHILE these can hardly be classed as vegetables,

yet a few plants of each of the most popular cu-

linary herbs deserve a place in every well-managed kitchen

garden. While at present their usefulness is appreciated

only in the making of soups, stews, or for flavoring dress-

ing, the future will see them attain greater prominence,

especially in connection with canning and preserving.

Sage, as illustrated above, is, perhaps, the most generally

grown of all herbs. The leaves are used to flavor dressing.

Mini, Thyme, and Sweet Marjoram are useful in the

making of sauces, to be served with fish, fowl, or meats.

Borage and Dill are largely used in preserving of cucum-

bers. Carouiay is grown for the seeds with which bread

and pastry are flavored.

Since seeds of nearly all of above are of rather slow

germination and the seedlings are very delicate, it is

best to start them in the house, in a seed flat, as described

and illustrated on page 22.
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\kc;etables that bear fruits on vines

nPHE term "vines," as used here, refers specifically
* to that class of plants the fleshy branches and leaves

of which spread rampantly all over the garden. Cucum-
bers, melons, pumpkins, and squashes are of doubtful
usefulness in the average home garden, since the value
of their crop per square foot is very much below that of
other vegetables. However, cucumbers and muskmelons
are easily confined to small space, whereas watermelons,
pumpkins, and squashes are rather field crops.

All the vegetables in this group are rank feeders and
the ground can hardly be made too rich to suit the plants.
As a rule, they are planted in "hills," which should be
prepared as follows: Dig holes, ten to twelve inches deep
and as wide across and fill with compost or thoroughly
rotted manure. Tramp down tightly and soak with
water until thoroughly wet. On top of this build a hill

of fine soil as wide as the hole in diameter and the top
about four inches above ground level.
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CUCUMBERS—HOW TO SOW ANU WHKN

CUCUMBERS are warmth-lovinK plants. While

hills, as described on preceding page, may be pre-

pared any time, three feet apart each way, seeds should

not be sown until soil and weather have become quite

warm, toward end of May. Then make a furrow, one-

half inch deep, running it in circular form, about four

inches in diameter, around top of hill and scatter about a

dozen seeds in it.

Cover and press soil down firmly with your hands.

The seedlings will appear within a week and almost simul-

taneously a little beetle with yellow-striped wings is

apt to visit the patch. Fight him at once by dusting

the hills with Slug Shot, or flour mixed with Paris Green.

Aside from this, cucumbers have no insect enemies.

When the plants start to form the third pair of leaves

and the danger from bugs is over (they only attack the

seedlings) reduce the plants to two to four of the strongest

per hill. The richer the soil, the more may grow.
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CUCUMBERS—CULTIVATION AND PRO/IDIN?,

A CONSTANT SUPPLY

T^OR earliest crops, seeds may be sown in the house
*- about middle of April in paper pots, as described

and illustrated on page 23. These plants, set out, pots

and all (with the bottoms removed, of course), will start

bearing toward middle of June and continue until the

first outdoor planting yields fruits. A third sowing may
be made late in June or early in July, for a full crop.

After the young plants start to spread over the ground
they should not be moved because it is apt to bruise

them. They should be trained early to spread in the

direction of the row. Keep the soil loose and free of weeds.

When weeding the hills, which should be done by hand,

be sure to press soil over any rootlets that are apt to be-

come exposed. By pinching out the centre of vines they

may be confined to limited space.

Several applications of liquid manure in the course

of the bearing period will prove highly beneficial.
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CUCUMBERS—BEST KINDS FOR THE HOME
GARDEN

THREE distinct types deserve consideration, namely,

the Long Green, the White Spine, and the Extra Early

Pickling varieties. Which to grow depends entirely on

the purpose for which they are intended. For .slicing,

the IVhite Spine varieties are the most popular.

Extra Early IVhite Spine (see above) bears short but

symmetrical fruits within fifty days from sowing seeds.

They are good while small, but quickly lose shape and

become three-lobed, with large seed cells. A much better

sort is Davis Perfect, which reaches good size about a week

later, but must be considered the best type to date for

the home garden. (See illustration on preceding page.)

Extra Long or Evergreen White Spine is a still later sort.

Cool and Crisp and Klondike are two other good strains.

Improved Long Green or London Long Green is a medium

early, spineless sort, valued particularly in the West.
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CUCUMBERS—SORTS FOR PICKLING PURPOSES

'THD BE a good sort for Rrowing pickles, a variety
J- must be botli early and prolific. While in the cool
northern sections cucumbers thrive during a long season,
m most parts they are planted as a second crop to follow
early potatoes, or any early garden crop.

But earliness and prolific character seldom go together
with size of individual fruit. Fruits of sorts mentioned
below are generally of short, blocky shape, with seed cells

way out of proportion to size of fruit. Their flavor does
not difl^er materially from other cucumbers.
The earliest of all is Early Russian, which develops

very small pickles only, but is particularly adapted to
sections having cool, short seasons. Boston Pickling
or Early Green Prolific as shown above, is a great favorite
throughout New England. Westerfield or Chicago Pick-
ling bears larger pickles and is very popular in the West.
Fordkook Pickling is recommended as both a pickling
ana slicing variety.
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CUCUMBERS FOR UNDER GLASS AND ON THE
PACIFIC COAST

FORCING cucumbers in greenhouses or hotbeds is a

delightful and interesting hobby which, with a little

study, rnay be practised by any one having the facilities.

Seeds are generally sown in the fall for an early winter

crop and up to January for extra early spring use. Plants

are started in individual paper pots and only two should

be allowed to develop, to be set two feet apart each way.

Vines are trained to trellises or permitted to spread in

frames.

Davis Perfect, as mentioned on page 232, is one of the

best American sorts for under-glass culture. The English

sorts, of which Rollison's Strain of Improved Telegraph

is the best known, grow to be as long as eighteen inches

to two feet and have a distinctly mild flavor of their own.

On the Pacific Coast cucumbers do well anywhere

where the moisture supply is adequate. For this reason

they are frequently planted alongside of irrigation ditches.
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MUSKMELONS
TX THEIR essential requirements as to soil, season
•* of planting, method of planting, and cultivation,
these differ very little from cucumbers and the general
directions given on pages 230-231 should be followed with
muskmelons as well. However, bear in mind that all

melons require a longer season to grow to full size and
ripen. They also need more warmth to be of good quality.

Fortunately a wide choice of varieties is ready to ac-
commodate planters in all sections. In cool parts of
the country and on heavy soils the small-fruited, extra
early sorts give general satisfaction. It is advisable,
however, to start the seeds early in individual paper pots
in the house.

Any number of classifications as to types in melons
may be attempted, but for all practical purposes they
may be divided into green-fleshed, the yellow or salmon-
fleshed, and the large smooth or Cassaba type. The last

named is of rather limited usefulness in most sections.
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ML'SKMELONS—HOW TO FIGHT INSECTS AND
DISEASES

THE little striped yellow beetle, referred to under

cucumbers, is also most destructive in a melon patch

and should be combated promptly. In addition, during

dry, hot weather, a little black ftea is apt to bother the

seedlings. Fight it by sprinkling the plants with Slug-

Shot or tobacco dust. Aphis or Green Plant Lice like-

wise display a preference for melon vines which, when

badly infected, should be destroyed to prevent spreading

of the pest. Attempts to control it by spraying have,

so far, proven only partially successful.

The bacterial wilt is the most dreaded of the fungous

diseases attacking melon vines, because science so far

has failed to discover a remedy. Spreading of rust may

be prevented by spraying with Bordeaux Mixture. But

the safest plan, in the home garden, is to promptly pull

up any diseased vines. Carry them away from the patch

and destroy by burning, after saturating with coal oil.
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MUSKMELONS—SPECIAL SOIL REgUlREMENTS
AND HOW TO GATHER

'

I
^HERE is no question but that quality in the melons

-• differs on soils of a different character. Some claim
that a warm, sandy loam grows the best product, but ex-

cellent quahty crops have been raised on heavy clay

soil. A great deal depends on the variety that is being
grown as well as on the season.

When is a melon ripe' As a rule, with the smooth-
skinned sorts, a change in color will announce the start

of the ripening process. When the stem that joins

the fruit to the vine begins to crack around the edges
next to the melon and a slight twist will separate the
two, the fruit may be considered ripe. With the netted
varieties, the gradual change in color is not so easily

detected and a closer watching for the cracks around the

stem end is advisable. The melons are generally of top-

notch quality when a few drops of a reddish juice begin

to show at the cracking stem end.
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MUSKMELONS—BEST ORANCE OR SALMON

FLESHED SORTS

THESE are sugRestively the most desirable for the

home garden, have thicker flesh and are of superior

flavor and aroma when compared with the green-fleshed

kinds. They are particularly well adapted to cool sec-

tions. In wr.rm localities they must be picked promptly,

when ripe, or the hot sim will quickly turn the flesh soft.

Emerald Gem is the best known and most wii ely grown

of this class. The melons are small, heavily ribbe ",

sometimes slightly netted. Skin i- treen and turns to

a yellowish brown as the fruits ripen. It matures in

about ninety-five days, being one of the earliest.

Burretl's Gem shown above has otten been termed the

golden-fleshed Ruckyford. It is of typical Rockyford

shape, well netted, with thick flesh of highest quality.

For light, warm, sandy soils where other salmon-fleshed

sorts disappoint, the new Fordhook will be found of great

value. Tip Top is one of the largest in this class.
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MUSKMELONS—THE BEST GREEN-FLESHED
KINDS

nPHE earliest of all is unquestionably Extra Early Jenny
* Lind which, while quite small, is of superb quality.
I he choicest strains of it often produce fruits that develop
a peculiar knob or "button," at the blossom end.

Rockyford or Netted Gem shown above is the most fam-
ous and best known of the whole family. Due to the
efforts of Colorado truckers, special rust-resistant strains
of this variety have been developed, making the growing
of melons possible where other kinds fail.

Extra Early llacltensack and Hack, mack or Turk.'

Cap are two larger sorts, almost round, slightly flattened,

heavily ribbed, and of particular value for light, warm,
sandy soils. Long Island Beauty is a larger form.

Ohio Sugar as shown on page 236 is the green-fleshed
brother to Tip Top among the yellow-fleshed sorts. It

combines thick flesh, superb flavor, and remarkable adap-
tability to many soils, with splendid size.
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MUSKMF.LONS—SPECIAL SORTS FOR UNDER
CLASS AND PACIFIC COAST CX)NDrriONS

EXPERT care and considerable experience are re-

quired to grow melons successfully indo<»rs out of

season. For this reason and because melons are more
exacting in their requirements than most other green-

house crops, their growing under glass is pr.ictised largely

under the supervision of competent gardeners. They are

generally grown as a companion crop with beans.

Blenheim Orange and Siillan's Emerald Gem (shown
a'lovc) are both English varieties of unquestioned merit.

Fhey bear fruits from lOO to Ii 5 days after sowing.

On the Pacific Coast melons or cantaloupes thrive to

perfection. They grow to great size.

The smaller sorts of the Jenny Lind type are preferred

for the home garden. Fhe Cassaba or Yellow Pinrapple

Melon is esteemed as a winter keeper. California Large

Nutmeg and Montreal Nutmeg are two large, green-fleshed

sorts in popular favor in the large cities.
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vVATERMKUJNS

TPHKIR soil rci|iiirenicnts nnd general methods of• cultiviition differ very little fro.n those civen for
muskmelons. However, watermelon hills should be placed
at least nine feet apart each way, since the vines grow-
as rampantly as those of pirnpkins or squashes. From
SIX to ten seeds are generally placed in a hill and only
one or two plants should be allowed to develop. Where
melons of good size are wanted, the number of fruits
per vine should be limited to two or three.
Watermelon vines are e.xceedingly tender and resent

bemg moved about, tramped upon, or brui.sed or injured
m any way. They require a long season during which to
develop and grow. For this reason, repeated plantings
for a succession of crops are not practical excepting on the
Pacific Coast. Rather select sorts maturing in succession.
The best way to tell whether a melon is ripe or not

IS to knock against it with the knuckles of your fingers,
as you would against a door. If the sound is solid, the
melon is green. If it sounds hollow, it is apt to be all-
right. Another test is to turn the melon over and scratch
the lower side, which generally is yellow. If it is hard
and cannot be scratched easily it is safe to judge it as ripe.
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WATERMELONS—THE EXTRA EARLY KINDS

AMONG watermelons more than any other vegetable

fruits you cannot find earliness, size, and quality

in one and the xme kind. Thus Cole's Early and Kolb's

Gem are quite early, bearing ripe fruits -n seventy-five to

eighty days. But their size is comparatively small

and their quality is very indifferent. Their usefulness

is limited, therefore, to sections with short seasons.

Fordkook Early, while just a few days later than above

sorts, bears fruits as large as the top of a barrel, even

larger, under favorable conditions, and is of truly elegant

quality. It is a round, da''c-skinned sort (see illustra-

tion), an ideal home garden sort, and a good one for mar-

ket. It is the earliest ripening sort, combining good qual-

ity with fair size. Phinney's Early is a handsomely green-

and white-striped sort of about the same season as Ford-

hook Early but does not grow quite so large.

1;!
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WATERMELONS—THE LATE KINDS

'

I
^W'O different types are found in this class, though

-* often it is difficult to draw a sharp line of distinction

in the variation of shapi^s. Ihere is the short, rmnd
type, generally preferred for marketing and shipping

because of the superior carrying qualities of the fruits.

The long type generally has thinner skin.

Hungarian llonfv. Iceberg, and S:veetheart are, perhaps,

the most popular sorts of the short, thick type, the last

named being often nearly round. All are of fair quality.

Mammoth Iron Clad and Georgia Rattlesnake or Striped

Gypsy (as illustrated) are the two best-known representa-

tives of that class bearing elongated fruits with light and

dark green stripes. Sugar Stick is a pale green skinned

sort, slightly netted with darker green stripes with flesh

of truly delicious quality. But the acme of quality is

found in the very large, long, dark green skinned sorts of

which Kleckley's Sweets, Halhert Honey, and Tom Watson
are the greatest favorites throughout the country.
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WATERMELONS ON THE PACIFIC COAST

IN THE warm, alluvial soils of the interior regions,

watermelons thrive like weeds. They do better in

the warmer sections than muskmelons, and are more

easily suited in their soil requirements. Best results

are obtained in the light, sandy soils underlaid by a heavier

subsoil that retains the moisture well. But good melons

can be grown all along the coast, on most any soil.

For an earliest crop home gardeners sometimes take a

chance of losing the first planting by sowing seeds in March.

April is a perfectly safe month to sow seeds in the interior

valleys, while May is the earliest month to make sowings

in frosty localities. For a succession, sowings may be

made up to July and, in frostless regions, melons may be

enjoyed until Christmas.

Lodi is a light green sort which, for many years, ruled

supreme on the Pacific Coast and still controls some of

the California markets.
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PUMPKINS—SOWING SEEDS AND CULTIVATION

OECALSE the vines grow so strongly, pumpkins cannot
*-* be considered a practical crop for the home gardens
of moderate dimensions.

As a rule, pumpkins are grown :is a by-product of the
cornfield (see illustration) or in some isolated fence corner
where the vines can spread without restraint. In the
cornfield a few seeds are placed in every third or fourth
hill of every third or fourth row, covering them about
half an inch deep. When grown separately, hills are
prepared the same as for watermelons, about nine feet
apart.

Aj the plants are very susceptible to cold, seeds should
not be sown until sometime during June, generally when
corn is thinned out. Seedlings appear within a week.
Only two should be allowed to grow in each hill. Given
rich soil, they dev-lop very rapidly. They have no insect
enemies of any consequence and require but one thing
to do well, namely, amplt moisture.
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PUMPKINS—HOW TO GROW LARGE SPECIMENS
AND STORING

WHERE extra large pumpkins are desired for fair or

exhibition, it pays to prepare a special hill, as fol-

lows: In good garden soil, dig 1. )le, about two feet deep

and three feet across. In this put well-rotted manure

or compost to a depth of eighteen to twenty inches.

Place a four-inch draintile in upright position in centre

of this and build the hill of soil on top of the manure,

around the tile, which will appear like a chimney.

Sow a dozen seeds around this tile and, in due time,

reduce the seedlings to the six strongest. Once a week

pour several buckets of water in this hill through the tile.

When fruits ^•-r, reduce them to two, or even one, per vine.

All pumpkins are gathered when the frost has killed

the vines and before hard frosts threaten to injure the

fruits. Cut them off, with four or five inches of stem at-

tached, for easy handling. Store in barrels with straw.
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PUMPKINS—BEST SORTS FOR HOME USE

r\ON'T look for flesh of good quality in pumpkins of
'-^ large size. None of the mammoth sorts, generally
admired at fairs, are fit for making pies. Even old Con-
necticut Field or Large Cheese is really good only for feed-
ing stock. Sweet Sugar is one of the earliest and best for

home use though the fruits seldom grow krger than ten
to twelve inches in diameter. This is the brilliant orange
yellow skinned sort so often found on city markets and
illustrated on page 246. In IVinter Luxury pumpkin
(illustrated above), also called Livingston's Pie Squash,

we have, perhaps, the highest quality sort for home use.

In size the fruits average like those of Sweet Sugar, but
they have a light yellow skin sometimes slightly ribbed.

Cushaw or Crookneck is a larger, later sort with yellow-
ish green skin, netted with dark green stripes. Shaped
like the Crookneck squashes. Japanese Pie is a very good
sort that keeps splendidly, although it is one of the first

to ripen.
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PUMPKINS ON THE PACIFIC COAST

pUMPKINS, such as grow on the Pacific Coast, are
•• the wonder of the horticultural world. In Cali-
fornia particularly, truly phenomenal records have been
made in growing them. In size of individual fruit, num-
ber of fruits per vine, and yield in tons per acre, California
leads the world in pumpkin production.

Special soil preparations hardly ever prove necessary.
On the rich, rather heavy loams of either interior low-
land or along the coast, the crop reaches perfection.
But any soil will yield a good crop if moderately fertilized

and plowed deeply. The distance at which to place the
hills depends entirely on the richness of the soil, vines
having been known to spread fifty feet or more.

Seeds are sown when the season has become thoroughly
warm, in the same manner as described on preceding page.

All the sorts mentioned on page 247 are grown on the
Pacific Coast together with many new hybrids of largely

local fame and popularity.
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SQUASHES

TN ALL essential details of sowing seeds and cultivat-
ing, squashes may be treated just like pumpkins.

As a matter of fact, the two are seldom ever considered
as two distinct forms of plant life, excepting in the care
of the bush forms of early summer squashes. The aver-
age packet of the small-seeded summer sorts contains
sufficient seeds for a dozen hills. One ounce of the larger-
seeded winter varieties will sow twenty-five hills.

The summer squashes grow on upright, compact plants
for which reason the hills are generally put four to five

apart. The late, strongly vining winter sorts are grown
like watermelons or pumpkins. If the squash bugs
(flat-backed beetles) attack the young plants, sprinkle
them with Slug Shot or other finely powdered insecticides.

When the squash bugs attack the vines, they should be
pulled up and destroyed. Early in the season they can
often be cut out with a knife without injury to the
plants.
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SQUASHES—FOR EARLY SUMMER USE

*

I
'"O SECURE an extra-early crop, seeds may be sown

-* in individual little paper pots, in the house, about May
1st. Place four seeds in each pot, cover about half inch

deep with light soil, less with heavy soil. After two weeks
reduce plants to the two strongest per pot and, when soil

and season have become thoroughly warm in early June,
set the plants into well-prepared hills.

From two to four feet of space should be allowed be-

tween the hills, depending entirely on richness of soil

and variety. The small white or yellow Scallop/d or

Patty Pan Squashes will yield handsone crops in limited

space. Early White Bush (shown above). Yellow Bush,
or Golden Custard are the most popular kinds.

The Crookneck type makes a ranker growth. Golden

Summer Crookneck and Mammoth Yellow Crookneck differ

in size only. Bush Fordhook matures a week later than
these extra early sorts, but is of superior quality and
keeps better.
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SQUASHES—LEADING KINDS FOR WINTER
STORAGE

CEEDS are sown like those of pumpkins, in the corn-^ field or in hills, ten to fifteen feet apart. They are

generally planted late in June or early in July.

The leading winter squash in all sections is Hubbard,
a curiously shaped sort with dark green skin and rich

orange-yellow flesh. The type called Warted Hubbard
is perhaps the most popular. As illustrated above, its

.; T is covered uniformly with small irregular lumps

—

-e the name. The third sort of the remarkable II uh-

bii- type is Red ot Cnldrn Hubbard, with sometimes smooth
sometimes warted skin of a deep orange color.

DiflFerent sections have special favorites in winter

squashes. Boston Marra-Ji is particularly popular through-
out New England. Gregory's Delicious is said to be the

finest flavored squash in cultivation to-day. Essex
Hybrid, Turk's Cap, and The ff^arren are ail highly orna-
mental, beautifully colored quality squashes.
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SQUASHES—WHEN TO GATHER AND HOW TO

STORE FRITTS

PROPERLY harvested and stored squashes will

keep until May or June of the following year if

attention is paid to careful handling. Fruits should be

gathered soon after the first light frosts kill the foliage

and before hard frosts threaten to injure the squashes.

Handle them carefully! Cut them from the vines,

leaving a good piece of stem end on each fruit. When
loading wagon or wheelbarrow, place them carefully on

top of each other—don't throzv them. The best place to

keep them is a light, airy room with an average tempera-

ture of about fifty degrees. Frequently the attic of

the home makes an admirable storage place if frost can

be kept out by keeping the attic door open.

On the farm squashes may be stored in barns or airy

cellars, on straw, on the floor, in bins or in barrels, the

same as pumpkins.
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Vt( it TABLES OK UNUSUAL CHARACIER
'T'lIK vegetables discussed in the following pages might
^ well be considered the "delicacies" of the vegetable
kingdom. The majority of them require a great deal
of care or patience or both to grow them from seeds to
maturity. For this reason the home gardener of limited
experience will find it mort idvantageous to start with
plants easily secured from seedsmen, nurseries, or florists.
With one exception (Leeks) the vegetables in this class

require a long season to yield the desired crop. In some
cases several years will elapse before the planter, who
starts with seeds, may gather the product of his labors.
On the Pacific Coast all of them thrive to perfection.

In the warmer sections the hardy kinds are year-around
vegetables, while those of a more delicate nature attain
a size and quality such as no other part of the world can
put mto vegetables. This applies particularly to atti-
chokes and eggplants, the popularity and usefulness of
which is rather limited in other sections of the country.
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ARTICHOKES

THERE are two distinct types. One, the Globe Arti-

choke, a member of the thistle family (sec illustration)

is grown for its large, edible flowerheads which, while

young and tender, are good to eat raw or as a salad.

The other is the Jerusalem Jrtkhnke, a member of the

sunflower family, grown for its fleshy roots.

Glnhe Artichokes, as a vegetable, are not frequently

met with in American gardens. Plants are started by
sowing seeds or by setting out root-divisions or plants.

Grown from seeds sown outdoors, the plants will not

bear globes until the following year. Seeds are sown in

April, in rows two feet apart, covered one-quarter inch

deep. Seedlings are thinned out to stand six to eight

inches apart in the row and cultivated like any other

vegetable.

I'he following spring plants should be set in well-

manured beds two feet apart each way. They will bear

globes from June until fall.
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ASPARAGUS

'T'HE two distinct ways of startinR an asparaRus bed
I are to either sow seeds or set out roots. Sowing
seeds is easier and less expensive than setting out r(x)ts.

But beds made from roots will yield the product several
years sooner.

Well-rotted manure in large quantities should be dug
into the soil. Heavy clay soiis should be made more
friable by adding sand or sifted ashes. Sttds are sown
as early in the spring as garden can be made, in rows
two and a half to three feet apart, dropping one seed to
every half inch and covering them about one-half inch.

Seedlings generally appear within three weeks. They
should be encouraged to grow rapidly by frequent hoeing
and weeding. When six inches tall, they should be
thinned out to stand six inches apart in the row. Four
rows, each fifty feet long, will provide a fair supply of
stalks for the average family. It takes about three
ounces of seeds or 200 plants to secure a bed of that kind.
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ASPARAGUS—SE'rriNC OUT R(X)TS AM) CUL-
•i'^^'ATINC; BKDS

13 0()TS are genenilly planted in the spring as <»oon as

^*' the soil can be put in pood condition. There is

also a short period in the fall, just after frost stops growth

of the tops and before the ground freezes hard, when roots

can be transplanted successfully.

The ground for the bed should bt laid out in broad

furrows, a foot wide, four to six inches deep, with two
to three feet of space between the rows. In the centre

of these furrows ma^e a slight ridge, about two inches

high, with fire fly plow or hoe. Place roots across this

ridge, so that the crowns are several inches above the

surrounding roots, putting the roots from twelve to eigh-

teen inches apart in the row.

Cover thi m but slightly at first, say about two inches

deep. As the young shoots appear, pull more soil over

them, until the trenches are again level with the grou id.

Cultivate Uiuil the plants have attained full growth.
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ASPARAGUS— fHE CARE OF THE BED AND
BEST VARIETIES

'TV KEEP an asparagus bed in good bt:iring condition
It should have thorough cultivation between seasons

and a liberal fertilization each fall. After the stalks
turn yellow in the fall they should be cut off, burned,
and the whole bed given a coat of four inches of manure.
By snnng most of this will be rotted so it can be dug Into
the surface without disturbing the crowns of the plants.
Should the asparagus rust attack the plants, sprav them

with Bordeaux Mixture. If only a few stalks seen, affected,
cut them off and burn them. Where the whole bed seems
attacked, fight the rust and prepare to start a new bed in
another part of the garden. Air-slaked lime, dusted
on the new shoots, will combat the asparagus beetle

Early Arf^enUuit is a splendid early Krench sort. Pal-
mctto IS a large, vigorously growing dark green sort, while
Columbtan Mammoth Ifhtle ,s the b,st known of the easily
blanched sorts with naturally white shooi ..
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BRUSSELS SFROl'TS

GROWN as both an early fall and wrnter vegetable,

this unusual variety of the cabbage family is sown

..nd cultivated very inuch like common cabbage. Seeds

may be sown in a horbed or cold frame for jn early crop

or outdoors, earlv in Ma} . m roi»s eighteen inches apari,

covering seeds about one-qujrter mch deep. .As s<x>n as

the seedlings make the third pair of leaves, they should be

thinned out to stand fcmir inches apart in the row.

Karly in June, when riiey have de-^eloped into sturdy

plants, as shown abov.-. transplant them into their

permanent rows, in rich Md, allowing eighteen inches to

tw.i feet between the plants and two to two and a half

feet between tbc rows.

Brussels Npnmts are not as hardy as ordinary cabbage.

Tl-.e stalks should be pulled before severe cold weather

sets in and stored in a fri>sr-pr(H)f cellar. The sprouts

may cither be left to remain on the stalks until wanted

or they may be cut )tf and packed in shallow berry baskets.
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BRUSSELS SPROUTS—BEST KINDS TO GROW
yHREE distinct types of Brussels Sprouts claim thehome gardener s attention, namely, the Frrnch, theDanish, and the Lonfi Island .-trnfruan-i^roun. The dif-
ference ,s found largely in the habit of growth of the plantand ,n the degree of adaptability to certain sections

I alf )uarf P„ru. as imported from France, is of special
value tor warm sectmns. It will form tightly folded
sprouts v.|^e other strains fail. (See illustration.)
Oamsn Pr„. ,s a tall-growing sort of special value forheavy soils and cool, moist regions. It is very much

larger in circum.-«ncr ar base of plant than on the top
Long Island -..tr.. is an acclimated strain of Ameri-

can growing, surpassme. m general usefulness, most othersOne packet of se^s provides between ,00 and 400
plants.

1 he average plant yields two quarf of sprouts.
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CAULIFLOWER

AS ONE of the numerous members of the cabbage

family, cauliflower, to do well, requires very rich

soil, cool seasons, and an abundance of moisture. It is

generally grown either as a spring crop or for late fall.

Seeds resemble those of cabbage, are sown like them, and

plants are transplanted in a similar manner.

For an early spring crop, sow seeds in the fall, either

outdoors or in a cold frame. If sown outdoors, the

seedlings must be moved into a cold frame before severe

cold weather sets in. Neglect to prepare for this crop in

the fall can be remedied by spnng sowings in .< hotbed.

Late in May or during early June preparationii are

made for the main crop in the fall. Seeds are sown in

rows, eighteen inches apart, covered one-quarter mch

deep and seedlings are thinned out to stand four inches

apart. Late in June plants are set in rows wifh two or

three feet between the rows, eighteen inches ti 'wo feet

between the plants, to be cultivated like cabbage.
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CALLIKLOWER—FEEDING AND WATERING THE
CROI'

"TPHERE are two prime requisites to growing cauli-
flower successfully, namely, an abundance of easily

available plant food and a constant water supply. Given
these, this vegetable may be grown anvwhere excepting
m those sections that know no cool seasons or where
water cannot be supplied.

Besides enriching the soil liberally prior to settin-^ out
the plants, repeated watering with liquid manure will
greatly benefit the crop. In sections where an abundance
jf rainfall is apt to cause heavy clay or loaming soils to
be sour, the liberal use of lime will greatly benefit soil.

While well-rotted manure, used in liberal quantities,
will U found most u.seful. one hundrtd pounds of a com-
plete conimcrcial fcrriluer to every piece of ground size

30 X 60 fee r will prove a wonderful stimulus to the crop.
It should he applied m instalments, using one-fourth when
prepanng the soil and giving three applications of twenty-
five pounds each at intervals throughout the season.
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CAULIFLOWER—SPECIAL POINTS TO WATCH
AND BEST KINDS

CLEAN and thorough cultivation is absolutely essen-

tial to success with this very exacting vegetable.

On heavy clay soils frequent cultivation, that creates a

dust mulch, will often make up for an msuHicicnt water

supply Hoe right close to the plants, giving shallow

cultivation as they expand. If insects trouble them, use

thi^ same remedies as suggested for cabbage.

When tiie voung heads begin to foriT. dr:i'A -^ome ot the

leaves across to prevent the sun Ironi discoloring or

scorching them This may br d..ne by tying the Urge

Hitsidt leaves at the tips wirr tjlha or soft twine-

Resides the .>ct.s susjjcs'e* op wxt page, />,;«- * (,:unt

oi /'-. It'ealkf ser illustration) is rasilv the in-^st popular

sort throfcgbouf tw coiiBtrv It cndur>— ts mu» ii drouth

as JBV vrra» -I ^tns %tj^tabi«. It requires a ki ig season

to reach full s*ze. .-f iifrs and Au. . mn Giant are two large

but \er>' Uttfr sorts tu mature
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CAU .IFLOWER—SPECIAL SORTS FDR
GLASS AND l^ACIKIC COAS I

I NDKR

t^XTkA rapid development and compact growth nuke
^ Extra Early Ihvurf Erfurt cauliflower the idea! sort

for prowinj; in hotbeds and on side benches in lireen-

houses. An abundance of water and v\ell-rc|:ulated ven-

tilation arc absolutely essentul to success with this

vepetablc under jjlass. Early Sn'Kvhall is of the i>:cart

Eriurt tvpe and may bt considered the most popular.

Conditions up and down the I'acific Coast favor an

idea! development of perfect cauliflower heads providing

stock IS taken of thi.s crop's peculiar ret|uirements. Fail-

ures are larfielv due to a lack of moisture when the plants

need it most and to to<j late a start in regions with a cool

climate. As a general rule, for early crops, seeds are sown

during January and February in a hotbed.

B'diCnh IS a small coarse species oJ cjiilifi*.)\\er forming

either white or purplish heads. It is hardier, stands more

neglect, but does not measure up to cauliflower in quality.
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CELERY

GOOD celery can be grown anywhere by choosing the

proper sort and giving plenty of water artificially

if the natural supply fails. Two distinct types of

celery claim the home gardener's attention, namely, the

early or self-blanching sorts and the later, green-stalked

kinds. All sorts prefer a rich, deep loam or muck.

For an extra early supply, seeds of sorts as described

on page 268 may be sown in a hotbed or seed flat by mid-

dle of February. Sow very thinly in furrows, about threi

inches apart, cover lightly and press soil in firm contact

with seeds with the flat side of a board or ruler. Cover

surface of bed or flat with muslin or paper and water

until the soil has become thoroughly saturated.

Celery seed germinates slowly and, for best results,

the bed or flat should remain in a uniform temperature

around seventy deprees (like the average living room or

kitchen). As soon as the seedlings appear, they should

be kept cooler to prevent a spindly growth.
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CELERY—ARRANGING FOR A CROP
SUCCESSION

WHILE early celery, from seeds sown as desctibed

on preceding page, may be had by middle of Au-

gust, the early crop can never lay claim to the quality

found in later sorts re(|uiring a longer season of growth.

The main crop of celery is generally harvested during

late summer and fall, from seeds sown early in March,

in a cold frame or early in April outdoors.

Sow seeds in a cold frame just like in hotbed or seed

fiat. Outdoors, sow- seeds in a carefully prepared bed,

with rows a foot apart. Seedlings gencralls appear in

two or three weeks after sowing. If they come up too

thickly, thin them out to stand an inch apart in the row

When they form the third or fourth pair of leaves, trans-

plant them into another bed, four inches apart.

Sow seeds, at one and the same tiTie. of one or two g'vod

early sorts and a better keepmg late variety. A packet

generally contains enough so Is to raise 500 plants
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CELERY-TRANSPLANTING AND SEITING Oil

CELERY is ihr oiif vicetable that may nut be sown

and left to (;ro\v in the ori|;inal row, even if properly

thinned out. It miisl be transplanted repeatedly, in order

to develop the type of a root system most essential to pro-

diue perfect stalks.

.•\bout June 1st, when the young plants have reached

RiK)d size, they should be set in carefully prepartil rows

where the crop is to ni..ture. Before planting them,

cut back the tops to within three ind es of base and prune

the tap roots, leavinj; them only two or three inches long.

Just what this will do is shown on page ;65, showing

the original seedling, the pruned plant, and the resulting

plant readv for final transplanting.

Plants are set either in single tows six to eight inches

apart, allowing two to three feet of space between the

rows as shown above. Or on very rich soil tluy ate often

planted in double rows, as shown im page 264, allowing

ten to twelve inches between the two rows.
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C'ELKRY-Ci:LTIVArU)N,SrRAVIN(;,BLANCllING

\\/^nATK\FR phase of ciilti\.itmE is heinf; tinnt' —

^ ' transpLintin^, hoeing, hillinK -tin L'-iniener slumUl

bt* sure that no soil ^ets in bttween the srnlks or in the

heart of the plant. Watch this particularlv while setting

out the plants and while hiUin^.

Frecjuent hocinj; and regular wateiinji will keep the

crop in thrivinj; cotuiition witliour much further ..nt.

Mot, dry weather wdl sometimes cause blight, which

will destroy the foli.i;:i' and cause the sr dks to rot. Re-

peated spraying with Bordeaux Mixture will do much tu

ward off or check rlu- disease and will not iiiiurt- the prod-

uct since the stains are easily washed off.

Of the various methods of blanchinj;, the drawini^ up of

loose soil around the carefully gathered stalks is still most

popular because the least expensive and most satisfactory

in improving <|uality. However, the iist- of l.irge dram-

tile, as shown on page 266, or blanchers ot heavy, pre-

pared paper reduce the work of blanching con iJerably.
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CELERY—THE EARLY SORTS

UNTIL the advent of the early varieties, celery was

largely considered a winter vegetable and obtainable

only at prices which greatly restricted its use by the

broad masses. The introduction of If'hite Plume and

Golden Self-Blanching, some thirty years ago, completely

changed this condition. The ease with which these sorts

are grown and blanched and their quick development

has done much to make celery the popular vegetable

which it is to-day.

White Plume is easily the quickest maturing sort in

cultivation, becoming ready for use in August from seeds

sown in March. Its centre leaves are naturally of white

color, as shown in illustration above.

Golden Self-Blanching, while almost as early as If'hite

Plume, is of far superior quality and keeps well until

Christmas. It really does not blanch itself The name

"Self-blanching" rather refers to the ease with which that

work is accomplished.
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CELERY -SORTS KJR WINTER USE AND
SIORINU

QUITE a number of these are available, and their

relative popularity depends entirely on the section

of the country in which they are grown. Some sections

have developed sorts of their own, as for instance, Kala-

mazoo, Mich., famous for its celery of that name. Per-

haps the most widely grown winter celery is Ciant Pascal,

a large stalked, heavily ribbed, deep green sort of great

dependability in all soils and sections.

Ifinter Queen is a great favorite throughout New Eng-

land and the East. Giant H'hite Solid and Ikcarf CMen
Heart are two other dependable .sorts, the pronounced

characteristics of which are described in their names.

Celery may be stored where it is grown by putting

additional soil over it, after nuilching the top with hay

or straw and banking up the sides with boards. Or

the plants may be lifted and packed in a cool, frost-proof

cellar or frame, as shown above. This will blanch them.
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CELERY ON THE PACIFIC COAST
TN THE low, moist lands of the river valleys and in• such reg-ons as are favored by a low average summer
temperature, celery thrives like a weed, and the culti-
vated prudh-t develops magnificently. So congenial
are the conditions to the development of this crop that
wild chance seedlings of celery are often found.
Any reclaimed swamp, muck soil, or one full of decayed

vegetable matter or humus will grow an ideal product
where the moisture supply is abundant. Seeds are sown
like described on page 264 any time from .March to .May.

Blanching the stalks may be accomplished by any
method that excludes the light and moisture. The individ-
ual plants may be wrapped or boards may be leaned
against the rows, or soil or straw may be used. But
this work should never be attempted while the foliage
IS wet or moist with dew or rain. If kite Plume and
Golden Self-Blanching are the two kinds used almost ex-
clusively
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EGGI'LANI

CEEDS should bt sow n rich soil, :i'L>[)iit middle of^ February, in a hot. ... greenhiusL-, or in a sunny
kitchen window in pots or seed flats, lioth seeds and
seedlinss recjuire a uniformly even temperature, avcr-
aRing si.<tv-tive to seventy degrees, in order to thrive.

Lnless the gardener is prepared to provide this condition,
growing eggplants from seeds is apt to prove a disap-
pointing experiment. Seeds are sown thinly in furrows,
four inches apart, covered about one-ijuarter inch deep
with light, sandy loam and the soil should be kept thor-
oughly moist until seedlings appear. The average packet
contains sufficient seeds to raise lOO plants.

When the seedlings form the second pair of leaves,

they should be transplanted into another flat, putting
them four inches apart each way; or they may be planted
singly into individual little paper pots. Repeat the
transplanting several times before plants are set into the
garden.
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EGGPLANTS—PLANTING OUT AND
CULTIVATION

T~\0 NOT be in a preat hurry to set out whatever plants
'-' you have secured. Cool nights do not aRtee with
this child of the tropics. About June 1st, when both soil

and season have become thoroughly warm, select the
richest spot in the garden. Dig holes, about six inches
deep, a foot in diameter, two feet apart each way, and put
a large shovelful of manure or humus into them.

Fill balance of hole wi.h soil and set a plant into each
spot so prepared. Do not disturb the roots if it can be
helped. Press soil firmly around them and keep on the
lookout for potato bugs that are apt to attack the young
plants. Pick off and destroy them, or dust the plants
with Slug Shot. Kept rapidly growing by constant cul-
tivation, eggplants will quickly outgrow insect.

Eggplants will stand a remarkable amount of drout
so long as the soil between them is kept loose by constant
hoeing, but large fruits water once a week.
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EGCl'LANTS- UEST KINDS FOR
SECTIONS

DIFFERENT

.

£arly Long Purple shown above perfects fr,„ts siv ,

«; ; l' ^"'Z™^'^''
/'"/>/' 'ihown above and /?/„.*fi.«-2 '"""rated m colors on pa^e 8,, re,,u„e ^ronf .

-c

blackL "pu'rni ' T '"'"'7 '" ''-""• ''-e a bcL fupiackish purple skin, and are verv nrolitii- Ht i ii
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LEEKS

CLOSELY related to onions, from which they differ

in beins of milder flavor and in not forming bulbs.

Instead, the plants have flat leaves which form long,

fleshy stalks. Properly blanched by hilling with soil,

these fleshy stalks furnish excellent material for soups,

stews, or salads. They are not palatable in the raw stage.

Leek seeds look just like onion seeds and are sown iusf

like them, as early in the spring as the weather permits.

When the seedlings becoi' three to four inches tall they

should be thinned out to stand four inches apart in the

row. As they develop, pull soil up to the row to assist

in the process of blanching the stalks.

Leeks are very hardy and with slight protection, to

prevent their being snowed under, !nay be left in the

ground all winter. Or they may be taken up in the

fall, to be placed in a root cellar or cold frame, like cab-

bage or celery. AmeTican Flag shown above and Broad

Scotch or London flag are two sorts of recognized merit.
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PEPPERS

as well Th '^"'" '7'"'^' "''' ^'l-l'Hcable to pepper,

stuntly KrowinK condition.
'^'=<=P '"em m a con-

5>eeds are sown late in Kebruarv or eirlv in VT, I,
greenhouse, hotbed, or in a flat in a I^IX • u^'

'"

temperature I'enner Z I I
™ ""'' •-•'^"

"c aNera^e packet contains about loo seed, nnri .1, uprovide about 150 plants
''''""'''

for''Xh r'''""
'"*"'''=

^' '""« ^^^'«'" '" develop fruits

win^ kTr 'I

'^ "?' P"""-able to n.ake su'cels v

'

to ;:ride'l^:^^itp;r""-""-"-—
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I'KI'PERS-SKT'l'INv; Ol T I'LANI'S. THE "HOI "

OR I'l NCENT SORTS

PEI'l'ER plants will thrivt- on relatively poor soil,

tliouch a moderately rich, sandy loam suits them

best and fair crops have bten jirown on heavy clay. W hat-

ever the nature of the soil, it must have pood drainaKe.

Too rich soil will crow lar^e plants to the detriment of

the setting 'f fruit. Excellent crops are (jrown on newly

broken soil supplemented by a fertilizer rich in potash.

The plants are generally set out during early June, in

rows, eighteen inches to two feet apart, with two feet of

space between the rows. They stand any amount of

dry weather so long as they are cultivated thoroughly.

The hottest of the small red peppers for seasoning is

Tahascn, f.imous for the sauce made from it. Bird's

Eye or Creole is an even smaller sort but not quite .so

fiery. I-r'iiR Ked Cayenne is the variety gcnerallv used in

the making of Chili Sauce, as is Red Chili, a smaller sort

of the same shape as Cayenne.
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I i-:':'Kks-THK la;((;i-; mh.d ki\i)> ok
"MANCJOKS"

YVII'HIN 150 days from <i;itf s.nis ;,rf so.vn A„r/v
A «;>„/,/«„ (shown to left) pr.xliuvs l,;,n<ls„iu- crops

<•> l:irKe. fl«n|::,t«l, fom-lobrd frmts nv.r.m,,. f„„r mciu-s
lont hy two and a half inchts ,n diameter at the widest
P^irt. I his IS the earliest and s»,etest of the larue nen-
pers Mmable (Vir stuffin«. It is so prohte that fre.piently
the branches breal; under the loads <,f fruits

b ocky fruits and it is apt to K- a httle more pungent.
H..wever, it 1. adaptable to the widest ran^e .,f soils and

nates and for this reason is most Keneraliv Kn.un
'..h>„f.', Gumt (shown to ritht) is the lari;est and latest

TJ"\' ""•ti'"-,,'j
''"" ""' '''"'' "'-"""'v north of

Ohio, but will yield fair crops of e.vceptionalK lar^e ureen
truits where seeds are started before middle of April

LnlJa,(Ju,rn is a lar^e yellow sort, mild, of same season
of maturity as Bell or Bull \„,r, but not as proliHc.
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f0mW^Vf^ -

^^^^

-'f'^*^
^^r ^^ '

!»WKl->'-—i*.'!! :^jA*r.JFaJSS
RUl HARU, as (JROWN krom skkds

TK TIIKRE is one vejietable that may be ninsiiK-riil

^ more indifferent about the soil in whieh it crows than
all the rest, it is rhubarb. It literally crows well in any
soil cxceptinc the strong alkali soils of the West. .\

deep, riih, sandy loam is most ideally adapted to stronc
development of the plant.s « hieh do best if heavily mulched
with manure In the fall which should be dug into the soil

around the plants in the sprinc-

Seeds may be sown in rows, eighteen inches ap.irt,

covered one-quarter to one-half inch deep, as early

in the prim; as the soil can be put in condition. Seed-

l.ncs cenerally appear three weeks after sowinc and an-
other four weeks after that they should be thinned
out to stand eight or ten inches .ipart in the row. The
average packet of seeds will provide from 25 to 100 plants.

I he folloumg fall the roots should be lifted and trans-

planted into permanent beds, two feet apart in the rows,
allowing three feet of space between the rows.
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RIRHARU- SK'niNr.OlT R(Xn S. CILII\ i ION-
AM) Sl'K'JIAL KINDS

DN FAR the most popular way to start a rliuharh
*-• bed is to set out roots. Iwo dozen Hill (;in(rally
provide cnoiiKh plants to supply the average familv.
Since these plants remain in the same spot for years, it

pays to liberally enrich the soil at the start.

For caih root, dig a hole si.\ to eight inches deep and a
fiK)t across. In this place the root in a>. natural, upright
a (losition as possible. Fill in the soil gradually, press it

m firm contact with the roots, covering the crown with
three to four inches of line soil. I'hey should be left to
develop at least one year before pulling the stalks. Cul-
tivation con.sists largely of keeping the soil loose around
the plants, pulling out all weeds, and supplying moisture.

Liniurlb and I'iclnrid are two dependable sorts largely
grrown throughout the country. I'.iaiil Crims'in liinUr is

particularly adapted to the Pacific Coast and the West
in general.
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I

MANAGING A KITCHF.N GARDEN FOR A FAMILY
OF FIVE

'T'HE one lamentable fact about the majority of veRe-
table gardens is that they are sadly unbalanied in so

far as the variety of the crops is concerned. I'art of the
time they will yield a superabundance of vesetahles, while
at other times there is a positive lack of even seasonable
kmds. Ihe fault lies with the planning and I would
call the reader's particular attention to that chapter of
this bmik which deals with the making of plan. Please
take It seriously. Soil preparation, digging, raking, sow-
ing seeds, etc., etc., are all essential. Hut none compare in
relative importance with the original plan which should
represent the most carefully thought out methods how
to secure a constant supply of vegetables throughout the
seasons.

Let us assume that you have at your disposal a piece of
fairly good ground, size 50 x 100 feet. This would be
the equivalent of about one-eighth acre and should, under
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careful manaRement, yield all the vegetables desired
between June and October, besides providing an abundance
of root crops for winter use.

The Hrst thini; to do is to draw a plan to a scale, dividing
the garden into say, four sections, ;ach e(iuallin8 twenty-
hve to fifty feet. In the properly balanced garden one
section will, perhaps, be devoted to potatoes. Under
favor..ble circumstances, the ten fifty-f,x)t tows should
yield from eijht to ten bushels of potatoes. .Another
section should be devoted to root crops of a long growing
season, such as long beets, parsnips, salsify, witloof
c.iicory. etc. I he third section should be .set aside for
luickly maturing extra early spring crops, such as
radishes, lettuce, green onions, etc., while section number
(lur would serve for crops requiring more space and a
long season, like peas, Swiss chard, etc.
Now, let us take the sections one bv one, to work out a

practical programme. Section No. i, planted to potatoes,
wil be busy all season producing that crop unless a very
early maturing sort is chosen. In that case the ground
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' !«'

may become available by middle of August for such crops

as spinach, turnips, winter radishes, or even celery. Any

of these will yield the crop where frost does not check

vegetation before middle of October.

Section No. 2, devoted principally to root crops as

shown above, of a long growing season should be planned

in rows, two feet apart, so as to permit cultivatiori with a

wheelhoe during the latter part of the season. This dis-

tance also makes possible the growing of a crop of extra

early vegetables between the long season root crops

early in the spring. For illustration, beets, carri>ts.

parsnips, etc., have very small tops while in the sccdimg

stage. Throughout May, June, and early July, such

vegetables as radishes, lettuce, green onior.o, etc., may be

grown beKcefn the rows.

Section No. ? will be the busiest of them all, perhaps,

because starting with early spring crops, the ground will

become available again within sixty or ninety days, when

other midseason crops of short season of bearing, like

bush beans, early beets, early carrots, early sweet corn,
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etc., should take the place of the extra early spring crops.

Keep in mind that, where the ground is cropped inten-

sively and each si|uare foot of ground is expected to yield

several crops, it pays to select extra early maturing sorts

in the different classes of vegetables. .Mso remember
that one row should never be planted to one and the same
vegetable in one season.

Section No. 4 will contain the greatest variety of crops

because part of them will occupy the ground all season,

like Swiss chard, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, etc.; others
will occupy space during early spring and summer, like

peas, lettuc;-, etc., to make room for tomatoes, peppers,

etc.; still other crops, like sweet corn, will not be planted
until middle of June and then in a selection of varieties

maturing in succession. Plan to plant all vegetables in

rows of uniform length rather than in hills. It facili-

tates planning, planting, and cultivation.

V\hen the time arrives for active work outd(x)rs (gener-

ally middle of .-Xpril) dig only as much ground each day
as can be planted that day. Where the whole garden is
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plowed at once and its plantinj; in one day proves both
impracticable and impossible, as much ground should be
worked over lijjhtly each day with forks and spade as
H ill be planted that day.

1 he hardiest vegetables, which may be sown as soon
as frost is out of the ground, are radish, lettuce, spinach,
onions from seeds or sets, carrots, beets, and smooth-
seeded peas. Explicit directions as to how to sow and
cover them will be found under the respective chapters.
It pays best, in connection with most of them, to sow
short rows often, say a week apart, rather than to sow
large space all at once. The e.xccption to this are peas
and spinach of which several rows should be planted at a
time, because their yield per row of short length is hardly
sufficient for a meal. Experience in this matter will

prove the most dependable teacher.

About a week before the last frost is scheduled for your
section, it is safe to sow a few rov, each of bush beans and
sweet corn. Two rows each fifteen feet long, planted a
week apart from May 20th until middle of July, will
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:

provide all the strinRless beans a familv of five can con-
sume between end of July and frost. Corn should be
managed slightly different. I'lant it in little '•blorks"
or squares of four fourteen-f .ot rows every ten davs
or two weeks up to July 4th.

Finally, after Decoration Day or when the maple tre-s
are out in full leaf, it is safe to set out such tender plants
as tomato, pepper, and eggplants, also sow seeds of such
delicate vegetables as cucumbers, melon,s, etc. Through-
out this book will be found frank statements as to what is
considered a practicable or impi.icticaSL- vegetable from
the standpoint of the home gardener. If you would want
your garden to be above the average, be particular in
your choice of classes and varieties and be sure to keep
each row busy by repeated sowings throughout the sum-
nier, because it is better to cultivate worth-while crops
than to let a crop of weeds reduce the fertility of vour
soil.
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MAKING OUT A SEED ORDER
'

I
'"HE average seedsman's "packet," r' common varie-

-*- ties of vegetables, contains sufficient seeds to sow
thirty feet of row. Packets of novelties and vegetables

of unusual character generally contain less than half the

quantity of st ndard packets. One ounce of most staples

among small-gramed vegetable seeds contains about five

times as many seeds as the average packet. Most vegeta-

ble seeds, with the exception of onion and parsnip, are of

strong vitality for a number of years. It is more eco-

nomical, therefore, to buy seeds by the ounce, in the case

of small seeds, and by the pint or quart, in beans, corn,

and peas.

Under the various chapters throughout this book will

be found notes how many feet of row to sow for a desired

quantity of vegetables. This, in connection with .. lOve es

timates of relative contents of packets and ounces, will make
it easy to gauge one's wants in seeds. Always remember
that in seeds, as in everything else the best is the cheapest.
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KEEPING RECORDS

A LL substantial proRress is based upon properly kept
records. Memory is a poor friend. In gardening

matters it forsakes you when vou most need it, and to
lose the records of one year often obliges the gardener
to do that year s work over again, to make the same mis-
takes and get the same experience.

Keeping records starts with the plan suggested on
page 7. It contmues with providing a marker or wooden
label as here shown) for every separate row and variety
you plant in the garden. On this label put the variety
name, the name of the seedsman from whom came the
seeds, and the date seeds were sown.
Keep a notebook to record every notable event in

connection with each row of vegetables. Put down when
the hrst crop was gathered, how much each row yielded,
when the row became exhausted, what you planted as a
second crop, etc., etc. Know what you are doing by put-
ting It on record. " j i-
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ABOLT HOME CANNING

In connection with cannins, make it a point never to

take your neighbor's word as to how to do it. More

failures are directly traceable to recipes handed about

from house to house than are due to any other cause.

Why not call to your aid the I'nited States Government

which has expended millions of dollars in accumulating

the kind of informatior that will help home gardeners

most. Write to the National Kmergency Food Garden

Commission, 210 Maryland Building, Washington, D. C,
for their Home Canning .Manual which gives detailed

instructions for canning and drying vegetables and

fruits. It may be had for a three-cent |«stage stamp.

In addition, the Lnited States Government is doing its

best to help the thrifty housewife by the publication of a

series of useful bulletins, all of which are at your disposal,

free of charge, by writing to the Division of Publication,

I'. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C; Farmers'

Bulletin 839, Home Canning by the Cold Pack Method.

Farmers' Bulletin 521, Canning lomatoes at Home and

in Club Work; Farmers' Bulletin 841, Drying Fruits and

Vegetables in the Home.
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SMALL ri<.L,i..>
, . „f

1 1 ,.,h prices for fruits ot

DECALSK of .he P-"; 7Jjf,, Improves a mo.c

b all kinds, a berry pauh «'^"'-;-"'>
-

, „iianent

profitable adjunct to t^e '-"-
^^

, ^ , ^l,, ;,„ „,nd-

nature. A strawberry bed
'^^^'^^ ,i„ „,ound the

somelv, in spite of the fact 'hat .to ^

^^ f^^^^^^

vear around. C.rape ^XJ n»h\ urAu.i >> bo^'^-

Gooseberry and currant buhesn a

well for this purpose.
^^^^^ known kinds

rTc::r.N^::XkN'~HedCherrv,
Perfection.

^
•ISsk::^' Downing. Hou.hton. Industry, Car-

man, and Portage.
Concord, Moore's Early,

GR..PK
),'^''^.f^'^hi,e Diamond, Niagara.

Red Brighton, Catawba, \\h'teu
^ ,,b and I'ro-

Str.^wberr.ksi New
'•r^y^'^j^^^f (;,ndv, Haver-

« Of the common kinds, uuniap,
gressive. Ut tne cu

... ^,j \Vni. Belt,

land, Parsons, i^ample, \N artieia,
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Artificial Fertilizer, Use of, i.
AjparaKus, Best Kind., iCT
AspjriKus, Color Section, ij-
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^
How to .Sow, ijj

,]
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259

Brussels Sprouts, Color Section
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Brussels Sprouts, 25S-cg
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dive, 82-8J, 206

and

Cabbage, Best Sorts for differ-
ent Seasons, 73-73

Cabbage, Color Section, 42-.,3

Cabbane, How to .Sow
I ranjplant, 67-69

Cabbage, Insect Pe,t, and
Storing, 70 71

Cabbage, Pacific Coast Notet,

^^^^^^'^'yoy anil Ked Kindi.

Canning at Home, 2««
Carrots, Color .Section, 44 45

r.arly Sorts, ifio

for Winter Storage,

r,
*'

Carrots, How to Sow and
„ ,„ Crow, Ijg
Cau iflower, Best Sorts, j6j-6,
Cauliflower, Color Section, 45I

C auhflower. How to Grow, 260-
01

Celeriac or Hoot Celery, l6j
Celery, Best Kinds to Grow

26S-270 '

" Color Section, Sck8 I

Ho*, fo Grow, 264 67
Celery, Pacific Coast fjotes.

Chicory or Brussels W„|oof,
o*-«3, 206

Cold frames, 29
Corn Salad, 207
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.

Corn, Sweet or Sugar, Color
Section, f

Corn, S« ,jgj
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iNotes, 102
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Com. Sweet, ProvidinR a Ci.n-

iiint Supply. 96

Corn, Sweet, White Kindt, 97"

Corn, Sweet, Yellow Kindl,

100-101

Cover Sei-di, How tii, 1

1

Cresses, 208 . ,. 0/
Ciicumberi, Color Section, 86-

CuMimhers, How to Crow,

Cucmiiieri., Sort* for I'iiklinu.

Cucumbers, Sorts for Slicinn,

CuVumbers, Sort, for I'nder

Class, 214
, ,

Cultivation, tacts about, 12

Dandelion for (irccns, 221

Delicacies among Negetables,

Di'itRinR or Plowing, 6

Dill, 22« ^,, .

^
Drainage of darden, 4

EuBplant, Best Kinds, 275^
•'

Color Section, 88-8g

•' Cultivation, 272

How to Sow, 271

Endive, Best Kinds to Grow,

Endive, Color Section, 90-91

How to Sow, 209

Fertilijer, Use of Artificial,

Kighting Insects, i8-i9

French Endive or Witloof

Chicory, 82-83, 206

Fruits, Small, for Home Car-

den, 289

Gardening for a Family °'

Five, 280-8

^

Greens, Vegetables for, 221-27

Cionhouse, Culture of Veie-

t.bles, 10-11

Cumbo or Okra, II4

Hani Wilding, 14

Herbs, 22H

Hoeing, 1

1

Hotbeds, 2'. 27 ^ . .

What to Cirow in, 2"

Implements, "

Insects. llo» to bight, 18

Intensive Cultivation, 17

Irrigation, 2>

Kale or Borecale, 222

Kohlrabi, Color Section, 02-91

How eoCrow. lOi

l.eeks, 274
Lettuce, Buttcrhcad Sorts, 2'

Lettuce, Color Section, 94-9i

Lettuce, Cos or Romaine, 22t

Lettuce, Crisphead Sorts, 218

Lettuce, How to Crow on

Pacific Coast, mq
Lettuce. How to Have It

Different Seasons, 2 14

Lettuce, Loose-leafed Sorts,

Le«uce, Thinning and Trans-

planting, 211

Lettuce. What Sort and W hen

to Sow. 211-12

Location of Carden. 3

Making a I'lan. 7

M king hiirows, Q

Melons, Musk, Best (.reen-

fl. shed. 231)

M. .,n. Murk. Best Orangc-

fleshtd Sorts. 238
.

Melon. Musk. Color Section.

128-129 ,. , ,„
Melons, Musk, for ^ nder Claw

and Pacific Coast. 240
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Mcloni, Miiik. Mow to Gather.

Mt-loni, Musk, How to Grow,

Mctnn, WattTt Color St-ction,

no n I

Mtlon, Water. How to (irow,

M.
m AX

elon.W''ater.on Pacific Coast*

Mustard, 221

Okra. 224
Onions, Color Section, ii2-V1
Onions. Ktrtili/inK and Har-

vi-stinK. 107- los

(^nions, Forfiiin Kinds, loi)

" from Sfts and St'i-ds,

< >nions, How to (iruw Big
Onts, III

Onions, on Pacifii- Coast, II4
Onions, Ktrd Amcric;in, II

2

(Jnions, W'licn and How to
Sow, loC>

Onions, White American, 1 10

Onions, Yellow American. 1 1

1

P:.rsley, Color Section, 134-135
How to (irow, 225

I'aisnip, Co'or Section, 136-

M7.
Parsnip, How to (jrow, 164
Peas, Color Section, 138-139

" on Pacific Coasr. 121
" Sni'Kuh Seeded Scrts, 118
" Wiun ro Sow and How

T'» Cultivate, I15-1 17
Ptas. Wrinkled Kinds, 1 19-20
Peppers, Best Kinds to Grow,
27^277

Peppers, Color Section, 140-41
'* How to Cultivate,

276
** How to Sow, 275

Planning the (larden, 7
Plowing or Digging. 6

Potatoei. irt^ 170
Karlv Kinds, 16H

" How to Plant. 1A6
" How fo Store, 170

I,are Kinds, t(*t

Preparation of Soil, ^

Pumpkin, Hcst Sorts, 247
Pumpkin, Color Section, 142-

^43 .

Pumpkin, How to (irow Large
Ones, 246

Pumpkini, How to Sow and
Cultivate. 24;

Pumpkins, on Pacific Coast,
24K

Radish, Color Sution, 176-77
Kadish, Karly Round Sorts,

|iJ2

Radish, for Summer Tse, 195
" for Winter I'se, 196

Radish, How to Cultivate, 173-

Rauifh, Olive-sha; ed Sorts,

Radish, The Year Ar nd, 175
Radish, When and tlow to

Sow, i/(-72
Radishes, Long Kinds, 194
Raking. 9
Records, How to Keep. 287
Rhubarh, Color Section, 178-

179
Khuharb, Orown from Roots,

.'79

Rhubarb, (irown from Seeds,
27K

R(M)t Crops, 151-203
Root Crops. Storing of, 204
Rurabauas, 203

Sage, 22K

Salad Plants, 205-20
Salsifv, Color Section, 180-181

" How to (Jrow, 197
Seed Flat, What Is a, zz
Seed Order, Making out a, 286
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Seedlings, Thinning Out, 15
Soil, Preparation, 5
Sowing Seeds, 10
Spinach Beet, see Swiss Chard
Spinach, Color Section, 182-83

How to (irow, 226
Spraying, 20-21
Squash, Color Section, 184-85

" 249-52
Staples of the Vef;etahle Gar-

den, 4S-150
Startinfj Plants IndiKirs, 23
Sweet Marjoram, 228
Swiss Chard, Color Section,

186-87

Swiss Chard, How to (Irow, 227

Thinning Out Seedlings, 15
Thyme, 228
Time of Sowing Seeds, 10
Tools or Implements, 8
Tomatoes, Color Section, 188-

Tomatoes, Dwarf Kinds, 147
Tomatoes, Earlv Purple Sorts,

Tomatoes, Larly Scarlet Sorts,

127
Tomatoes, for Salad and Pre-

serving, 148-49
Tomatoes, Late Purple Sorts,

146

Tomatoes, on Pacific Coast,
126

Tomatoes, Scarlet Midseason,
Late Sorts, 144

Tomatoes, Sowing and Trans-
planting, 122-24

Tomatoes, Staking and Prun-
ing, 125

Tomatoes, Under Glass, 150
Transplanting, 16

Turnips, Color Section. 190-
_9I

_

Turnips, for Winter Use, 202
How to (irow Them,
200

Turnips, The Karly Kinds, 201
When and How to
Sow, 198-99

Vegetables, for Cold Frame,

29^
for Greenhouse, 30-

31

for Hotbeds, 26-28
Wgetables of Unusual Charac-

ter, 25^3-77
Vming Vegetables, 229-52

Weeding, 14
Witloof Chicory or Brussels

Witloof, 82-83, 206

i!^
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